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ABSTRACT 
This research has introduced a new concept, "stiffuess/strength corrector", which more 
accurately models variation in masonry properties at various locations (zones) within a 
masonry wall panel. Derivation of these correctors was based on a closer mapping of the 
laboratory experimental results to those obtained from a non-linear finite element 
analysis of full-scale masonry panels subjected to a uniformly distributed lateral load. 
In this research only one panel, which was tested in a previous research, was used as the 
"base panel" and correctors for new panels with and without openings with various 
boundary conditions were derived by matching similar regions and zones between the 
new panel and the base panel. 
The research has also derived the concept of zone similarity between the base panel and 
any new panel. It was discovered that the types of panel boundaries surrounding specific 
regions within the two panels govern zone similarity. At first, a manual method for 
matching zone similarity was proposed based on careful visual inspection to identify 
similar regions within the two panels. It was found that this method is difficult to 
implement as the user needs to have a deep knowledge of the behaviour of the panel to be 
able to accurately locate similar regions/zones. As it was established that the zone 
similarity was mainly related to the panel boundaries, this knowledge was used to derive 
appropriate rules for matching zone similarity. These rules were implemented in a 
cellular automata model which was able to automatically locate similar zones between 
the base panel and a new panel and assign appropriate corrector values to zones within 
the new panel. 
The stiffuess/strength corrector values were used to modify global material properties of 
the panel. A specialised non-linear FEA program for masonry panels was used to analyse 
a number of panels provided by CERAM with modified rigidities or tensile strength 
values. Comparison of results with laboratory experimental values shows that with this 
new method an average 18% improvement in the prediction of failure load, in 
comparison with the non-linear FEA results with smeared masonry properties, was 
possible. The failure patterns for the majority of panels with or without openings, having 
various sizes and boundary conditions, were much closer to the experimental results. 
The results of case studies using the new method clearly show that the proposed method 
is a much better representation of the true behaviour of the masonry panels which models 
variation in masonry properties and the boundary effects more accurately. The corrector 
values for any type of new panel are derived from a single base panel in which there was 
not sufficient data available at different locations. on the panel, particularly near the panel 
boundaries. Thus, in some cases it uses a crude approximation of the boundary types to 
establish corrector values for a new panel. If sufficient data points were available more 
accurate results would have been possible to achieve. 
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATION 
Elastic modulus 
Modified elastic modulus 
Stiffness matrix 
Vector of displacement 
Vector of Load 
the flexural rigidity 
Corrector/stiffness corrector/strength corrector 
Stresses in the directions x, y 
Poisson' s ratio 
Shear Stresses, n-normal to the crack direction, p-parallel to the crack 
direction 
Shear strains 
Strains in the directions x, y at Point j from the new method in this report 
Angle between the maximum prescribed stress and the bed joints 
Principal stresses 
a) a. a2a Principal stresses at an angle a 
B Rotation angle 
f Modified strength 
ft./b Uniaxial tensile and compressive strengths 
x,y,z Co-ordinate axes 
TOD, TOR Convergence tolerances for iterations 
S;J State value of a zone within a panel 
1J Transition coefficient 
xn 
GLOSSARY 
arching effect: a phenomenon like an arch which is formed in a masonry panel 
subjected to lateral pressure and built into a steel or concrete frame which 
provides non-yielding supports 
aspect ratio: ratio of panel length to panel height 
axial: adj. of <OOs 
built-in support: a support at an edge of a wall panel that its movement normal 
to the surface and rotation about all axes of the wall panel are constrained 
d.p.c: (bituminous) damp proof course 
failure load: maximum load capacity of a wall panel 
failure pattern: a figure formed from cracking lines on a wall panel 
free edge: an edge which is not constrained by any support 
lateral load: force normal to the surface of a wall panel 
panel: an area of brickwork with defined boundaries, usually applied to walls 
resisting predominantly lateral loads 
perpend: the vertical joint between brick units in the face of a wall 
region: a specified part on a wall panel 
return: wall or pier perpendicular to the plane of the panel 
similar zones: some parts on a wall panel with the same corrector value 
simple support: a support at an edge of a wall providing restraint to the 
movement normal to the surface of the wall, but not rotation 
stiffness/strength correctors: parameters to model variation in masonry 
properties, which are related to structural factors such as boundary conditions of 
the masonry panel 
wallettes: small walls which are used to test the flexural strengths m two 
perpendicular directions 
zone: a small part within a region (a region could include a number of zones) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1. 1. Tasks Accomplished in the Research 
The increasing use of masonry as a structural material, particularly in new 
applications such as its use as prestressed forms, and the incidents arising from 
improper use of masonry continually require research to provide accurate and 
convenient design methods involving many complex cases based on theoretical 
analysis and experimental results. One of these areas is the effect of lateral loads from 
wind forces or incidental loads such as the effect of explosion on masonry structures. 
Research on masonry panels subjected to Jateral loading was mainly covered from 
around 1970 to the present day, although initial research on the subject began in 
1950s. During the 1970s and 1980s, researchers, such as Baker (1972, 1973, 1980, 
1982), Lawrence (1980, 1983), West (1971 , 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1979) and 
Anderson (1984, 1985, 1987) comprehensively studied many aspects of laterally 
loaded masonry panels, such as aspect ratio, flexural strength, orthogonal strength 
ratio and other factors affecting the response of masonry panels. They proposed 
theoretical methods for the analysis and design of masonry panels based on many 
experiments on masonry units, wallettes and full-scale panels. In 1989, Fried (1989) 
summarised the then existing experimental and analytical results and gave a clear 
state of research results at that time. After 1990, the main research into laterally 
loaded masonry panels was the study of the behaviour of masonry panels with 
openings. These studies were conducted by Chong (1993), Ronald (1996) and Edgell 
(Edgell). The researches can be considered to consist of: 
-------
• A large number of experiments on small masonry specimens/wallettes have 
been tested to determine flexural strength, modulus of elasticity and other 
properties of masonry materials. The most important parameters for the 
masonry material properties were obtained from the statistical analysis of a 
large amount of laboratory experimental data. These parameters were then 
used in the design and analysis of masonry panels. 
• Four methods of analysis were proposed for the design and analysis of 
laterally loaded masonry structures; (1) The Yield Line Theory, (2) The 
Fracture Line Theory, (3) The Empirical Strip Method and (4) The Finite 
Element Analysis. Among these methods, the FEA techniques for masonry 
proved to be much better in predicting both fai lure load and failure pattern 
of masonry panels (Chong 1993) (Lee et al. 1996). 
• The experimental data for testing of full-scale masonry panels was used to 
verify the flexural strength of masonry panels and the validity of 
calculation methods. 
Although the research in this field has achieved many important results, the inaccurate 
design and analysis of masonry panels continuously require the researchers to provide 
more accurate and reliable methodologies for the prediction of behaviour of masonry 
panels. These include: 
• The masonry properties still need to be further modelled and verified in 
variable surroundings. 
• The analytical methods for masonry still need to be further examined and 
improved in order to make the prediction of failure loads and failure 
patterns of masonry panels closer to their experimental results. 
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• The experiments on masonry specimens/wallettes/full-scale panels are still 
needed to support new analytical techniques. 
1.2. Results Achieved in this Research 
This research proposed a new approach in modelling of masonry panels in order to 
achieve an accurate prediction of both failure load and failure pattern of laterally 
loaded masonry panels based on the existing experimental data, obtained from the 
full-scale testing of masonry panels, and the FEA modelling of masonry. In the past a 
great deal of research pointed towards the suggestions that an accurate prediction of 
failure load and failure pattern of the panel needs to consider the variation in masonry 
properties within a panel. The current research has established that the boundary 
effect, in parallel with the variation in masonry properties, has a critical effect on the 
behaviour of masonry panels. 
In this thesis a new technique has been proposed which introduces a corrector 
concept that quantifies the effect of the variation in masonry properties. The corrector 
values are derived from the comparison between the analytical displacements at 
individual zones on the full-scale masonry panels with & without openings and the 
corresponding laboratory experimental data. Therefore the corrector values are related 
to the positions of various zones within the masonry panel. It was also found that 
boundary types closer to various zones have great influence on the corrector values. 
Based on this finding, this thesis has established the relationship between this 
quantitative variation (corrector) and the effect of boundary condition on the 
behaviour of the panel. 
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In order to apply correctors derived from a base panel (the standard experimental 
panel) to improve the PEA of a new panel, a definition for zone similarity was 
introduced that: two zones are similar if they have the same corrector value. To 
identify similar zones between/within panels and to quantify values of correctors for 
these zones, rules for matching similar zones were proposed. Based on these rules, a 
method was developed to manually select appropriate values of correctors from the 
base panel for similar zones on a new panel and then the correctors are used to modify 
the global flexural rigidity/tensile strength of the new panel. Finally, these modified 
flexural rigidities/strengths are used to improve the PEA result of the new panel. 
However, the proposed method for matching similar zones was not easy to implement 
as mapping the division of zones within a base panel and a new panel required an in-
depth understanding of the influence of boundaries on local zones. There was a need 
for developing a comprehensive automatic technique to divide the panel into zones, to 
match the similar zones between the new panel and the base panel, and to select 
appropriate corrector values for the PEA of the new panel. 
This research has presented modelling of boundary effect using technique of Cellular 
Automata (CA). Based on the proposed rules for matching similar zones, the proposed 
CA method automatically matches similar zones between a new panel and a base 
panel. 
In the thesis, two different specialised PEA softwares for masonry were used to 
predict the behaviour of the masonry panel. The non-linear PEA technique using the 
biaxial stress failure criterion (Chong 1993) has shown to give better results when 
modifying the global flexural rigidity D/modulus Eat various local zones within the 
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panel. The FEA technique using the homogeneous technique (Lee et al. 1996) has 
shown to give better results when modifying the global tensile strength fat various 
local zones within the panel. 
In total, application of correctors has proved to greatly improve the FEA prediction of 
both failure loads and failure patterns of laterally loaded masonry panels. Besides, 
introduction and application of correctors suggests further research projects on both 
theory and experiment in the research field. 
1.3. Scope of This Thesis 
Chapter 1: It has introduced the main research results in the thesis, which includes the 
background of the research, the problems to solve, the methodologies of solving the 
problem and the result of investigation into the methodology. 
Chapter 2: A review on research into laterally loaded masonry panels has been made 
to raise issues involved in the thesis. Two key factors, variation in masonry properties 
and boundary conditions, which greatly affect the accuracy of the FEA prediction of 
masonry panels, were highlighted using the existing research results in the past 30 
years. 
Chapter 3: It has reviewed two existing FEA techniques for masonry, one using the 
biaxial stress failure criterion and another using homogeneous techniques. These two 
FEA techniques were used in the following research on masonry panels subjected to 
lateral loading. 
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Chapter 4: Based on the issues in Chapter 2, it has proposed a new concept, corrector, 
which can qualify the variation in masonry properties at various local zones within a 
panel. Then the investigation into the characteristics of corrector has discovered that 
the corrector includes all relevant factors which affect the behaviour of the panel, 
among them, boundary effect is most important. 
Chapter 5: It has investigated the distribution of correctors on several typical 
experimental panels. A characteristic has been discovered: if two zones within the 
panels are governed by similar boundary types and located at similar positions on the 
panel, the two zones have the same corrector value. Based on the finding, the rules for 
matching such similar zones have been proposed and a corresponding method has 
been developed in order to manually select correctors from the base panel for the FEA 
of new panels. 
Chapter 6: To overcome the difficulty of manually matching similar zones, cellular 
automata were used to model the boundary effect on zones within the panel. Based on 
state values of various zones, calculated by the proposed CA equations, corresponding 
rules and the equations for automatically matching similar zones are introduced and 
initial values for boundary types and transition coefficient the accurate matching 
similar zones are verified. 
Chapter 7: It has investigated the effect of correctors on the FEA displacement of the 
panel when the selected correctors were used to modify globally smeared modulus E 
of the masonry panel. Besides it has verified the effect of random noise, which 
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modifies the stiffness of a local zone within the panel, on the FEA displacement of the 
panel. 
Chapter 8: It has investigated the effect of correctors on the FEA prediction of both 
failure load and failure pattern of laterally loaded masonry panels. Two FEA 
programs, one using the biaxial stress failure criterion and another using the 
homogeneous technique, were separately used to predict the failure load and failure 
pattern of the masonry panels and the corresponding results were compared. In the 
analysis, correctors were separately used to modify globally smeared modulus E or 
tensile strength J, and the corresponding FEA results were compared. Meanwhile, it 
has also verified the effect of correctors, selected by the manual method and the CA 
method, on the FEA results. 
Chapter 9: It has made conclusions and proposals for the further research in the field. 
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2. A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH INTO 
LATERALLY LOADED MASONRY PANELS 
2. 1. Introduction 
This chapter reviews the research into laterally loaded masonry panels, both in the UK 
and around the world. The review is divided into four stages, 1950-1968, 1969-1978, 
1979-1989 and 1990-present. The review focuses on the techniques proposed for 
predicting failure load and failure pattern of the masonry panel and the relevant 
factors affecting the predicted results. Special attention has been devoted to the PEA 
techniques because of their more reliably and reasonably theoretical basis. By 
reviewing these existing theoretical and experimental results, critical issues addressed 
by researchers are highlighted and major issues, which are the focus of the research in 
this thesis, are identified. 
2.2. The First Period (1950-1968) 
Before 1970, little information was available on laterally loaded masonry panels. 
Indeed, there was little information available on masonry structures as whole. 
Between 1950 - 1970, a number of research programmes were initiated to study the 
behaviour of masonry panels in the UK and around the world. Although results from 
these experiments were not conclusive to be included into the Codes of Practice for 
masonry structures, they marked the beginning of a wider range of useful research in 
this area. 
In 1950, Davey and Thomas (1950) reported results of their research into laterally 
loaded walls supported on all four sides. They indicated that there would be no 
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reserve of strength left in a masonry panel after it cracked. They also stated that a 
pattern of cracking similar to a yield line was observed to develop. 
In 1953, Thomas (1953) reported the effect of arcrung formation and existence of a 
reserve of strength due to arching formation after cracking on several laterally loaded 
brick walls. Plumer and Blume (1953) in the same year in the USA, discussed the 
common characteristics of lateral forces on panels induced by wind and explosion in 
general terms. 
In 1961 in the USA, Fishbum (1961) and Hedstrom (1961) conducted experiments on 
the behaviour of concrete block masonry walls under lateral loading. They concluded 
that the orthogonal strength ratios of the wall varied from 2.2- 3.6. 
In 1962 in the USA, Plumer (1962) outlined a theoretical view of the resistance of 
brick walls to lateral loads by arcrung action, and the results of experiments on six 
wall tests demonstrated that the arcrung resistance of brick masonry was many times 
its bending resistance. 
In 1964 in Sweden, Losberg and Johnsson's (1964) experiments on walls supported 
along all four edges showed that under the action of lateral load an initial cracking 
stage was followed by ultimate load, when the load remained constant under 
increasing deflections. Because the fracture lines resembled yield lines on a plate, 
yield line analysis was applied to the panels wruch gave reasonable predictions of the 
ultimate load. The authors recognised that the brittle nature of masonry would prevent 
true yield lines to be developed in the masonry panels. 
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In 1965 in Britain, Bradshaw and Entwistle (1965) presented preliminary guidelines 
on the wind forces on non-loadbearing brickwork panels. They emphasised the 
importance of good bond between brick and mortar, and proposed moment 
coefficients for design of walls with various edge conditions. They recommended that 
the permissible tensile stresses perpendicular and parallel to bed joins should be 
limited to 0.07N/mm2 and 0.14N/mm2 respectively. This gives an orthogonal strength 
ratio of 2.0. 
In 1967 in Britain, Monk and Alien (1967) tested walls without axial compression on 
hollow clay blocks, using an air-bag to apply a lateral load. They discovered that the 
criterion for failure was the first appearance of the opening of the horizontal joint at 
the mid-depth. 
From the above research, the basic issues, which are still relevant in the research of 
masonry panels today, were put forward at that time. These issues include: the 
magnitude of ultimate load, the orthogonal strength ratio and the criterion for failure 
of the panel. 
2.3. The Second Period (1969-1978) 
The serious research into the lateral resistance of masonry walls started after the 
Ronan Point accident in 1968. The accident report suggested the need for the revision 
of wind loads in the then Code of Practice CP3 (Hendry 1996). After 1970, a number 
of analytical techniques for predicting the failure load of masonry panels were 
proposed and critically examined in parallel research by various researchers both in 
the UK and other countries. These methods were based on the experiments of 
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masonry units, mortar and wallettes to determine the properties of masonry materials 
and the experiments of full-scale masonry panels to confirm the validity of the 
proposed analytical methods. The main analytical methods proposed, according to 
Fried's review (1989), were the Yield Line Method, Empirical Strip Analysis Method, 
Elastic Plate Theory, Fracture Line Method, Principle Stress Method and Energy 
Method. A precise determination of the ownership of these methods is very difficult. 
This review is mainly interested in the application of these analytical techniques. 
In 1969 in the USA, Grenley et al. (1969) presented results of the lateral load tests on 
36 walls of storey-height, constructed from three types of bricks and high-strength 
mortars. The relationship between compressive load and lateral load was studied in 
this research. It is important to note that extending the theory of failure based on the 
high-strength mortars is not valid in the type of walls built of conventional mortars 
with little tensile strength. 
In 1969, both America and Australia published their first codes for brick walls on 
lateral loading, "Building Code Requirements for Engineered Brick Masonry" in 
America (Structural Clay Products Institute 1969) and Standards Association of 
Australia "S.A.A. Brickwork Code" in Australia (Standards Association of Australia 
1969). The American code proposed design recommendations on lateral loading. The 
Australian code provided little guidance on lateral loading, but this code included 
provision for on-the-site controlled testing of tensile bond using stack-bonded piers 
tested as beams. 
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In 1970, The publication of CP111; part 1 (British Standards Inst. 1970) in the UK 
gave initial design guidance on the values of tensile strength of masonry, but this code 
discouraged its use. 
In 1971 in Britain, West et al. (1971) carried out an extensive programme of 
experiments on over 100 walls to study the lateral-load resistance of the walls. These 
walls were of different lengths both with and without returns. Different brick and 
mortar types were examined in different constructions, including single leaf, double 
leaf and cavity. The results obtained in this research can be summarised as: (a) the 
compressive strength of the constituent bricks and mortar used had a negligible 
influence upon the lateral resistance of the wall; (b) the effect of returns changes the 
mode of failure to a yield-line pattern; (c) the three-pinned arch method of calculation 
is no longer applicable in this case, although it might be used as a conservative means 
of approximation. Among these results, the conclusion (b) implies that failure pattern 
is sensitive to boundary change. 
In 1972 and 1973, Baker (1972, 1973) provided a simplified strip method of analysis 
and compared the experimental results respectively with his strip method, with elastic 
isotropic plate theory after the panels had cracked but not collapsed, with yield line 
theory and with tabulated elastic moment coefficients. His analysis showed that; 
elastic plate theory generally underestimated ultimate load; the elastic analysis of 
cracked panels was inconsistent; yield line consistently overestimated strengths; and 
his tabulated moment coefficients were always conservative. His empirical strip 
method was recommended as the most reliable method at that time, providing 
conservative estimates for three sided panel support and reasonable estimates of panel 
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strength with four sided panel supports. In 1980, Baker (1980) summarised his work 
on lateral loaded walls which included a slightly refined form of strip method. At the 
same time of Baker's research, James (1978) and Lawrence (1980) analysed the 
results of their tests on the panels using Baker' s strip method. James found reasonable 
agreement for the four-sided panel but the predictions for panels supported along two 
or three edges were conservative. Lawrence found that this method gives inconsistent 
results and, in some cases was unsafe, not employing the stress averaging technique. 
In 1973, Hendry (1973) reviewed the available information regarding flexural 
strength and lateral loading in the UK. He indicated that reasonable agreement 
between his test results and the yield line method could be obtained if the strength 
perpendicular to bed joints was taken to be the same as that parallel to bed joints. He 
also indicated that both yield line (if correctly applied) and elastic theory gave 
conservative predictions of panel strengths. His load predictions using the elastic 
theory agreed with Baker' s findings, but the conservative predictions of the load 
capacity of walls using the yield line method were contrary to Baker's observations. 
In 1973, West et al. (1973) presented the results of fourteen panel tests, carried out 
with various support conditions, materials and window openings. Haseltine and 
Hodgkinson (1973) used these experimental results to test the validity of both the 
elastic plate and yield line theories. Both were found to underestimate wall strengths 
contrary to the findings of Baker (1972, 1973). 
In 1974, West et al. (1974) tested the lateral resistance of fifteen clay brick walls with 
various boundary conditions when carrying a compressive axial load. The 
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experimental results showed that the mortar composition is important in determining 
the failure load. Highest strengths were obtained when bending could take place in 
both the directions perpendicular to and parallel to the bed joints. 
In 1975, West et al. (1975) conducted a large programme of experimental work using 
wallettes and full-scale walls. In this research, the relationship between lateral load 
resistance and wall length was studied for full-size walls and the effect of d.p.c was 
shown to be critical. Based on the results of the tests on twenty-six wallettes 
constructed from each of different brick type, it was found that the ratio of ultimate 
flexural strength in the two orthogonal directions varied between 1.5 to 5.0. The mean 
orthogonal ratio was shown to be 3.02. In this experiment, only one mortar type was 
used for all walls. A comparison of bending moments obtained from the yield line 
theory and the experimental results showed good agreement, with the yield line 
always being conservative by 8.0% average. This research also showed that boundary 
conditions are critical to the response of the panel (the effect of d.p.c). 
In 1976, West (1976) and Haseltine (1976) investigated the flexural strength of 
brickwork normal and parallel to the bed joints. A wide variety of bricks and standard 
1:114:3 and 1:1:6 cement: lime: sand mortars were studied. The type of mortar had no 
significant influence on the flexural strength normal to the bed joint, but parallel to 
the bed joint the stronger mortar gave the higher flexural strength. The factors by 
which the test results on the lateral strength of full-scale walls exceeded the design 
strength, calculated from the characteristic flexural strength and yield line theory, 
were tabulated. From this work it was shown that the yield line theory gives a realistic 
method of design. 
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In 1976, Cajdert and Losberg (1976) published results of their lateral load tests on 
brick panels simply supported on all four sides and the prediction of the first cracking 
load was made by the elastic plate theory. Hendry and Kheir (1976) found that the 
elastic plate theory underestimated test results by a large margin at higher aspect 
ratios and that yield line provided slightly conservative estimates of test strengths. 
Hendry and Kheir suggested that although application of the yield line method lacked 
rational basis, it should be used for the time being, implying the need to confirm that 
yield line theory could be used for all boundary conditions. 
In 1978, the first version of the new limit state British Masonry Code, BS 5628: Part 1 
(British Standards Institution, BS 5268: Part 1:1978. 1978. Latest update March 1985) 
was published. In this code, two design methods for laterally loaded walls were 
introduced. The first method was based on the yield line theory, assuming constant 
moments of resistance along yield lines, although there appears to be no justification 
for the use of such a theory because of the Jack of ductility of masonry. The second 
method employs arching theory which allows a masonry panel to act as an arch 
between suitable rigid supports; however in practice it is often difficult to provide 
such support. 
In 1978, Sinha (1978) proposed a modified yield line approach in which he assumed 
that the load was distributed in proportion to the stiffness in the two principal 
directions. Very good agreement between experimental results and theory using 113 
scale bricks was obtained. Conventional yield line theory was shown to overestimate 
test results. He pointed out that flexural properties obtained from specimens tested 
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using central line loads might not reflect actual wall flexural strengths and also the 
moduli of elasticity were based on compression tests. 
From the above research results, the most important finding in this stage was the 
introduction of a number of analytical methods for calculation of failure loads of 
masonry panels under lateral loading. The results were included in the masonry 
design code. Some important conclusions drawn from this stage can be summarised 
as: 
• The compressive strength of the constituent bricks and mortar used has no 
effect on the lateral resistance (West et al. 1971). 
• The yield line theory usually provided underestimates of load capacity of 
walls (Hendry 1973) (Haseltine and Hodgkinson 1973) (West et al. 1975) 
(West 1976) (Cajdert and Losberg 1976), but sometimes it overestimated 
failure loads of walls (Baker 1972, 1973) (Sinha 1978). 
• Boundary conditions have strong effect on the lateral load resistance of the 
panel (West et al. 1971) (West et al. 1975). 
These conclusions provided the background for the further research in laterally loaded 
masonry panels. 
2.4. The Third Period (1979-1989) 
The publication of BS 5628 in 1978 undoubtedly stimulated the substantial research 
into laterally loaded masonry panels, because researchers further found that the yield 
line theory proposed in BS 5628 predicted failure loads of masonry panels 
inaccurately, when compared with the corresponding experimental results. At the 
same time, two new analytical methods, Principle Stress Method (Baker 1982) and 
Energy Method (Candy 1988), were developed. 
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In 1979, West et al (1979a) investigated the behaviour of calcium silicate and clay 
brickwork panels supported along three sides but free along one vertical side. In this 
experiment, flexural properties were obtained using the test data from wallettes. In 
this study, strength values obtained from wallette tests were used in the yield line 
technique to make reasonable predictions of wall failure loads. This research showed 
that the yield line predictions overestimated actual wall strengths at low aspect ratios, 
and reasonably predicted wall strengths if partial rotation restraint along the supported 
panel side was included. 
In 1980, Cajdert (1980), in an extensive study of many aspects of masonry, 
recommended the use of the yield line techniques for the prediction of the ultimate 
load of masonry panels and the use of elastic plate theory for predicting the first 
cracking load. Both techniques gave reasonable estimates for the masonry panels 
presented in his research. 
In 1982, Baker (1982a, b) developed a principal stress method to predict the lateral 
load capacity of brick walls based on the principal moments in the panel, and on a 
partially plastic failure criterion. The theory also makes allowance for variable joint 
strengths in the panel. Baker compared his theoretical predictions with test results. He 
found that his theory generally overestimated experimental cracking loads but that the 
prediction of ultimate load for the particular case of panels supported along all four 
sides was reasonably accurate. 
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In 1983, Gaims (1983) compared load predictions obtained using the principal stress 
method with test results using concrete blockwork and found out that the load 
predictions underestimated test results. In the same year, Lawrence (1983) compared 
clay brick wall test results with the predictions using the principal stress method and 
found that for panels supported along four edges, the predicted cracking loads were 
not generally in agreement with the test results. Lawrence also observed that 
predicting cracking loads using elastic plate theory, but ignoring built-in supports, 
gave better agreement with test results than predicting this load by Baker's theory. 
In 1984, Brinker (1984) and Anderson (1984, 1985a, 1985b, 1987) supported the 
application of the yield line theory as a design method for laterally loaded masonry 
walls. However, Anderson noted that the yield line theory overestimated the strength 
of walls with continuity over supports and underestimated the strength of walls with 
arching restraint. 
In 1984, Ma and May (1984) compared a number of test results on the strengths of 
panels with a proposed finite element technique and with the yield line method. They 
concluded that in general the design method given in BS 5628: Part 1 overestimated 
the collapse load of panels particularly when the aspect ratio (ratio of panel length to 
panel height) was less than 1.0. 
In 1988, Candy (1988) used the energy method and compared predictions from 110 
test walls with his theory. He found that the predicted failure load was about 74% of 
the experimental failure load. The scatter of the results by his method was 
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significantly less than that by the Strip Method. Candy did not, however, establish the 
theoretical basis for his theory nor were the material properties consistent. 
In 1989, Fried (1989) repeated the results of more than forty experiments and the 
analytical results of the masonry elements and panels in these experiments in his Ph.D 
thesis. He also produced a summary of the calculation methods for the design and 
analysis of masonry panels in the UK, Canada, the USA, Australia, Sweden and other 
countries, since 1932. 
Fried pointed out that masonry research had been predominantly experimental rather 
than theoretical because of the difficulties involved in analysing panels built with two 
completely different components, which when combined together produced a highly 
variable composite materials. The purpose of the experiments was to confirm the 
flexural strength and the first cracking of the masonry structures and the factors which 
affect their behaviour. The experiments on the full-size panels usually included the 
experiments on the corresponding masonry specimens/wallettes. 
Fried also compared the predicted lateral load capacity of panels by the yield line 
method, the strip method, the principal stress method and the elastic plate method 
using the same assumed materials in all methods. At the same time he investigated the 
effects of the aspect ratios, the orthogonal ratio, the boundary conditions on the 
different methods. His comparisons clearly show the advantages and shortcomings of 
these methods. 
In fact, Fried's work has summarised the experimental and analytical research into 
laterally loaded masonry panels before 1989. Fried's research clearly identified the 
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practical application of these analytical techniques, the empirical strip method, the 
yield line method, the elastic plate theory and the principal stress method, but the 
application of these methods is not simple and the reasons why these analytical 
methods are not consistent under some parameters are not clear. 
The research at this stage investigated the accuracy of the calculation methods 
recommended in BS 5628: Part I in many aspects and proposed new methods to 
predict the failure loads of masonry panels. Although these methods are suitable for 
some cases, the reasons of invalidity in other cases are not clear. 
2.5. The Present Period (1990-present) 
After 1990, the research in this field mainly focused on laterally loaded masonry walls 
with openings. Continuing efforts to accurately predict the failure load of laterally 
loaded masonry panels were also being advanced by improvements in existing 
analytical techniques. 
In 1991, Lawrence (1991) presented an analytical method using the finite element 
method which allowed the simulation of the strength of laterally loaded masonry 
panels with various configurations of door and window openings. The analysis 
estimated the load at which the first crack formed in a masonry panel under the 
application of uniformly distributed out-of-plane lateral load. A computer program 
was developed using the finite element method with a Monte Carlo simulation 
approach to take account of the random variation in flexural strength of masonry. The 
influence of self-weight was included. Two failure criteria for the masonry - no 
interaction between vertical and horizontal moments and a principal moment criterion 
- were applied and their effects were studied. 
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Lawrence indicated that the greatest difficulty with analysing walls under lateral 
loading is coping with the high degree of random variation present in masonry 
materials. This variability is caused by factors such as natural variation in materials, 
variation in the manufacturing process, variation in the quality of site workmanship, 
the difficulty of controlling site-batched mortar, and so on. It is essential to account 
for this inherent random variation in any theoretical analysis. Lawrence's research 
clearly directed a main way that pursuing an accurate prediction of masonry panels 
needed proper modelling of masonry properties for the FEA of the panel. Addressing 
this issue is the focus of research in this thesis. 
In 1993, Chong (1993) continued the research into the behaviour of laterally loaded 
masonry panels with openings. He carried out a series of experiments on eighteen 
full-scale masonry panels. Chong applied both yield line theory and FEA in his 
calculations of failure loads of the masonry panels. His research results demonstrated 
that the yield line approach, which forms the basis of BS 5628, tends to overestimate 
the flexural strength of masonry panels as the ratio between height and length of a 
panel increases (the failure load is overestimated by 29% average for the eighteen 
masonry panels with different configurations, boundary conditions and material 
properties). Chong used the smeared cracked material properties obtained from the 
masonry strength (the biaxial stress failure criterion) in the FEA of the panel. He used 
a non-linear finite element analysis which gave reasonable agreement with the 
experimental results of failure loads and to some extent failure patterns of the panels 
(the failure load is underestimated by 12% average for the eighteen masonry panels 
with different configurations, boundary conditions and material properties, and using 
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wallette strengths). He identified that the accuracy of any method for masonry 
analysis may be in doubt because the fundamental properties of masonry materials are 
not fully known and more work in relation to lateral loaded masonry walls is required 
to establish: 
• A stress-strain relationship of masonry prior to failure. 
• A cracking and failure criterion representing the cracking and ultimate 
strength of masonry under lateral loading. 
• The effect of precompression on the cracking and failure criterion. 
• A post failure stress-strain relationship to account for any change of 
behaviour. 
• A cracking model to define direction and propagation of cracks. 
Chong's PhD thesis falls short of proposing a suitable analytical method for 
predicting the first cracking load, the failure patterns and the ultimate load, but rather 
indicated that global masonry material properties are not applicable to the whole panel 
and an accurate analysis should consider the changes of elastic modulus with stress 
levels. 
In 1994, Lawrence (1994) carried out an extensive investigation of the out-of-plane 
load resistance of non-loadbearing clay brick walls. The results of thirty-two full-scale 
tests on single-leaf panels and a large number of tests on small brickwork specimens 
in flexure and shear were reported. The support conditions included in the tests were 
various combinations of simply-supported and built-in edges on three or four sides. 
Lawrence gave his recommendations for the design of two-way spanning panels 
without openings based on the comparison with various methods of prediction, and 
supported the empirical approach of "SAA masonry Code" AS 3700 (1969) as the 
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best available practical method at that time. He also outlined the needs for further 
work to develop a biaxial bending failure criterion and to study the behaviour of 
hollow block panels, walls with openings and cavity walls. Lawrence once again 
identified the potential for more accurate predictions by an analytical method taking 
account of random variation. 
In 1995, Lawrence (1995) studied the strength of masonry in out-of-plane horizontal 
flexure, with stress parallel to the bed joints. The experimental results for a large 
number of masonry beams provided information to understand this important 
parameter in the design of walls for lateral loading. 
In 1996, Lee et al. (1996) introduced a homogenisation technique to investigate the 
elastic-brittle behaviour of masonry panels subjected to incremental lateral loading. In 
this technique, tensile cracking was considered to be the only non-linearity parameter. 
The constitutive model was incorporated in a three-dimensional finite element code. 
In the homogenisation technique, two stages of homogenisation were used, one for the 
orthotropic material and the other for smeared cracking of the material. It was shown 
that the patterns of cracks in masonry panels reasonably agreed with the experimental 
data. The analytical results were compared with experimental results on the response 
of a set of laterally loaded rectangular masonry panels with and without openings. It 
was also considered that the analytical model could be adopted for predicting the 
physical behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels of arbitrary geometry and 
boundary conditions. 
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In 1998, Lawrence (1998) described the development of a new method of design 
based on virtual work principles and showed that this approach gives good agreement 
with test results. This new approach to masonry panel behaviour drew the focus 
clearly on the torsional behaviour of the bed joints where they overlapped in stretcher-
bonded masonry and identified this parameter as the most important parameter in 
lateral load resistance. Torsional strength can be empirically devised from flexural 
bond strength as measured by the bond wrench. 
In 1998, Duarte (1998) reported investigation into the design of laterally loaded 
unreinforced brickwork panels with window openings. He compared the ultimate 
loads predicted by the Yield Line Theory, the Fracture Line Method, the Strip Method 
and Code BS 5628 with the experimental failure loads of 16 masonry panels with 
openings. He pointed out that for defined panel conditions the yield line method 
provides reasonable predictions of the ultimate load carrying capacity of unreinforced 
brickwork walls with window openings subjected to uniformly distributed load, but 
that the yield line method in conjunction with the material properties recommended in 
BS 5628, gives a conservative estimate (by 20% for nine panels whose failure loads 
are underestimated). 
In 1998, Brooks and Baker (1998) presented a new practical method of estimating the 
modulus of elasticity of clay and calcium brickwork by establishing modulus/strength 
relationship for mortar and brick units. The method was based on a composite model, 
adapted to express the modulus of masonry in terms of properties that were generally 
known to the designer, namely, the strength of the unit, the strength of the mortar and 
the water absorption of the unit. When compared with the test data of brickwork, this 
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method can give a more accurate modulus of elasticity of clay and calcium brickwork 
than can other methods including BS 5628 and Eurocode 6 at that time (the error 
coefficient being approximately 26% for the proposed method, 38.1% for BS 5628 
and 34.0% for Eurocode 6). 
In 1999, Mathew et al. (1999) published their research results on predicting failure 
loads by the hybrid system which combines both case-based reasoning technique and 
the neural networks (NN) based analysis. The trained NN was able to match the 
failure load of a masonry panel under lateral pressure and when the wall was 
subjected to biaxial bending, for instance, masonry cladding panels supported on three 
or four sides. 
The future development of both masonry research and its application in practice was 
reviewed by de Vekey (1992), Hendry (1996, 1997) and West (1998). The research on 
masonry placed particular emphasis on the analytical methods developed before 1989 
in complex masonry structures or masonry structures under complex loads. Most 
research results involve the analysis of parameters, such as aspect ratio, flexural 
strength, orthogonal strength ratio and other factors. After 1990, research further 
extended to panels with openings (Chong 1993) (Duarte 1998) (Lee et al. 1996) 
(Lawrence 1994) and variation in masonry material properties (Baker 1982) 
(Lawrence 1991, 1994), and continued to pursue a more accurate masonry model used 
in the FEA for masonry (Brooks and Baker 1998) (Chong 1993) (Duarte 1998) (Lee 
et al. 1996) (Lawrence 1994). 
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2.6. Issues Arising from Review of Previous Research 
2.6.1. Facts and Goals 
The above literature reflects the facts: 
• The existing analytical techniques have not been reliable and accurate 
enough to predict both failure load and failure pattern of the panel, because 
the modelling of masonry properties are still inaccurate, particularly 
variation in masonry properties. 
• The reliable and accurate analytical techniques need to include the 
variation in masonry properties. So far this variation in masonry properties 
has not been investigated enough and research in the field has not realised 
whether or not some factors from structure are closely related to this 
variation besides random factors. 
• Boundary conditions of the panel are the key factor that affects the 
behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels, which must be considered in 
modelling masonry properties. 
According to these facts, this research is focused on proposing a more reliable and 
accurate analytical technique for prediction of both failure load and failure pattern of 
laterally loaded masonry panels, by quantifying variation in masonry properties and 
properly modelling the effect of panel boundaries on the overall response of the panel 
subjected to lateral loading. 
2.6.2. Issues 
To achieve goals in Section 2.6.1, the following issues are raised from the above 
review of previous research: 
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1 The FEA predicts the failure load and/or failure pattern for the panels better than 
other existing methods (Lawrence 1991) (Chong 1993) (Lee et al. 1996). This 
shows that the FEA technique is suitable for masonry structures because the FEA 
process can include two different orthotropic strengths and gradually propagate 
cracking from a zone to other zones within the panel; in other words, the FEA 
process can reflect the practical properties and behaviour of masonry panels on 
the basis of reasonably and reliably theoretical foundament. However, due to 
inaccurate modelling of masonry properties, the FEA still gives some poor results 
of masonry panels subjected to lateral loads, see Section 8.3. Therefore, a major 
task of the current research is to focus on proper modelling techniques for 
masonry structures. 
2 Except Lawrence's research, the existing methods of predicting the response of 
laterally loaded masonry panels are based on the assumption of ideal panels, i.e., 
the masonry panels are considered to be isotropic and all the points within the 
panel have the same parameters that represent the properties of masonry 
materials such as flexural rigidity/elastic modulus and strength. Lawrence (1991) 
inserted random flexural tensile strengths into local zones on the panel and 
successfully predicted the failure loads and the point of first cracking in non-
loadbearing masonry panels under lateral load. However, the consistent correct 
prediction of both failure loads and failure patterns of masonry panels has not 
been achieved. From Lawrence's (1991) and Chong's (1993) research results, the 
existing FEA of masonry panels under lateral loading could be improved by 
introducing variation in masonry properties into various locations on the panel. 
This needs to verify whether or not some factors from structure are closely 
related to this variation besides random factors and the existing experimental data 
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have included the information about this variation. Naturally, the further research 
needs to proceed how to model this variation in order to improve the existing 
analytical techniques for masonry if the existence of the information is verified. 
3 From West et a)'s research (1971, 1975), it can be concluded that the boundary 
effect plays an important role in the behaviour of masonry panels. On the basis of 
the above conclusions, the research presented in this thesis has focused on the 
variation in masonry properties and propagating the boundary effect on the 
variation into various zones within the panel. 
4 The existing experimental data from laterally loaded full-scale masonry panels 
are only used to give a comparison with analytical results on lateral load 
resistance and failure pattern of masonry panels. To date, the information 
obtained from the comparison of experimental and analytical results has not been 
quantitatively back-fed into the modelling of masonry properties. In other words, 
the difference between the experimental and analytical results is, in this thesis, 
considered to be from the variation in masonry properties. This means that the 
behaviour of masonry units/wallettes in their experimental environment varies in 
the structural environment and this variation greatly affects the accuracy of the 
FEA of masonry panels. To obtain a parameter describing this variation, some 
experimental data of full-scale masonry panels should be reasonably employed in 
the parameter. Among the data, the displacements measured at individual points 
that are distributed at the typical zones of the panel certainly include the factor of 
the variation in masonry properties. Therefore, a parameter called corrector is 
proposed in this research to make use of the experimental data of full-scale 
masonry panels to quantify the variable properties of masonry wallettes in the 
structural environment. 
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5 After the parameter quantifying the variation in masonry properties is obtained, it 
is natural that the new problems are put forward on how to apply the parameters 
to the FEA of new panels. Generally, there is the similarity of variation in 
masonry properties at the corresponding zones between panels, because the zones 
have similar physical, geometrical, loading and boundary conditions. 
Furthermore, it is needed to know what factors govern the similarity between 
zones within panels, how to definite this similarity and how to match the 
similarity between zones within panels. After addressing the above issues, the 
following task is to verify the validity of the parameter in the FEA techniques, in 
other words, to verify whether or not this parameter can improve the FEA results 
of new masonry panels. This research will fully address this issue. 
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3. TECHNIQUES OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS FOR 
MASONRY 
3. 1. Introduction 
In Section 2.6, it has been mentioned that the FEA techniques for masonry are better 
than other methods for masonry both in theoretical basis and calculation results. This 
chapter reviews two different FEA techniques for masonry structures, the biaxial 
stress failure criterion (Chong 1993) and the homogenous technique (Lee et al. 1996). 
The main differences between these two techniques are: Chong adopted a four-noded 
flat shell element and used smeared material properties, and cracking was judged on 
the basis of stress and strength obtained from wallette experiments. Lee et al. adopted 
20-noded solid element and used orthotropic material properties derived from the 
strain energy of the composite material, and cracking was judged on the basis of 
stresses and strengths of each of the constituent materials. Both techniques are 
capable of predicting the failure load and failure pattern of laterally loaded masonry 
panels for a number of cases. 
3.2. The FEA Using Biaxial Stress Failure Criterion 
3.2.1. Development of the FEA Model 
In this FEA model, Chong (1993) applied a biaxial stress failure criterion technique in 
which results of laboratory experiments on masonry wallettes were used to establish 
failure criterion in various directions in masonry panels (see Section 3.2.3 for details). 
The test results from full-scale masonry panels were compared with the FEA results 
such as the failure load and failure pattern of the panel. In this analysis, Chong used 
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globally smeared masonry properties. A diagrammatic process of Chong's analytical 
technique is given in Figure 3.1 
Wallette Experimental data of masonry 11 11 
waliettes to obtain material I 11 
properties 11 11 
~ 
Smear the strength property in two orthogonal 
directions (biaxial stress failure criterion) and the 
stiffness property of aJJ masonry elements in the panel 
~ I The FEA of full-scale panels 
~ The experimental data of full-scale 
The comparison between the FEA masonry panels (failure load, 
results and the experimental data of fai lure pattern and displacements) 
full-scale masonry panels 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I l 
1 1 I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I L I I I I 
Full-scale panel 
Figure 3.1 - The procedure of experimental and theoretical analysis 
using the biaxial stress failure criterion 
3.2.2. Stress-Strain Models 
In Chong's analysis, masonry was modelled (see Figure 3.2) as a tri-linear elastic-
plastic material in compression and as a uniaxial material in tension. Linear elastic-
brittle behaviour was assumed for bending both parallel and normal to bed joint. 
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compression 
h~-------=----~ 
/ba t------:rc-- --'-'J.BEb 
tension 
Figure 3.2 - Uniaxial Stress-Strain Relationship 
Within the elastic range, masonry can be considered as either isotropic or anisotropic. 
However, in Chong's model, masonry was treated as an isotropic material. Other 
researchers such as Samarasinghe et al (1983) have also used this model. In this 
model, the non-linearity caused by the constituent materials is insignificant compared 
with that resulting from progressive cracking. The biaxial stress-strain relationships 
for isotropic linear elastic materials are given by 
(3.1) 
where, Eb is the elastic modulus of brickwork and v is the Poisson' s ratio; O"x and O"y are 
stresses parallel and normal to the bed joint, -rxy is the shear stress; ex, ey, and yxy are 
the corresponding strains to O"x, O"y and 'Z"xy. 
3.2.3. Biaxial Stress Failure Criterion 
The finite element analysis of masonry panels from zero up to collapse requires: 
1. A biaxial failure criterion for the flexural stresses, including the directional 
properties of masonry; 
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2. The flexural stresses in terms of the two principal stresses and their 
orientation to the bed joints; 
3. A complete failure criterion which should cover the compression-
compression, compression-tension, and tension-tension zones; 
4. A relationship between the change of stresses and the change of bed joint 
orientation (Chong assumed a linear relationship). 
Based on the above requirements, Chong proposed Equation (3.2) governing the 
surface of the failure criterion 
(3.2) 
where 
ax. ay are the failure stresses at a particular angle B, 
and a is the angle between the direction of the maximum prescribed stress and the 
bed joints. a1a. a2a are the maximum prescribed stresses in the directions x 
and y at the angle a 
The biaxial stress failure surfaces in the tension-tension, compression-tension, and 
compression-compression zones are shown in Figure 3.3 (Chong 1993). 
3.2.4. Modelling of Cracking and Crushing 
In general, failure can be divided into either crushing in compression or cracking in 
tension. Crushing failure leads to the complete disintegration of the material. Masonry 
is assumed to crush when the deformation level reaches its ultimate capacity. After 
crushing, the stresses drop abruptly to zero, and the masonry is assumed to completely 
lose its resistance against further deformation in any direction. 
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Comparison of the Biaxial Relationship with the Proposed Biaxial Failure 
Criterion. 
complete biaxial failure 
criterion 
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biaxial t:ension 
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11· --·~ 
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Figure 3.3- Complete biaxial failure criterion 
Cracking is assumed to occur when the tensile stress within an element reaches the 
limiting tensile value given by the biaxial failure envelope. The direction of the crack 
is fixed normal to the direction of the principal stress violating the failure direction. 
After cracking, the masonry abruptly loses its strength normal to the crack direction. 
However, material parallel to the crack is assumed to carry stress according to the 
unjaxial conditions prevailing in that direction. 
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In the tension-compression zone, only tensile failure is assumed to occur initially as 
the crack forms. Once a crack has formed, the material sustains compressive stress 
parallel to the direction of the crack according to the uniaxial compressive failure 
condition. 
The onset of tensile failure causes highly anisotropic conditions to develop. After 
cracking occurs, the material property matrix in the cracked zones is given by 
Equation (3.3) 
(3.3) 
where, O'n and t:, are the stress and strain normal to the crack direction, and O'p and tp 
are the stress and strain parallel to the crack direction. 
This equation allows no shear stresses thus this converts the biaxial stress system for 
uncracked masonry into a uniaxial system after cracking. 
3.2.5. Masonry Representation 
A typical FEA model of masonry panels can adopt a four-noded flat shell element 
with offset axes (Moffatt and Lim 1976), when masonry is treated as an isotropic 
material of which properties are modelled based on the data of wallette tests. In this 
model, each node has six degrees of freedom, three axial displacements u, v and w in 
the x, y and z directions respectively and three rotations Ox, By and Oz. 
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This form of FEA model permits the stacking of elements into layers with different 
material properties, and each element having a common reference surface which may 
be offset from the mid plane of the element. 
For the modelling of cavity panels, a slip plane was introduced between the two layers 
of stacked elements with each layer sharing one common axial displacement w and 
two common rotations Bx and By. Inplane displacements u and v and rotation B, are not 
restrained since the wall is free to move in the individual layer of elements. Thus, the 
degrees of freedom in each node is increased from six to nine, five axial displacement 
u 1, u2, v1, v2, w and four rotations Bx. By. Bz~. Ba. where subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to 
the two layers (leaves) of elements. In this case, the tie stiffness, joining two leaves, is 
assumed to have an infinite value (rigid arm). 
3.2.6. Integration Rules 
In plane a 2 x 2 point Gauss-quadrature integration scheme was employed. In addition 
to sampling the strain on the x-y plane, it is sampled at ten points to detect non-linear 
behaviour (cracks) and to determine the variation in the magnitude of stress through 
the depth of the element (out of plane), as cracks develop along the wall thickness, see 
Figure 3.4. 
Gauss points on a plane 
y 
Thickness of element 
Figure 3.4 - The planes through the depth of element 
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3.2.7. Non-Linear Algorithms 
An incremental iterative approach with a constant stiffness matrix was used in the 
program. Line search techniques are used to reduce the number of iterations required, 
and hence accelerate convergence. 
3.2.8. Convergence Criteria 
The convergence criteria adopted in this work are based on a residual displacement 
norm, Equation (3.4) and a residual rotation norm. Equation (3.5) 
TOD> 
TOR> 
L (Change in Incrementa Displacement) 2 
L (Total Displacement) 2 
L (Change in Incrementa Rotation) 2 
'L,(Total Rotation) 2 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where TOD and TOR are pre-selected convergence tolerance. A value of 0.002 was 
found to be suitable for both TOD and TOR. Both criteria have to be satisfied 
simultaneously before convergence is achieved. 
3.2.9. Termination of the Analysis 
In the non-linear analysis, load is increased in increments and the analysis is 
terminated when any of the following criteria is satisfied: . 
• The number of load increments exceeds a maximum specified number. 
• Convergence is not achieved after the load increment has been reduced 
three times, each time the new increment being 114 of the previous 
increment. The load value just before this load increment is defined as the 
failure load of the panel. 
• Convergence is not achieved after 120 iterations. 
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3.3. The FEA Using Homogeneous Technique 
3.3.1. Application of Experimental Data 
The homogeneous technique (Lee et al. 1996) uses the test data of mortar and 
brick/block to form the homogenised material properties of masonry elements. The 
test results from the full-scale masonry panels are used to compare the FEA results 
with the experimental results. The process of homogeneous technique is summarised 
in Figure 3.5. All elements within the panel have the same flexural rigidity and tensile 
strength in the FEA calculation. 
F 
0 Mortar Wallette 9 Brick or Block T 11 11 
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Experimental data of 
11 masonry units (brick, block) data of Mortars 11 1+-
! 
The FEA of full-scale masonry panels using the 
modulus E and the strength f of wallette obtained 
from the homogeneous technique 
The comparison of the FEA 
The experimental data of full-scale 
results and the experimental data 
masonry panels (Failure load, 
failure pattern and displacements) 
of full-scale masonry panels 
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Figure 3.5- The procedure of experimental and theoretical analysis 
using homogeneous technique 
3.3.2. Homogenisation Technique 
The homogenisation technique combines two constituent materials (masonry units 
and mortar) into a single material. Equivalent (homogenised) material properties of 
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this combined material, satisfying an equal strain energy principle, were derived. A 
unique transformation between stresses in the homogenised material and the 
constituents was derived. The homogenisation technique has two stages as follows. 
3.3.3. First Stage of Homogenisation-Equivalent Properties of Masonry 
This stage assumes that brick and mortar are perfectly bonded and the perpend mortar 
joints are continuous. Let the compliance matrix of the orthotropic equivalent 
homogenised material be denoted by [ C]. The stress-strain relationship of the 
equivalent homogenised masonry material is represented in incremental form by 
e = [c ]~ (3.6) 
where 
{ ;;:-- D } T a = ,a !>' ,a zz ,7: .')' ,7: ,. ,7: u (3.7) 
{ ~ u } T - -c = ,c !>' ,c u ,y ,y ,y .')' ,. u (3.8) 
and 
1 -V~ 
- V • 0 0 0 
E E, E, 
-
V 1 
- V • 
- --2?_ 0 0 0 E; E, E, 
(3.9) 
-~ - V o 1 0 0 0 [cl= £; E, E, 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
G~ 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
G. 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
G. 
Using the equivalent strain energy requirement together with equilibrium and 
kinematic compatibility conditions for the constituents, the exact expression for the 
nine elements of the compliance matrix le], i.e., (, EY, E,, V xy, V yz, V zy ,G xy ,G yz, Gvc 
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in a closed form can be found. These parameters depend on unit size and thickness of 
mortar joints, elastic properties of units and elastic properties of joints. 
The homogenisation procedure outlined above gives the orthotropic properties of 
masonry in a local co-ordinate system where the axial x is aligned along the length of 
the unit, the axial y along its height and the axial z through the thickness of the panel. 
Then the equivalent orthotropic material properties are used to set up the system 
stiffness matrix in the FEA procedure and, from this, equivalent stresses/strains are 
calculated. This gives unique relationships between stresses in the equivalent material 
and the stresses in the masonry constituents, 
(3.10) 
where [S] is a structural matrix and subscripts u, bj, pj stand for bricks, bed joints and 
perpend joints, respectively. Explicit expressions for those structural matrices are 
given by Lee et al. (1996). 
3.3.4. Second Stage of Homogenisation-Modelling of Cracking Masonry 
Here masonry is modelled as an elastic brittle material with tensile cracking being the 
only non-linearity considered. Stresses in each constituent material, i.e. brick, bed and 
perpend mortar joint, are calculated through the structural relationship defined in the 
previous section and a check for cracking is made based on the maximum principal 
stress criterion for each constituent material. In other words, it is assumed that cracks 
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occur in any constituent if the major principal stress cr1 in that constituent equals its 
tensile strength..ft, i.e. the failure criterion F is: 
(3.11) 
Once cracking occurs in the material, the effect is smeared onto the neighbouring 
equivalent orthotropic material through the homogeneous technique and equivalent 
properties of the cracked masonry are developed. Here, a homogenisation (average) 
procedure based on the work of Pietruszczak and Niu (1993) is adopted for the three-
dimensional case and is described below: 
Let the stress/strain rate of the equivalent material after cracking (cracked masonry) 
be represented by 
{an ,a yy ,a u ,T xy ,T >",Tu} T (3.12) 
(3.13) 
The cracks in masonry are treated as a constituent of masonry. Thus damaged or 
cracked masonry consists of two constituents - intact masonry and cracks which are 
assigned properties of a weak material. These stress/strain rates in cracked material 
can be taken as volume averages of the stress/strain rates in the two constituents of 
composite material, 
(3.14) 
where, f./1 and Jl.J represent the volume fraction of the constituent materials and, for 
simple geometry such as in Figure 3.6, can be defined as 
(3.15) 
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where V= bdw. Here subscript i is used to denote quantities relating to intact material 
andj to denote quantities relating to cracks. 
z 
Crack 
y 
X 
Figure 3.6 - Representation elementary volume including a crack 
Assuming perfect bonding at the interface of the crack and surrounding material the 
equilibrium and kinematic conditions along the interface can be established. It is 
assumed that the volume occupied by the crack is negligible compared to the volume 
of the element (which follows from the relatively small width of the crack). The 
response of cracks can be conveniently described by introducing a velocity 
discontinuity { g} (measure of crack width and tangential movements) which is a 
function of the strain field and the crack width: 
(3.16) 
Based on the assumption of the negligible crack width and by incorporating the 
kinematic conditions, strain rate can be written as 
[o]£ = [o]e+ ~L{ i:} (3.17) 
where 
[J]~[~ l 0 0 0 ~] 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 (3.18) 
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and fJ. is a volume fraction of the crack. 
The constitutive relationship for the cracked masonry can be obtained as 
(3.19) 
Here, [s; J is structural matrices relating strains between the homogenised cracked 
material and either of its constituents; [v•q j is used to take into account the 
orientation of the crack and the components of the transformation matrix [T] depend 
on the normal vector of the plane of the crack. 
1n the FEA, loads are applied incrementally and within each load increment, this 
procedure is implemented as follows: 
{1) After stresses in the constituents are determined, occurrence of cracks in 
each constituent is checked following Equation (3.11). For each point 
under consideration three checks have to be completed, one for each 
constituent, i.e. units, bed joints and head joints. It is important to note that 
tensile strengths of the constituent materials are generally different. 
{2) If cracking is detected the orientation of the crack is calculated together 
with the velocity discontinuity vector. 
(3) New, homogenised constitutive relationship for the cracked masonry is 
evaluated using Equation (3.19). 
(4) Out of balance residual stresses are calculated and iteration is performed 
until equilibrium is achieved. 
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4. INTRODUCTION OF CONCEPT OF STIFFNESS/STRENGTH 
CORRECTOR 
4. 1. Introduction 
The review of the FEA techniques for masonry clearly demonstrated that the models 
of masonry components were based on results of experimental laboratory experiments 
on a large number of masonry units/wallettes to determine material properties such as 
the modulus of elasticity and tensile strength for masonry. However, once these 
properties are applied to full-scale masonry panels, the results of the FEA do not give 
reasonable correlation in predicting failure loads and failure patterns of many 
masonry panels (see the relevant panels calculated in Chapter 8). This indicates that 
variation in material properties, geometric properties, boundary conditions and many 
other factors plays an important role in the overall behaviour of masonry panels, 
which is not reflected by the properties derived from masonry unitlwallette tests. To 
resolve this problem, this research has focused on the proper modelling of full size 
masonry panels taking account of variation in material and geometrical properties, 
variation in quality of site workmanship, and more important the effect of panel 
boundaries on the behaviour of the panel. This chapter introduces the concept of a 
"stiffness/strength corrector", which is used to assign different properties to various 
zones within a panel. Examples of the calculation of stiffness corrector and its 
variation in a masonry panel are given in Chapter 5. The application of this corrector 
has greatly improved the FEA results, which correlate well with experimental 
laboratory results (see Chapters 7 and 8). 
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4.2. Significance and Functions of Correctors 
To improve the results of the FEA, it was decided that the inclusion of the variation in 
masonry properties in individual zones within a panel would be beneficial. Analytical 
methods developed so far, including the FEA methods, have not modelled variation in 
masonry properties to predict failure loads and failure patterns of masonry panels. The 
current research investigates proper modelling of this variation for inclusion in the 
FE A. 
In order to consider the variation in masonry properties within a panel, it was decided 
to review past experimental data to determine whether this variation in masonry 
properties could be modelled properly: 
From laboratory experiments of masonry panels subjected to lateral loading, three 
types of measurements are generally recorded: failure loads, failure patterns and 
displacements at various locations on the panel. The failure load represents the 
strength of the whole structure and the failure pattern is a phenomenon, that can not 
be used to quantitatively give any indication about the masonry properties at local 
zones within the panel. Thus only the measured displacements can to some extent 
quantitatively describe the variation in the properties of masonry in various locations 
within the panel, as the measured displacements are related to the individual nodes 
within the panel. This parameter is therefore used to model the variation in masonry 
properties by comparing the existing test data from full-scale masonry panels with a 
corresponding FEA model. Details of introducing a stiffness corrector are discussed in 
this chapter. 
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Figure 4.1 shows the basic steps for the introduction of the parameters that describe 
the variation in masonry properties in a panel. In the figure: 
• A new parameter, corrector, is introduced by comparing experimental and 
analytical displacements of the panel; 
• The global flexural rigidity D or the global tensile strength fin the existing 
FEA model is modified, using corrector values related to individual zones 
within the panel. 
The FEA of a new 
~dify the flexural rigidity/strength 
by correctors for individual zones 
masonry panel. within a new panel. 
i 
Produce correctors by the comparison of 
the FEA and the experimental data from 
full-scale masonry panels 
.._________ 
The experimental data of full-scale The FEA of full-scale 
masonry panels (Failure load, 
masonry panels failure pattern and displacements) 
i fl. 
I I I I I I I _l L 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I _l _l I I I I I I 
An experimental Full-scale masonry panel 
Figure 4.1 -Procedure of producing correctors and their application 
4.3. Introducing Corrector 1/ft 
The measured displacements from experiments on masonry panels are affected by 
many factors such as boundary conditions, aspect ratios, material and geometrical 
properties, etc. If there were no variation in masonry properties within the 
experimental masonry panels, the displacement measured from the experiment should 
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be the same as that calculated by the FEA. Thus the displacement determined by the 
FEA using globally smeared masonry properties excludes the effect of any variation 
in masonry properties. Variation in masonry properties is the major reason for 
differences between the experimental and analytical displacements. In order to model 
the collective effect of the variation discussed above, and to incorporate this variation 
into the FEA of masonry model, it is proposed that a corrector should be introduced 
for each zone within a masonry panel, which globally reflects the various constitutive 
properties in one parameter. 
For the non-linear FEA process (non-liiJear material) of an experimental panel, the 
incremental method is used in which the load is applied in increments of {M} on the 
structure until the panel fails. In elastic/elastic-plastic analysis, for a load increment 
{M}, the displacement increment {llW}of any point within the panel can be 
calculated by the following equilibrium equation (Ghali and Neville 1997) 
(4.1) 
where [K]- is the global stiffness matrix 
stant values for a given structure 
(4.2) 
{D.W}---displacement increment vector 
{M}---load increment vector (it is constant vector for a certain load) 
D -- Ebh3 
12(1-v2)' D is the flexural rigidity and Eb is the elastic modulus of 
brickwork, v is Poisson's ratio. In elastic/elastic-plastic analysis using Equation 
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(4.1), for a load increment {P}j, the displacement increment 6.W; of a point i in the 
panel, can be written as 
(6.W.) = C/ 
I I D 
where, C/ is the displacement increment of ith point. C/ is the constant for the load 
D 
incrementj. 
Thus, the total displacement of the ith point for the jth load increment can also be 
written as 
w =~(6.W).=~c/ =_!__~ci 
i LJ I I LJ D DLJ I 
I I I 
(j= 1, 2, ... ) (4.3) 
In Equation (4.3), the item C/ involves the geometrical structure, mathematical 
mechanism and load that varies following the increase in the applied load increments, 
and D is the global flexural rigidity. 
In the FEA, the effect of all variation in masonry properties and the effect of boundary 
constraints can be collectively modelled by varying the values of D at different 
locations on the panel. It is assumed that the differences between the experimental 
displacement W;* and the FEA displacement W; calculated by Equation (4.3) is due to 
the variation in the values of D at different zones. A relationship for the experimental 
displacement W'; at node i can be written as 
W.'=~(AW·).=~C/ =-1 ~Ci 
I LJ '-' I I LJ 0 0 LJ I (i = I, 2, ... ) 
1 1 D, D, 1 
(4.4) 
Comparing Equation (4.3) with Equation (4.4), the ratio of W/ and W;, i.e. the 
displacement ratio is obtained as 
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w· D 
R;= -~ =-
Wj n; (4.5) 
Equation (4.5) can also be written as 
. D 
D. =-=If! D 
I R. I 
I 
(4.6) 
Thus, the global flexural rigidity D is replaced with the modified flexural rigidity n; 
w· 
by applying the factor lfli = -~ . If/; is called stiffness corrector which is derived from 
wj 
comparing the experimental and analytical results and is different at the different 
locations on the panel. 
Normally, for the FEA analysis, it is easier to introduce the collective variation in the 
masonry behaviour and the effect of boundary conditions by adjusting values of the 
modulus of elasticity Eh at various locations on the panel at elastic and elastic-plastic 
region in the masonry stress-strain curves (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) as 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Here, lfli is called stiffness corrector and Eh;' is called the modified modulus. In the 
following application, the corrector lfli can also be used to assign different tensile 
strengths, instead of changing E, at various locations on the panel. For this case lflj 
would be called strength corrector. 
4.4. Characteristics of Stiffness Corrector 
The proposed stiffness correctors need to be investigated to verify whether they 
reflect the true characteristics of variation in masonry properties related to the 
collective effect of many factors discussed earlier. For this purpose, a masonry panel 
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SBOl was selected as the base panel from Chong's experiment (1993). The panel 
includes three types of boundaries: the free edge at the top, the simple supports at the 
left and right edges and a built-in support along the bottom edge. On Panel SBOl 
shown in Figure 4.2 the displacement values were measured at thirty-six typical 
points (Al-A9, Bl-B9, Cl-C9 and Dl-D9) for increments of lateral load. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
Simply support: 
1 2 3 
Free Edge: -Built-in Edge: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 4.2 - The standard panel SBOl 
Using the displacement results from Panel SBOl , a back substitution process was 
undertaken using the FEA model to produce modified D' values for the displacement 
points on the panel. These values are produced in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 below. 
Because E;' -Load, Di'- Load and If!. -Load curves have similar patterns, this analysis 
only refers to Ei'- Load curves. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the relationship between 
modified modulus E' and load at the local zones on the base panel SBOl which were 
divided based on the measured points Al-A9, Bl-B9, Cl-C9 and Dl-D9 as shown in 
Figure 4.2. From these curves, some of the characteristics of the corrector 1/fi can be 
described as follows: 
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E'- Load Curves of Point A5-D5 on Panel SBOl 
2o r--------~------~-----+--~--~--,-------~------~ 
\ ~ 15 
ir=~E-=-
- e- E--85 
E--C5 
~E--05 
--E--YM 
o ~------~------~--------~------4-------~------~ 
0 0.5 1.5 
Load (KN/m2) 
2 
(E-YM: Global Young's Modulus E) 
2.5 3 
Figure 4.3 Load- Modified Modulus E ' curves of Points A5-D5 on Panel SBOl 
~ 
E 
E' - Load Curves of Point Bl-B5 on Panel SBOl 
w .-------~-------,--------~------~--------~------~ 
15 --l_j 
-+-E-81 
E 10~~---+--~-------,----~+---------~~~--~ ~ --E-82 E-83 
lt.l 
5 
-4<-- E-84 
--E-85 
--E-YM 
0~------~-------,--------~-------+--------~------~ 
0 0.5 2 2.5 3 
(E-YM: Global Young's Modulus E) 
Figure 4.4 Load- Modified Modulus E' curves of Points Bl-B5 on Panel SBOl 
(!)Traditionally, the modulus E (the smeared E value) is assumed to be constant 
(straight line with a value of 12 kN/mm2 in the above figures) in the FEA of 
masonry panels. The proposed modified modulus E's are values related to 
different zones on the panel. It could be implied that correctors reflect the 
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variation in masonry properties at the local zones within the panel. In other 
words, this variation is related to the positions of the zones on the panel. 
(2) From Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it would appear that at some zones near the 
boundaries of the panel, the variation in E' is quite considerable following the 
load increment. This indicates that the boundary effect has a critical role on the 
response of the panel to applied loading. 
(3) Modified modulus E' values are different under different load values, but when 
the applied load is greater than 1.5 kN/m2, the E' values are stable at their 
individual values. After this load value, any changes in these curves may 
represent appearance of cracks in the masonry panel. 
(4) It is clear that zones adjacent to different boundaries (free edge, simply 
supported edge and fixed edge) behave differently: 
(5) The first part of the curves (applied load value of 0 to 1.5 kN/m2) shows the 
practical situation of the experimental masonry panel, that is, the panel 
gradually moved until the wall edges firmly touch the supports. In other words, 
all the parts of the panel gradually moved into a working-state. The E' values 
stabilised after this working state was achieved. 
Therefore, E/ values (or D '; or 1{1;) have actually modelled the collective effect of all 
factors influencing it, such as the anisotropic property of masonry materials, the 
boundary conditions and geometric properties. In the following chapters, the FEA of 
lateral loading masonry panels will demonstrate the functions of correctors in 
improving the predictions of failure patterns and failure loads. 
4.5. Summary 
The corrector introduced m this chapter can quantify the variation in masonry 
properties at the individual zones within the panel. This variation is related to the 
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collective effect of all factors such as aspect ratios, orthogonal ratio, boundary 
conditions and geometrical properties. Because the corrector is used to modify the 
global flexural rigidity of the panel, this is why it is termed the stiffness corrector. 
The corrector has two basic characteristics: 
1. Local characteristic. Every corrector is closely related to a specific 
position on the panel. 
2. Stable characteristic. After the applied load reaches a level that forces all 
parts of the panel into a working state, the correctors at individual 
positions within the panel are in a stable state. 
The analysis of variation in masonry properties needs both the theoretical and 
experimental techniques. The theoretical techniques must be able to describe the local 
behaviour and material properties of the panel and the FEA techniques properly 
model this variation. The experimental techniques are needed to satisfy the 
requirements of the theoretical techniques. Many experiments of full-size masonry 
panels recorded the displacements at some typical points on the panel. However, these 
experiments only recorded displacements at a few critical locations on the panel 
which unfortunately do not reflect the full behaviour of the panel, particularly there 
are no records of displacements at points near the boundaries. 
This chapter described the basis of quantifying values of stiffness correctors at various 
locations on the panel and reasons for incorporating these into the FEA. The 
following chapters will seek to apply the corrector to improve the results of the FEA 
of masonry panels under lateral loads. 
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5. MODELLING SIMILARITY OF ZONES BETWEEN AND 
WITHIN PANELS 
5. 1. Introduction 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 introduced the concept that the boundary conditions appeared to 
control the modified value of E at any part within a masonry panel. There would 
therefore appear to be a case for investigating whether parts of different masonry 
panels but with the same adjacent boundaries and the same distances from the 
boundary will have the same corrector value. This chapter therefore introduces 
methodologies for calculating stiffness correctors by matching similar zones between 
· a new panel and a base panel. These correctors can then be used for the FEA of the 
new panel. 
In order to apply correctors to improve the results of the FEA of laterally loaded 
masonry panels, it is necessary to know which correctors on a base panel can be used 
for the corresponding zones in a new panel. A base panel is one from which stiffness 
correctors are derived from experimental data. A new panel is one for which the 
stiffness correctors are derived using the base panel correctors only. This requires 
that zones can be created for the base panel and the new panel, and the similarity of 
zones can be matched based on the definition, that similar zones are governed by the 
similar boundary types and located at the similar positions on the two panels. For the 
above purpose, the special techniques are proposed to facilitate matching similar 
zones between a base panel and a new panel. This chapter discusses the concept of 
zone similarity and details of how a panel is divided into various zones, how similar 
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zones between a base panel and a new panel are matched and how correctors for 
various zones within a new panel are selected. 
5.2. Similarity of Zones 
This section investigates what portions within two masonry panels have similar 
correctors in order to apply the correctors from the base panel to calculate properties 
for use in the FEA of new panels. Three experimental panels shown in Figures 5.1, 
5.2 and 5.4 are selected for the analysis of corrector distribution because the 
displacements of the three panels were measured at the evenly distributed points on 
the surface of each panel. These panels also have typical boundaries and sizes. The 
three panels were built using the same brick and mortar under the similar laboratory 
environment (Chong 1993). As there were no measured points along the boundaries 
of these panels except at the top free edge of the panels, the correctors along the 
boundaries are assumed to be the same as those of the nearest measured points to the 
specific boundary lines. 
5.2.1. Distribution of Correctors on Experimental Panels 
Figures 5.1 shows the contour plot of correctors for D values for Panel SB01 , 
determined from back solution of displacements into the FEA model. The 
corresponding corrector values are shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 -The correctors ofPanel SBOl 
q=2.4kN/m2 
Correctors at measured points 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 0.637 0.819 1.198 1.262 1.313 1.262 1.198 0.819 0.637 
8 0.553 0.706 0.935 1.027 1.059 1.027 0.935 0.706 0.553 
c 0.689 0.759 0.957 1.114 1.218 1.114 0.957 0.759 0.689 
D 0.530 0.530 0.916 1.268 1.247 1.268 0.916 0.530 0.530 
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Figure 5.1 - Contour graph of correctors of Panel SBOl 
Built in edg; 
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To estimate the correctors for any new panel, the following assumption has been 
made: 
Panel SBOl has been considered to be the base panel. The reason for using this 
panel as a base panel is that this panel has a general dimension which is 
typical of a full-scale masonry panel and this panel includes three typical 
boundary types: simple, free and fixed supports which could represent most 
realistic situations. 
5.2.2. Regions with Similar Corrector Distribution 
The experimental deflection data for Panel SB06 was used to back solve the FEA 
model to produce modified D' values. The correctors for Panel SB06 are shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
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---Free edge; Simply supported edge; Fixed edge; 
0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 P-P.o 1.0- 1.2 1.2- 1.4 
Figure 5.2- Contour graph of correctors of Panel SB06 
By observing and comparing the corrector distributions on the two panels, SBOl and 
SB06, it is clear that some regions show similar patterns of corrector distribution 
within/between the two panels. Figures 5.3a and 5.3d are the right-hand bottom 
corners with different sizes on the base panel SBOl taken out from Figure 5.1. 
Regions A5806, B5806, C5806 and D5806 are taken from Panel SB06. All four regions are 
shown in Figures 5.3b, 5.3c, 5.3e and 5.3f in which 
• Region B5806 is reversed about its vertical edge; 
• Region C5806 is rotated 180° about its centre; 
• Region D5806 is reversed about its horizontal edge. 
For these regions, the following observation can be made: 
• They are governed by similar boundaries, two simple supports or one simple 
support and one fixed support; 
• Actually, all these regions show similar pattern of corrector distribution; 
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• Regions A5801 , A5806 and B5806 have similar sizes. Regions AJ 5801 , C5806 and D5806 
have similar sizes. 
Region A 5801 on Panel SBO 1 Region A5806 on Panel SB06 Region B5806 on Panel SB06 
(a) (b) (c) 
Region A15801 on Panel SBOl Region D5806 on Panel SB06 Region C5806 on Panel SB06 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.3- Comparison of similar regions between Panels SBOl and SB06 
The base panel used in this investigation to establish values of zone corrector does not 
have all combinations of boundary conditions. It is therefore necessary to estimate 
values of zone correctors adjacent to boundaries which do not correspond to the base 
panel to their similar boundaries. From the contour plots in Figures 5.3e and 5.3f, it is 
clear that Regions C5806 and D5806, surrounded by simply supported boundaries and 
with similar corrector patterns, do not have the exact boundary types on the base 
panel which can match the boundary types surrounding these two regions on Panel 
SB06. However, Region A15801 (Figure 5.3d), surrounded by a built-in boundary and 
a simple support, has the similar corrector pattern with Regions cs806 and Ds806. Thus 
for Regions C5806 and Ds806 on the panel SB06, Region A 1s801 on the base panel can 
be considered to be their similar region. 
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The same observation on Panels SBOI and SB02 has been made as follows. Figure 5.4 
shows the contour plot for correctors of Panel SB02 with an opening. Except for the 
existence of an opening, Panel SB02 is identical to Panel SBOl in its boundaries, 
material and sizes. The correctors within the opening area of the panel are considered 
to be zero. 
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Figure 5.4- Contour graph of correctors of Panel SB02 with opening 
Firstly, the four regions As80\ Bs80\ C5802 and Dssoz at the four corners of Panel SB02 
are defined. These four regions are then compared with the corresponding regions 
A 5801, B5801 , C580 1 and D5801 at the four corners of Panel SBO 1, the same observation 
which is described in comparison of Panel SB06 with Panel SBOl can be made. 
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The above comparisons provide the evidence that there are similar regions with 
similar corrector distribution, which are governed by similar boundary types. The 
same correctors lie in the corresponding local zones, the parts with the same colour 
within similar regions. These zones with the same correctors are called similar zones. 
Similar zones mainly relate to the panel boundaries, positions and sizes of the zone. 
In the following section, rules are developed for matching zone similarities and the 
applicability of the rules and the process of matching zone similarities are discussed. 
5.3. Modelling Similarity of Zones between Two Panels 
As stated in Chapter 4, correctors are derived from comparing experimental and 
theoretical displacement relationship. Correctors, among other factors, mainly depend 
on the four factors: geometrical properties, boundary conditions, material properties 
and intensity of applied loading. Therefore the methodology for matching similar 
zones between two panels must include all the above factors. Among these factors, 
the boundary constraints have a significant effect on the magnitude of correctors. The 
sizes of individual zones have also been included in the rules for determining 
correctors. 
5.3.1. Boundary Conditions 
In this study, the position of a zone within the panel and the types of the panel 
boundaries near the zone are considered to be the major factors influencing the 
behaviour of zones within the panel. In other words, the distance from a zone within 
the panel to an edge with specific boundary condition is the basis of similarity of two 
zones in two panels separately. 
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For instance, Zone 1 within Panel A in Figure 5.5a has the distances, iJ and h1, to the 
two closest supports, the left simple support and the bottom built-in support of the 
panel. Zone 1 within Panel B in Figure 5.5b also has the distances, l 1 and h1, to two 
closest supports, the left simply support and the bottom built-in support of the panel. 
Thus Zone 1 in Panel A and Zone 1 in Panel B can be considered similar and the same 
corrector can be assigned to these two zones. 
Zone 2 in Panel A in Figure 5.5a lies near the vertical symmetrical line of the panel. 
Its shortest distance to the simply supported edge at the top of the panel is h2• 
According to the position of Zone 2 in Panel A and the boundary types of the panel, 
its similar zone, Zone 2 in Panel B in Figure 5.5b, is located at the middle of a simply 
supported edge which in this case is at the right-hand edge of Panel B, and the 
distance to the simply support must also be h2. Therefore, Zone 2 in Panel A and Zone 
2 in Panel B are similar zones and the same corrector can be assigned to both zones. 
Built in Edge Simply Supported Edge Free Edge 
(a) Panel A (b) Panel B 
Figure 5.5 - Similar zones between Panels A and B 
5.3.2. Material Properties 
When values of correctors are assigned from the base panel to the new panel, two 
panels must be made of the similar material. In fact the corrector is a normalised 
dimensionless parameter, which reflects the collective effect of variation in masonry 
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properties and boundary conditions into a single adjustment at the individual zones in 
the base panel. This dimensionless parameter reflects the general variation 
characteristics of panels built using similar masonry material. Thus the values of 
correctors from the base panel can be assigned to similar zones in the new panel with 
the same material properties. 
5.3.3. Load 
From Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it is clear that the value of each corrector settles to a stable 
value after the applied load reaches a specific level. In other words, the load value has 
little effect on the corrector after all the parts of the panel enter their working-state. 
Therefore load factor is not included in the similarity rules. 
5.4. Rules for Matching Similar Zones 
In Section 5.2, the types of boundaries and the position of zone with respect to these 
boundaries were prepared as the basis of similarity between zones in two panels. 
Based on this assumption, the rules for matching zone similarities can be defined as: 
Firstly, for a zone within a new panel, its distances to two boundaries nearest to the 
zone are calculated by 
where 
J_b_z = min[xb_teft ,(L _ xb_teft )b_righl] 
I I I 
L, Hare the length and the height of the panel; 
x; and y; are the co-ordinates of the centre of the ith zone; 
st-I: minimum distance from a vertical boundary; 
sib- y : minimum distance from a horizontal boundary; 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
b: boundary type, s for simply supported edge, f for free edge and b for 
built in edge; 
b_left: the boundary on the left edge of the zone; 
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b_right : the boundary on the right edge of the zone; 
b_bottom: the boundary to the bottom edge of the zone; 
b_top : the boundary to the top edge of the zone. 
After an edge boundary condition of a new panel matches with an edge boundary 
condition of a base panel, the following two cases need to be considered: 
Case 1. If the length of the edge of the new panel is longer than the length of the 
corresponding edge of the base panel, this edge length of the new panel is divided into 
the same number of divisions as the base panel edge. The sizes of each division 
should be proportional to those of the base panel. 
Case 2. If the length of the edge of the new panel is smaller than the length of the 
corresponding edge of the base panel, the new panel is divided into zones whose sizes 
are equal to those of the corresponding zones they superimpose on the base panel. The 
zones on the new panel have the same sizes as the corresponding zones on the base 
panel. 
Finally, ~b__,x and ~b__y are used to locate similar zones within the base panel. For 
example, in Figure 5.5 Panels A and B are the new panel and the base panel 
respectively. 
ob_x = ob_x = l 0 Jb_y = s:b_y = h 
I new lbase I' I new 0 tbase I· 
Therefore, Zone 1 within Panel B is similar to Zone I within Panel A, as they have 
the same distances from the similar boundaries. 
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For Zone 2 within the new panel A: 81~~: = 0.5Hbase (see the following 
Hbase is the height of the base panel B. Because the top boundary of the new panel A 
matches the left/right boundary of the base panel B and the length of the new panel A 
is larger than the height of the base panel B, the length of the new panel A is in 
proportion changed into the height of the base panel A when calculating 81~;;. 
J:b_x _ J:b_y _ 0 5H J:b_y _ 8b_x _ h 
0 tnew - 0 tbase - . base, 0 tnew - lbase - 2· 
Therefore, Zone 2 within Panel A is similar to Zone 2 within Panel B. 
Finally, the corrector for the zone in the new panel is selected from its similar zone in 
the base panel. 
5.5. Procedure for Applying Rules for Matching Similar Zones 
According to the rules for matching similar zones, a procedure can be applied to 
establish similarity of zones and determine values of correctors at different zones 
within the new panel. For the experimental panel SBOl, used as the base panel, its 
correctors are obtained by comparing the displacements at various locations from the 
experiment with those obtained from the FEA calculation of the panel, as described in 
Chapter 4. A procedure is used to identify similar zones between the base panel and 
the new panel. Once similar zones between two panels are located, appropriate 
correctors for the new panel are selected for use in the FEA of the new panel. This 
procedure is described below: 
• Take a zone in the new panel and locate the co-ordinates x; and y; at the 
central point of the zone as the position of the zone; 
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• Calculate Jt-x and J;b_y considering the types of panel boundaries; 
• Jt-x and c5;b_y are used to locate the position of the similar zone on the base 
panel. If the edge of the new panel, from which J;b_x and J;b_y are 
calculated, is smaller the corresponding edge of the base panel, values of 
Jt-x and c5;b_y are directly used to identify similar zones on the base panel. 
If, however, the length of the edge on the new panel, from which J;b_x and 
J;b_y are calculated, is larger than the length of the corresponding edge of 
the base panel, Jt-x and c5;b_y are proportionally enlarged to locate the 
similar zone on the base panel. If Jt-x and Jt-Y correspond to the same 
boundary type on the base panel, the larger one should correspond to a 
similar boundary type of which the orientation is normal to the orientation 
of the boundary type which the smaller one corresponds to, in order to 
enable to locate a similar zone on the base panel. 
• Select the corrector values from the similar zones on the base panel for the 
zones on the new panel. 
In Figure 5.6, Panel SB06 is superimposed on the base panel SBOl. The 
corresponding similar zone at centre of the panel SB06 (solid line), for instance, is 
located as follows: 
1. The left simple support and the bottom built-in support are nearest to the 
central zone of Panel SB06; 
2. The base panel SBOl also has a left simple support and the bottom fixed 
support; 
3. Superimpose Panel SB06 over the base panel SBOl by placing their left-
hand bottom corners at the same position. 
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4. The central zone of Panel SB06 matches with the zone C3 in the base 
panel SBOl. Thus the zone C3 in the base panel is considered to be a 
similar zone to the central zone in the panel SB06. 
When analysing the panel SB06 using the FEA, the correctors of the zone C3 in the 
base panel SB01 can be used for the central zone of Panel SB06. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii Simply support; - fixed edge; -- free edge. 
free edge of Panel SBOl Simply supported edges of Panel SBOl 
Panel SB06 
(full lines) 
A 
B 
c 
D 
____/ 
1 23~7 8 9 
r '\:1 r--
L :;!] 
tl 
...c<' ____ _,... 
Both panels have fixed supports in at their bottom edges 
Experimental Panel 
SBOl (dot lines) 
Figure 5.6- Manually matching similar zones using a geometrical method 
For example, for Zone 1 on the new panel A shown in Figure 5.7: 
• Locate the co-ordinates of Zone 1 on the new panel A : XJ = l1 and Y1 = h1; 
• Calculate: otn~; = lt, 01~;.~ = ht; 
01~~: = h 1, see Zone 1 on the base panel B. 
Built in Edge --• 
H 
L 
New Panel A 
Simply Supported Edge 
LJ 
Base Panel B 
Free Edge ---
Figure 5.7 - Matching similar zones using an analytical method 
For Zone 2 on the new panel A shown in Figure 5.7: 
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• Locate the co-ordinates of Zone 2 on Panel A : x2 = 0.5L (Lis the length of 
the new panel A) and y2 = H-h2 (His the height of the new panel A); 
• Locate the similar zone on the base panel A: Because both c5;;,: and c5;;.;: 
correspond to the same boundary type, simply support, but c5;;.: = 0.5L 
>c5;.-;,;: = h2, J;.-.;: is firstly used to locate the similar zone on the base 
panel A, c5;b-;:. = c5;;,;: = h2• As the length of the top edge corresponding 
to c5;"-.;: is larger than the length of the corresponding edge (the right 
vertical edge) of the base panel, c5;;_: is proportionably used to locate the 
similar zone on the base panel A, c5~b-;:. 
L 
0.5H1, see Zone 2 on 
the base panel B shown in Figure 5.7; 
• Finally, the corrector for the zone in the new panel is selected from its 
similar zone in the base panel. 
5.6. Summary 
The definition of zone similarity is based on the two findings: 
1. The corrector distribution on some regions within panels presents similar 
patterns. 
2. Similar regions are governed by similar closest adjacent boundary 
conditions. 
Thus, in similar regions, zones with the same corrector values are located at similar 
positions and also governed by similar boundary conditions. 
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According to the conclusions above, a method was proposed to match similar zones 
between a new panel and a base panel. Every zone within the base panel is located 
based on the measured point whose ratio between the experimental and the FEA 
displacements is defined as corrector. This means that the sizes of the divided zones 
within the base panel have been fixed. Because similar zones are required to have 
similar sizes or proportional sizes according to the dimensions between the base panel 
and the new panel, the sizes of divided zones within a new panel must take the sizes 
of zones within the base panel as reference. 
However the method proposed for selecting correctors is not easy to use. Therefore, in 
the following chapter methodologies for automatically identifying similar zones 
between two panels and estimating correctors for various zones within a new panel. 
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6. APPLICATION OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA IN MODELLING 
SIMILAR ZONES WITHIN PANELS 
6. 1. Introduction 
The concept of a corrector established in Chapter 4 has quantified the variation in 
masonry properties, based on the comparison of displacement values measured in the 
laboratory with those calculated by the FEA. After a comprehensive investigation, it 
became clear that the main factor governing individual corrector values is the panel 
boundary conditions. In Chapter 5 the basic criteria for estimating corrector values at 
locations on the panel were developed in order to modify properties of various zones 
within a panel. These criteria were based on the modelling of zone similarity between 
a base panel and a new panel. Based on the criteria a method was developed to 
identify similar zones within two panels, but this method is not easy to operate as the 
accuracy of mapping the division of zones within the base panel and the new panel 
requires a deeper understanding of the influence of different types of boundaries on 
local zones. It also requires a consideration of the relevant sizes and positions of the 
zones within the base panel and the new panel. Therefore, there is a need for 
developing a comprehensive automatic technique to divide the zones on the new panel 
having different boundary conditions and sizes, match the similar zones in the new 
panel with those in the base panel and select appropriate correctors for the FEA of the 
new panel. 
This chapter proposes an automatic method usmg Cellular Automata (CA) (see 
Section 6.2.1) to accomplish this task. Cellular automata are selected to implement 
this process as it smoothly propagates the effect of boundaries on the individual zones 
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within the panel using a transition function of a predefined boundary parameter. The 
value that every zone obtains in this transition function is described as the "state 
value" related to the positions of individual zones which are affected by their 
neighbourhood zones. This state value is different from any physical responses 
calculated by the FEA. In other words, the effect of boundaries in the FEA is reflected 
in the actual physical response of the panel to the applied loading such as 
displacement, stress, strain etc, but the boundary effect expressed in the CA is purely 
a numerical value (scalar quantity) which can be related to the extent that the 
boundaries of a panel can affect a zone within the panel. 
Cellular Automata are implemented to firstly propagate the effect of panel boundaries 
to individual zones within the base panel to determine state values of different zones. 
The same process is applied to a new ·panel having different boundary conditions 
and/or sizes from the base panel. The similarity rules are then used to identify similar 
zones within the new panel to those within the base panel. Finally a computer 
programme has been developed to translate the state values on the new panel into 
actual corrector values, based on the correctors of similar zones in the base panel. 
These corrector values can then be used directly in the FEA of the new panel. The 
research included an extensive study to examine what parameter values best describe 
particular boundary types and what transition coefficients are appropriate in the CA 
application, to improve standard FEA results. 
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6.2. Modelling Boundary Effect Using Cellular Automata 
6.2.1. Cellular Automata Model 
Refering to Soschinske's statement (1997), cellular automata (CA) are described as 
discrete "space-time models that can be used to model any system in the universe 
(Rietman and Edward 1989)". "They are dynamical systems with discrete values in 
space and time state used for solving biological, physical and mathematical problems 
"(Eissler et. a! 1992). Whichever definition is used it is clear that CA can be used to 
model a wide variety of physical phenomena (Halpem May 1989). CA consists of 
cells in a lattice network (Rietman and Edward 1989). The cells may be a one-
dimensional, two-dimensional (including 2-D hexagonal), or three-dimensional 
(including cubic) array, with each cell capable of existing in one or more states (e.g., 
0 to 6 for a hexagonal system). The "neighbourhood", are defined as number of cells 
adjacent to the cell under consideration, which will influence the behaviour of this cell 
state. Figure 6.1a and b show the examples of two 2-D neighbourhood cell models 
developed by von Neumann and Moore (Soschinske 1997) (Goles et al. 1990) 
respectively. The von Neumann cell a(i, j) is affected by four neighbourhood cells, 
while the Moore cell is affected by eight adjacent cell. 
a(i+ I, j) a(i+l,j-1) a(i+ l, j) a(i+l,j+l) 
a(i, j-1) a(i, j) a(i, j+ I) 
a(i,j-1) a(i, j) a{i,j+l) 
a(i-l,j) a(i-l,j-1) a(i-l,j) a(i-l,j+l) 
(a) von Neumann neighbourhood (b) Moore neighbourhood 
Figure 6.1 -Cellular Automata Neighbourhoods of von Neumann and Moore 
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The change in a state from time t to time t+ 1 is governed by some "local rules" 
(Rietman and Edward 1989) or "transition rules" (Goles et al. 1990). For a CA model, 
neighbourhood structure and transition rules need to be the same for all sites. Rules 
need not be fixed; a random input could be used to introduce stochastic rule (Rietman 
and Edward 1989). Updating the cells for a CA network must be done in a 
"synchronous" or parallel mode (Goles et al. 1990). Rucker and Rudy (1989) 
summarised the properties of a CA as follows: 
• Parallel: an individual cell is updated independent of other cells; 
• Locality: new cell state values depend on their old cell state values, and state 
values of their neighbourhood cells; 
• Homogeneity: same rules are applied to all cells. 
Halpern ( 1989) formalized the cellular automata transition model in the case of the 
von Neumann neighbourhood as: 
where 
(1+1) - ( (I) (I) (I) (I) (I)) 
a,,j - IJf ai.J, ai.J+I, ai+I.J, ai,J-1 ,a i-I.J 
a = lattice site value 
i, j = x, y lattice co-ordinates 
t = time interval 
If/= function related to iteration rule 
6.2.2. Modelling Boundary Effect by Cellular Automata 
(6.1) 
The results in Chapter 5 indicate that a panel can be divided into many zones for 
which the similarity of zones are closely related to the panel boundary conditions and 
the positions of the zone relative to the boundaries of the panel. When compared with 
the properties, parallel, locality and homogeneity of the CA, the characteristics of 
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zone similarity can be suitably described by the space properties of CA. To describe 
this CA model, the following assumptions are made: 
A 
B 
c 
D 
(1) Panel SBOl is used as a base panel. This panel is divided into thirty-six 
zones based on the positions of experimentally measured points on the 
panel (see Figure 6.2 for details, the zones with same colour are 
symmetrical); 
(2) The following parameters are used for each boundary condition, 0.2 for 
simple support, 0.0 for free support and 0.4 for fixed support. Justification 
for these values is given in Section 6.5.2. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 6.2- Panel is modelled as a CA system. 
Figure 6.2 shows how the base panel SBOl is modelled as a CA system using the CA: 
• Each zone represents a cell of the CA system. The boundaries with specified 
values for different types (0.0, 0.2 or 0.4) are described as initial values of 
transition functions. These initial values or boundary effects are then 
propagated into individual cells by the transition functions. 
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• The position of each cell in the CA system corresponds to the position of a 
zone within the panel. The position of a zone is described by the co-ordinates 
of the central point of the zone 
• The state value of each cell (zone) is affected by the state values of its 
neighbourhoods. 
Thus, in order to describe the influence of different boundaries at four supported 
edges of the panel, a von Neumann model is sufficient because the panel is as a two-
dimension panel in this CA application. The transition functions of CA, which 
propagate the effect of individual boundaries on individual zones within the panel, 
I 
can be shown as: 
L;J = L;J.J + 1]( 1 - L;J·I) 
where 
1J = coefficient of transition 
L --- state value of zone changes from the left boundary effect 
R --- state value of zone changes from the right boundary effect 
B --- state value of zone changes from the bottom boundary effect 
T --- state value of zone changes from the top boundary effect 
(6.2) 
and the local rule for the calculation of the state value S;J of the individual zones 
within the panel are described as: 
(L .. +R .. +B .. +T.) s . . = l,j l,j l,j 1,) 
,/,) 4 (6.3) 
The value of the state value, siJ, is the average effect from neighbourhood cells. The 
transition functions represented in Equation (6.2) produces numerical series to reflect 
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the effect of boundaries on individual zones within the panel. Equation (6.3) sums up 
the effect of all four boundaries at the four edges of the panel on a zone a(i, j) within 
the panel. It should be noted that the CA model used here is not time-dependent and 
the original state value of each cell is zero. 
The properties of parallel, locality and homogeneity of CA are sufficient m the 
proposed CA model for the boundary effect on zones within the panel: 
• For the property of parallel, the state values of individual cells can be 
updated independent of other cells/zones, see Equation (6.3). 
• For the property of locality, the new cell/zone state value depends on state 
values of its neighbouring cells/zones, see Equation (6.2). 
• For the property of homogeneity, the same rules can be applied to each 
cell/zone within the panel (the CA net work). The governing rules, used in 
this CA model, are described in Equations (6.2) and (6.3). 
However, Equations (6.2) and (6.3) are not enough to completely describe the 
similarity of zones. In other words, if two zones have the same state value calculated 
by Equations (6.2) and (6.3), these two zones do not necessarily have the same 
corrector. For example, for a panel which is the same as Panel SBOl shown in Figure 
6.2 except for its right built-in edge, the state values of the individual zones are 
calculated using Equations (6.2) and (6.3) and the result of the CA is summarised in 
Table 6.1. In Table 6.1, Zones D2 and AS (or D3 and B7 or B3 and C9) have the same 
state value, but they are not similar zones because Zone D2 lies close to a fixed edge 
and Zone AS is adjacent to a free edge. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a set of 
new rules to identify similar zones having the same corrector values on two panels. 
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6.2.3. Application of CA to Determine Correctors 
It can be seen from Table 6.1 above that the CA applied to any panel with 
consideration of comparison of state value of each zone only will not give good 
correlation between similar zones. Therefore, the following sections will try to 
propose the rules which can produce satisfying results of matching similar zones. 
Section 6.3 below shows a rule for matching similar zones with consideration of state 
values of each zone and its four neighbourhoods. Section 6.4 below shows how 
orientations of zones in a new panel need to be undertaken in order that like 
boundaries coincide. Section 6.4 also involves the same process for rotating regions 
on a new panel in order that like boundaries coincide and are therefore correctly 
modelled. Section 6.5 shows how the values for the boundary parameters and the 
transition coefficient have been derived. 
6.3. Rules of Matching Zone Similarity 
As mentioned in the previous sections, comparing state values of individual zones 
calculated by the CA only is not enough to fu ll y define similarity between zones, as 
this gives misleading results as shown in Table 6.1 (Zones D2 and AS, D3 and B7, B3 
and C9). In order to be able to use the state values of individual zones to match the 
similarity between zones, it is necessary to simultaneously consider the state values of 
a zone along with the state values of its four neighbourhoods/zones. According to the 
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above analysis, the rules for matching similarity between zones using the CA state 
values are developed in the following sections. 
6.3.1. Pre-Conditions 
(1) The FEA of the new panel and the base panel uses the same FEA 
technique; 
(2) The new panel and the base panel have the same material properties; 
(3) The new panel and the base panel are subjected to uniformly distributed 
lateral load only. 
6.3.2. Development of Rules for Matching Similar Zones 
To accurately match similar zones between panels using CA, it is necessary to 
compare each individual zone of a new panel along with its four neighbouring zones 
with every zone on the base panel along with its four neighbouring zones using the 
state values of these zones on both panels. This is necessary as the four 
neighbourhoods, as shown in Equation (6.2), determine the state value of a zone. Thus 
the following relationship is derived to evaluate a comparison error: 
EU:n~e = WN <IS~~~w- s:;:: I+ Js.~~~l- S!':':-11+ ls.~:l- s:;::+ll 
m.:::l,n=l 
Is new s base I Is new s base I) + i-l,j - m-l.n + i+l,j - m+1,n (6.4) 
where 
E:}:;:;:: ---the minimum error of MxN errors in Equation (6.4) 
M.N 
MIN ---calculate MxN errors and then select the minimum one 
m=l.n=l 
M, N --- the number of row and the number of column for divided zones within 
the base panel corresponding to the measured points of the base panel in its 
experiment 
base --- items related to the base panel 
new --- items related to the new panel 
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S --- state value of zone in the panel 
(k, l--HJase) and (i, j~new) mean that Zone (k, l) on the base panel is matched to 
be similar zone with Zone (i,j) on the new panel. 
Once the minimum error value for a zone in the new panel, based on comparisons 
with every zone in the base panel, is determined using Equation (6.4), the zone on the 
base panel is defined as the similar zone to the zone on the new panel. The value of 
the corrector in the base panel for the zone with minimum error is then used for the 
zone on the new panel for the FEA process. 
6.4. Analysis of Equations for Matching Similar Zones 
6.4.1. Effect of Neighbourhood Orientation in Developing Rules for Matching 
Similar Zones 
In order to assess whether Equation (6.4) is sufficient to accurately match similar 
zones between two panels, an important check would be to investigate whether this 
equation can perfectly match zones on both sides of the line of symmetry. 
To check the validity of this equation, it was decided to test this equation on the base 
panel SBOI as existing information on this panel was available. Panel SBOI (Figure 
6.3) was divided into 36 zones based on the experimental measured points AI - A9, 
BI -B9, Cl - C9 and Dl - D9. Considering the symmetry of the panel along the 
vertical central line, there are only 20 different zones on the panel. In this 
investigation, two zones on the panel (Zone D2 on the left side and Zone C9 on the 
right side) are selected to check the validity of Equation (6.4). To find a zone similar 
to Zone D2, the equation should first locate the zone D2 itself and it should also find a 
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similar zone on the other symmetrical half of the panel which is Zone D8. Similarly, 
for Zone C9, it should be able to locate Zone C9 and Cl. 
A 
R 
n 
865 
100 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 100 
free edge; simple support; fixed support. 
Note: The Measure Points are Al-A9, Bl-B9, Cl-C9 and Dl-D9. 
Figure 6.3- Divided zones of Panel SBOl around every measure points 
By inspection, Zone D2 must match Zone D8 and Zone C9 must match Zone Cl. The 
CA was used to establish state values for all zones in the panel. Table 6.2 shows the 
results of the CA for state values for these zones given in Equations (6.2) and (6.3) 
which were used for this calculation. Equation (6.4) was then applied to calculate the 
errors between Zones D2 and C9 along with their four neighbourhood zones with 
every other zone and their corresponding four neighbourhoods on the panel. The 
results of the analysis are summarised in Table 6.3 for Zone D2 and Table 6.5 for 
Zone C9 separate! y. 
From Table 6.3 it is clear that the minimum error for matching Zone D2 using 
Equation (6.4) is Zone D2 itself with the error value of 0.0 and Zone D8 is with the 
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error value of 0.085. Based on the proposed rules, the error for Zone D8 should also 
0.0. This indicates that Equation (6.4) has not perfectly calculated the error for Zone 
D8. This rule needs to be improved. The result of matching errors in Table 6.5 for 
Zone C9 using Equation (6.4) shows that this rule was only able to match Zone C9 to 
itself with the error value of 0.0; however, it fails to match this zone to its 
symmetrical Zone Cl (the error value = 0.8289). Therefore, it can be concluded that 
Equation (6.4) is effective in matching some zones, but fails to find all similar zones 
within the panel. 
Table 6.3- Errors of Zone D2 to all other zones calculated using Equation (6.4) 
SB02 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 1.0745 0.6803 0.752 1.2062 1.3278 1.1993 0.752 0.6872 1.0745 
B 0.8413 0.6059 1.0839 1.8016 2.2591 1.8016 1.0839 0.6059 0.8414 
c 0.8676 0.6193 1.1389 2.0001 2.477 2.0001 1.1389 0.6193 0.8676 
D 0.4332 0 0.1445 0.6852 0.6878 0.6002 0.0939 0.085 0.4838 
Right Left 
(a) Zone D2 (b) Zone D8 
Figure 6.4 - State values of Zones D2 and D8 as well as their neighborhood zones 
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Table 6.5- Errors of Zone C9 to all other zones calculated using Equation (6.4) . 
8801 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 1.4196 1.0563 1.0512 1.0572 1.0505 1.0307 0.9968 0.9713 0.6656 
B 0.8551 0.4938 0.5301 0.555 0.5715 0.555 0.5045 0.4176 0.0518 
c 0.8289 0.5328 0.5692 0.6196 0.6362 0.6196 0.5692 0.4822 0 
D 1.0356 0.7127 0.735 0.7755 0.7888 0.7755 0.735 0.6653 0.2068 
Left Right Left 
(a) Zone Cl (b) Zone C9 
Figure 6.5- State values of Zones Cl and C9 as well as their neighborhood zones 
To improve the results of using Equation (6.4) it is necessary to include the 
orientation of the neighbourhood zones according to their actual positions from the 
boundaries of the panel. To explain this point better, Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show state 
values of Zones D2 and its identical symmetrical zone D8 along with their four 
neighbourhoods. Similarly, Figures 6.5a and 6.5b show state values of Zones C9 and 
its identical symmetrical zone Cl along with their four neighbourhoods. From Figure 
6.4 (or Figure 6.5), it is clear that the state value of the zone on the right of Zone D2 
(or Zone C9) is the same as that of the zone on the left of Zone D8 (or Zone Cl). 
Therefore, in order to calculate the minimum error using Equation (6.4) the order of 
zones on the left and right hand sides of Zone D8 must be reversed. 
Further investigation of this issue reveals that eight different orientations for the four 
neighbourhood zones of each zone must be considered to locate a perfect match. 
Details of this investigation are described in the following Section 6.6. 
6.4.2. Division of Regions and Method for Matching Their Similarity 
The above analysis shows that to improve the results for Equation (6.4) three extra 
conditions should also be considered: 
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1. Properly divide both the base panel and the new panel into several regions 
according to their boundary conditions. This is needed to be done either 
manually or automatically. 
2. Match a region of the new panel with a region of the base panel based on 
the similarity of their boundary condition, taking into account the 
orientation of each zone along with its four neighbourhoods. 
3. The terms in Equation (6.4) must be arranged according to the orientation 
of neighbouring zones based on their distances from panel boundaries. 
Based on these three pre-conditions, the method for dividing regions within panels 
without or with openings is introduced in the following section. 
6.4.2.1. Solid Panels 
Under these conditions, both a new solid panel and a solid base panel are separately 
divided into four regions by a horizontal and a vertical line crossing the centre of the 
panel. Then the four regions in the new panel are matched with their similar regions in 
the base panel. For instance, for a new panel and the base panel SB01, their divided 
regions are shown in Figures. 6.6a and 6.6b. The positions of all regions in the base 
panel are fixed. Regions in the new panel can be moved or rotated to perfectly match 
with their similar regions in the base panel. 
For example, Region 1 on the new panel (Figure 6.6 (a)), is surrounded by the same 
boundary types (i.e., a simply supported edge, a fixed edge and the other two cut 
continuous edges) as the base panel. This region is similar to Region A on the base 
panel SBOl. Region 1 does not need to be rotated to match with Region A, see Figure 
6.6c. 
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For Region 2 in the new panel , there are no regions with the same boundaries in the 
base panel to match this region directly. But Region 2 in the new panel can be 
considered as the similar region to Region D or Region C on the base panel if the 
simply supported edge is considered to have approximately similar characteristic with 
fixed edge according to the analysis in Chapter 5. Region 2 needs to be rotated by 90° 
counterclockwisely about its centre to bring its free edge in the same orientation as the 
free edge on the base panel and its fixed edge to the simply supported edge of the base 
panel , see Figure 6.6d. This means the neighbourhoods of zones within Region 2 also 
needs to be rotated by 90° counterclockwisely to perfectly use Equation (6.4) to match 
similar zones between Region 2 and Region D. 
Simply Support; Fixed Edge; Free Edge; Cut Edge. 
4 c D 
2 A 
(a) New Panel (b) The Base Panel SBO 1 
ICJ !-----~---- -'~ 
c::D 90° 
(c) Matched Regions 1 and A (d) Matched Regions 2 and D 
~ l[ ____ ~ ______ j 
r:.:-::.1) 180 ° c::£t 90° 
(e) Matched Regions 3 and B (f) Matched Regions 4 and C 
Figure 6.6- Example of matching similar regions 
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Similar operations are performed in Regions 3 and 4 in the new panel to match with 
their similar Regions B and C in the base panel SBOl , see Figure 6.6e and 6.6f. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this improvement, Zones 02 and C9 of Panel 
SBO 1 as discussed in Section 6.4.1 are examined again to verify the robustness of 
Equation (6.4). Because the region A including Zone 02 is similar with Zone B 
including Zone 08, the positions of two regions are arranged as shown in Tables 6.6 
and 6.7 which include the state values of zones in and around Regions A and B 
calculated by Equations (6.2) and (6.3). 
Table 6.6 S f d d R . A I I ed . g Equation (6.3) - tate va ues o zones m an arouo egwn ea cu at USIO 
5 4 3 2 1 
0.6321 0.6289 0.6189 0.6016 0.5764 0.2 B 
0.6449 0.6417 0.6317 0.6144 0.58921 0.2 c 
0.6465 0.6433 0.6333 0.616 0.59081 0.2 D 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Table 6.7 - S d f tate va ues o zones 10 ao arouo d R . B al 1 ted . E . n (6.3) eg10o c cu a usmg quat1o 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0.6289 0.6321 0.6289 0.6189 0.6016 0.5764 0.2 B 
0.6417 0.6449 0.6417 0.6317 0.6144 0.5892 110.2 c 
0.6433 n R.d.RJ; In R.d.~~ In R~~~ nR1R n~QOR 110.2 D 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Note: Region A and Region B are placed in accordance with boundaries. 
Table 6.8 shows the errors calculated by Equation (6.4) based on Tables 6.6 and 6.7 
(separately by arranging Region A to itself and Region A to Region B). By 
introducing this modification, Equation (6.4) is able to find the perfect match error 
value of 0.0 for both Zones 02 and 08. Therefore, Equation (6.4) is able to produce 
an accurate result of matching similar zones by dividing the panel into regions and 
rearranging the orientations of divided regions according to the similarity of 
boundaries. 
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Table 6.8 - Errors of Zone 02 to all Zones in Region A and Region B using Equation (6.4) 
ReQion A to Itself Re Jion A to ReQion B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
c 0.6653 0.23365 0.2854 0.3358 0.3524 0.3358 0.2854 0.2336 0.6653 
D 0.45855 0 0.0697 0.1102 0.1235 0.1102 0.0697 0 0.4585 
Similarly, Zone C9 matches itself and another similar zone Cl by applying Equation 
(6.4) in the similar regions A and B, see Table 6.9. 
Tab 6 9 E le . - rrors o one to a nes tn eg10n A an fZ C9 11 Zo . R . dR e •on B . E usmg ~quat10n (6 4) 
Region A to Itself Re Jion A to Region B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
c 0 0.48224 0.5692 0.6196 0.6362 0.6196 0.5692 0.4822 0 
D 0.20676 0.6653 0.735 0.7755 0.7888 0.7755 0.735 0.6653 0.2068 
6.4.2.2. Panels with Openings 
For new panels with openings, division of their regions can be arranged around the 
opening in the panel, for instance, a new panel shown in Figure 6.7 can be divided 
into eight regions to use Equation (6.4) for matching zone similarity. 
---~---- : 7 I ---~-----t,---1--5 --l 
I 2 
I 
3 
Figure 6.7- The division of regions of a new panels with opening 
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(i) Regions 3 and 8 to Region C 
Figure 6.8 - Similar regions between the panel with opening and the solid 
base penal SBOI 
Once again the solid panel SBOl is used as the base panel. Three regions on the solid 
base panel SBOl are selected as the base regions to be matched to various regions on 
the new panel with opening shown in Figures 6.8b, 6.8e and 6.8h. As described in 
Section 6.4.2.1, the similar regions between the new panel with an opening and the 
solid base panel SBOl are matched as shown in Figure 6.8c, 6.8f and 6.8i. 
Table 6.10 shows the state values of the new panel with opening as shown in Figure 
6.7. The state values in the cells within the opening zones are set 0.0. Zone B8 in 
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Region 5 and Zone A1 in Region 6 are selected to find their similar zones within the 
base panel SBOl. 
For Region 5 on the new panel, its closest similar region would be Region B on the 
base panel, based on the boundary similarities, see Table 6.11. For the more accurate 
application of Equation (6.4), Region 5 was rotated counterclockwise by 90° and 
Region B is fixed . The result of the analysis is shown in Table 6.12. Using Equation 
(6.4) considering the orientations of similar regions, it was determined that Zone B8 
on the new panel and Zone A2 on the base panel SB01 are two similar zones, see 
Table 6.12. On the basis of rules appHed for similar zones discussed in Section 5.4, 
this result is valid. If Equation (6.4) is applied to match a zone on the new panel to a 
similar zone on the base panel without consideration of its orientation, the result given 
in Table 6.13 will be obtained. From Table 6.13, it can be seen that Zone B8 on the 
new panel matches with Zones B2 and B9 on the base panel. However, Zone A2 on 
the base panel should match Zone B8 on the new panel. Therefore the results in Table 
6.13 are misleading. 
T bl 610 S a e . - tate va ues o fth l "th e new pane w1 opemn g. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
A 0.2 0: 0.4721 0.4762 0.6106 0.5981 0.5766 0.545 0 
B 0.2 0.4752 1'0.4672 0 0 0.4928 0.5072 0.5072 0.4928 0 
c 0.2 0.4816 0.4736 0 0 0.4992 0.5136 ~0.5136 0.4992 0 
D 0.2 0.5961 0\)177 0 .5121 0.5162 0.6301 0.6177 0.5961 0.5645 0 
0.4 \0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 \0.4 0.4 
RegiOn 6 (snrular to Reg~on A) Reg~on 5 (snrular to Reg10n B) 
Region B (similar to Region 5) 
Table 6.11- State values ofil SBOl 
1 2 3 4 5/ 6 7 8 9 
0 0 0 0 jf 0 0 0 0 
A 0.2 0.5517 0.5 0. 942 0.6042 • 075 Q.l 42 0.5942 0.577 0.5517 0.2 
B 0.2 0.5764 CtE ~ s 1ttr1 fS:9 0.6289 • 1321 0:.1 I 0~189 0.6016 0.5764 0.2 c 0.2 0.5892 o:E r1 ~ra; 517 0:6411 . ~~~ lit! "0.6317 0.6144 0.5892 0.2 
D 0.2 0.5908 0.~16 0.1 i333 .6465 o:6;433 o O.B4a-3 0.6333 0.616 0.5908 0.2 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
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Table 6.13 - Errors of Zone B8 in the new panel to all zones in the base panel SBOl using 
without consideri orientation of 
Similarly, for Region 6 on the new panel, its similar region A on the base panel is 
matched based on boundary similarity, see Table 6.14. Region B is also rotated 
counter-clockwise by 90° and Region A is fixed. The result is shown in Table 6.15. 
Zone Al on the new panel matches Zone Bl on the base panel SBOl. Verified by 
rules for similar zones discussed in Section 5.4, this result is also valid. If without 
consideration of orientations of two similar regions, the result obtained by Equation 
(6.4) that Zone A1 on the new panel is similar to Zone Al on the base panel, is also 
misleading, see Table 6.16. 
Table 6.15 - Errors of Zone AI in the new panel to all zones in Region A in the 
base anel SBOl usin uation (6.4) with considerin orientation of zone 
1 2 3 4 5 
B ~ ~ ,..:.;~ · r~ !!;~i·~r ·, .:·1 /~l ,_J;~~~~ 7-~~~~li! 
c ~ .' '_ ~·· •; ~'. '·~,: ~ :_:~-,~~ 
D . ~,~"'~-.L-~_;·_._ · ~;l_~~a;~;/d/ .. ,~ ·:~ ~~; ~, -~'~r.£;"~ 
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Table 6.16 -Errors of Zone Al in the new panel to all zones in the base panel SBO 1 using 
E . (6 4) .th "d . . . f . ~c uat10n wt out const enng onentatlon o reg10n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 0.3472 0.6825 0.7443 0.7848 0.7981 0.7926 0.7866 0.7675 1.1012 
B 0.4694 0.9384 1.0253 1.0758 1.0923 1.0758 1.0253 0.9819 1.2657 
c 0.5208 1.003 1.0899 1.1404 1.1569 1.1404 1.0899 1.021 1.317 
D 0.4964 0.955 1.0247 1.0651 1.0784 1.0651 1.0247 0.9697 1.2927 
6.5. Investigation into Values of Boundary Parameter and Transition 
Coefficient 
6.5.1. Characteristics of Transition Function Related to Boundary Parameters 
and Transition Coefficient 
In Section 6.4, it was discovered that the validity of Equation (6.4) is related to the 
orientation of two similar regions. In this section, the magnitudes of both boundary 
parameter and the transition coefficient 1J are investigated which can affect the results 
of Equation (6.4). Because both boundary parameter and the transition coefficient 11 
are directly included in Equation (6.2), the study is focused on the effect of them on 
Equation (6.2). 
Boundary parameters are the initial values of Equation (6.2) and the equation 
propagates them into all zones within the panel. The initial value for A0 is between 0.0 
and 1.0. Figure 6.9 shows the effect of various initial values on the transition function 
(Equation (6.2)). From the figure, the smaller initial values, the more obvious the 
difference (A;+J- A;) of transition function values between two adjacent zones. When 
using Equation (6.3) to calculate state values of zones on the panel, the large 
difference (A;+J -A;) means the obvious difference between the state values S; and S;+J 
of two adjacent zones i and i+ 1. Because the function that is used in Equation (6.4) to 
match similar zones depends on the differences between relevant state values, the 
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more obvious are these differences, the better are the results of Equation (6.4). 
Therefore, the selection of values of boundary parameters should be as small as 
possible. 
A, 
Propagation Curves of Boundary Effect 
0.8 
c 
0 g 
.2 
c 
0.6 
,g 
·c;; 
c 
~ 0.4 
0 
Q) 
::l 
c;; 
> 0.2 
0 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 
zones away from boundary 
Transition function: A;+J =A;+ 1](1-A;); Zone number i= 1, 2, ... ; 
Ao: boundary parameter; A1, A2, ... : State values at zones/cells; 
1]: transition coefficient, here let 1] =0.2 
Figure 6.9- Investigation into initial values describing boundary types 
While considering as small values of boundary parameters in Equation (6.2), another 
important factor is the difference (A I -AI ) 1 Ao =value of bournfary type I 1 Ao =value of boundary type 2 
between two transition function curves for two different boundary types. In other 
words, if the distances from a zone to two boundaries of different types are the same, 
the difference between two values for this zone, calculated by Equation (6.2) using 
the initial values describing these two boundary types, should be a; great as possible. 
Thus Equation (6.3) ::an distinguish state values and Equation (6.4> can match similar 
zones effectively. To establish initial values for different boundaries, a parametric 
study was conducted and the results ot th1s parametnc study are presented in Section 
6.5.2. 
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Figure 6.10 shows the effect of the transition coefficient 77 on the propagation of 
Equation (6.2). It shows that small values of the transition coefficient 77 can make the 
difference (Ai+l - Ai) of two adjacent zones away from the boundary greater than can 
the large values of transition coefficient 77· However, this does not mean that the 
lower is the value of transition coefficient 77 the better is the result of the transition 
function, because if the value of transition coefficient 77 gradually closes to zero, the 
curve of transition function gradually closes to a horizontal straight line. This will 
make the difference (A,+1 -A,) reduced so that it results in Equation (6.4) producing 
inaccurate results of matching similar zones. Therefore, it was decided to use a 
transition coefficient value of 0.2 in Equation (6.2) for the following calculation, 
because the transition function curve obtained by this value of transition coefficient 77 
is located at a proper position, see Figure 6.10. 
Propagation Curves of Boundary Effect 
71 = 0.6, Ao = 0.0 
71 = 0.4, Ao = 0.0 
0.2 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 
zones away from boundary 
Transition function: Ai+l =Ai + 77(1-Ai); Zone number i= l, 2, ... ; 
Ao: boundary parameter; A 1, A2, ... : State values at zones/cells. 
Figure 6.10 - Investigation into transition coefficient 
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6.5.2. Parametric Study for Matching Similar Zones Using Different Initial 
Boundary Parameter Values 
This section presents the results of a parametric study to investigate the effect of 
initial boundary parameter values on establishing zone similarities using Equation 
(6.4). In this study, the solid panel SB01 was used as a base panel and two other solid 
panels with different sizes and boundaries were used to find their similar zones in the 
base panel. 
The new panel in Figure 6.11a is simply supported along its four edges. The smaller 
new panel in Figure 6.12a is simply supported at its left vertical and top edges, built in 
its bottom edge and free at its right vertical edge. The base panel SBOI is simply 
supported at its two vertical edges, built in its bottom edge and free at its top edge. 
Both the base panel and two new panels are divided into zones, as shown in Figures 
6.11 and 6.12. The division of zones of the base panel is based on the positions of 
measured points in the experiment. The measured points are represented as the centre 
of each zone. The zones of the new panels were divided based on the sizes of the 
zones of the base panel. 
Figures 6.11 a to c and 6.12a to c show the result of CA models on the two new panels 
and the base panel SBOl. Values in the cells adjacent to four boundaries are used to 
set initial values for the cellular automata calculation. As it was described in Chapter 
4, the corrector values for each zone in the base panel was determined by comparing 
the FEA results with the experimental results using Equation (4.5) and (4.9), as shown 
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in Figure 6.11. Values of correctors for all zones in the new panel were determined by 
Equation (6.4). 
Figure 6.lla shows the similar zones and corresponding corrector values obtained by 
CA method using Equation (6.4). The following initial values of boundary parameters 
were used: free edge = 0.0, simply supported edge = 0.5, built in edge = 0.9. The 
transition coefficient 7] for all studies was 0.2. The zone with a corrector of 1.11 in the 
base panel corresponds to the six different zones in the new panel. Because the two 
panels have similar sizes, this matching result is not considered to be very accurate, 
see Figure 6.lla. 
New panel5500 x 2600 Base Panel SBOl 5600 x 2475 
new_pane l 
standar d_panel 
o · odo -se O· SC p · S< <> · se 0 · 5( 0 · 5~·5C p· se () · 50 p· 00 0 ·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 
0·50 p· S! 0 · 6S p ·6 o· 6s 0 · 6 0 · 6J, •6S P· 6S 0·55 p · 50 0 · 50 0 · 6't 0 · $2 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1 · 20 0 · $2 0 · 6~ 0 · SO l 
0 · 50 p-71 0 · 7E p - se · 11 · 11 · 11 0 · SE p · 7E 0· 71 p· SO 0 · 50 0 · 55 0 · 71 O• S3 1 · 03 1 · 06 1 · 03 O· S3 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 50 1 
0· so p· 71 p· 7E p · SE . ':...1 \ 
........ ~1 - ~ 0 · SE p ·7E P · 71 p · so 0 · 50 0 · 6S 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 · 76 0 · 69 0 · 50 
0 · 50 p -ss P· 6s p · 6S P · 6 ~ ~~ ~6S p · 6 ()· 55 jo · SO 0 · 50 0 · 53 0·5~ O· S2 1/27 1 · 25 1 · 27 O· S2 0 · 5'1 0 · 53 0 · 50 . 
O·O<f · SO ~-se p- so p · se 0·50 ~ ~c p ·5( p·5C p- oo 0·00 0·90 O·SO 0 · 90 O· SO 0 · 90 O· SO 0 · 90 0 · 90 0·90 0 · 00 . 
" 
I 
Similar zones between two panels I 
free edge= 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.5, built in edge = 0.9 
Figure 6.11a- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
For the next case, the initial values of boundary parameters were modified as: free 
edge = 0.0, simply supported edge = 0.1, built in edge = 0.3. The result of this 
analysis is presented in Figure 6.1lb. 
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Similar zones between two panels 
free edge= 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.1, built in edge = 0.3 
Figure 6.1lb - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
Figure 6.11 b shows that the zone with corrector of 1.11 within the base panel does not 
correspond to any zone within the new panel. Values of correctors for the six zones in 
the new panel, as shown in Figure 6.1la, was changed from 1.11 to the 0.96. This 
value of 0.96 is in a different location on the base panel which matches with these six 
zones in the new panel. This indicates that changing initial values for boundary 
parameters changes the result of matching similar zones, because the state values of 
the neighbourhood cells are changed following the changes in the initial values of 
boundary parameters. 
In order to pursue a better result of matchjng similar zones using the CA, another set 
of boundary parameter values were selected as: free edge = 0.0, simply supported 
edge = 0.2, built in edge = 0.4. In Figure 6.1lc, three zones with corrector values of 
1.11 , 0.96 and 0.76, within the base panel, separately match three different zones 
within the new panel. Comparing this result with the results in Figures 6.11a and 
6.11b, the rules of matching similar zones are more accurate with these new values. 
This shows that the best result was obtained when this set of the initial boundary 
parameter values were used for Equation (6.4). 
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Similar zones between two panels I 
free edge= 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.2, built in edge= 0.4 
Figure 6.11c- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
In order further to investigate the validity of these boundary parameter values, a 
parametric study is conducted using another panel with different size and boundary 
conditions. Similarly to the above study, the initial values of boundary parameters 
were firstly set as: free edge= 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.5, built in edge= 0.9. 
Figure 6.12a shows the zone with corrector value of 1.20 within the base panel. This 
zone matches with a zone at the right-hand bottom corner in the new panel. According 
to the rule of zone similarity, the right-hand bottom zone of the new panel should be 
similar to the second left-hand top zone of the base panel. Therefore, this matching 
result is not accurate for these boundary parameter values. 
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I Similar zones between two panels 
free edge = 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.5, built in edge = 0.9 
Figure 6.12a - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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In Figure 6.12b, these values of boundary parameters were used: free edge = 0.0, 
simply supported edge = 0.1, built in edge = 0.3, This set of boundary parameter 
values makes the right-hand bottom zone within the new panel match the left-hand 
top zone within the base panel. When compared with Figure 6.12a, the matched zone 
within the base panel in Figure 6.12a has the simple support at its left side and the 
matched zone within the base panel in Figure 6.12b connects with the right side of its 
left zone. The simple support can not restrain the rotation of the side connected with 
the constraint (a moment does not exist there), but two zones connected to each other 
can limit the rotation at their common side (a moment exists there). Therefore the 
matching result in Figure 6.12a is better than that in Figure 6.12b. 
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Similar zones between two panels I 
free edge= 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.1, built in edge= 0.3 
Figure 6.12b- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
Because in the last example the best matching result was achieved under these 
boundary parameter values free edge = 0.0, simply supported edge= 0.2, built in edge 
= 0.4, the same parameter values are used in this case to test whether they can produce 
an ideal result of matching similar zones. Figure 6.12c shows the result using this set 
of parameter values. The matched zone within the base panel is just to the second left-
hand top zone of the panel. Once again, the best result was achieved using these 
values of boundary parameters. 
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Similar zones between two panels I 
free edge = 0.0, srmply supported edge = 0.2, bwlt m edge= 0.4 
Figure 6.12c - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 confirm that reasonable initial values for boundary parameters 
used in Equation (6.4), 0.0 for free edge, 0.2 for simply supported edge and 0.4 for 
built in edge, produce matchjng rules which more efficiently differentiate the 
boundary effect and more accurately match simjlar zones between two panels. 
6.5.3. CA Matching Similar Zones of Panels with Openings Using Panel SB02 as 
the Base Panel 
Because Panel SB02 with opening (see Figure 6.13b) (as the standard panel in 
Chong's experiments (1993) has the same typical size, boundary types and opening, it 
was used as the base panel in this research. Except with an operung 
(2260mmx l125mrn), Panel SB02 is the same as the base panel SBOl in size, material 
property and boundary condition. The following examples further verify the validity 
of the irutiaJ boundary parameter values concluded in Section 6.5.1 in the calculation 
of matching similarity. Both the new panels and the base panel are panels with an 
opening. 
Panel SB02 was divided into the five regions with different boundaries and the new 
panel with an operung was also divided into several similar regions as shown in 
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Figure 6.13b. By inspection using the method in Section 6.4.2, similar regions can be 
made. Figures 6.13a and 6.13b show regions on the new panel which match regions 
with similar boundaries on the base panel SB02. With consideration on the 
orientations of similar regions, the CA matching Equation (6.4) was then used to 
identify similar zones within the similar regions between the two panels. 
Simply Supported Edge Built in Edge Free Edge 
The new panel with opening 
(a) 
Base Panel SB02 with opening 
(b) 
Figure 6.13- Similar zones between the base Panel SB02 and a new panel 
The new panel with opening in Figure 6.13a is simply supported at its left and top 
edges, built-in at its bottom edge and free at its right edge. The new panel sizes are 
2700mmx2400mm and an opening size 1000mmx600mm. The base panel is Panel 
SB02 (Chong 1993). 
Once again a parametric study was conducted using the same range of boundary 
parameters as in Section 6.5.2. The result of the parametric study is shown in Figures 
6.14a, 6.14b and 6.14c. From comparison of the three cases, once again the same 
conclusion as that in Section 6.5.2 can be drawn. 
For instance, the two zones in the middle of the bottom edge for the new panel are 
matched with the two separate similar zones within the base panel under the 
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parameters, free edge = 0.0, simply supported edge = 0.2 and built-in edge = 0.4, see 
Figure 6.14c. Under the other two sets of boundary parameters, the results are not 
accurate, see Figures 6.14a and 6.14b. This once again proves that the boundary 
parameters under Figure 6.14c reasonably locate similar zones within two panels. 
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Figure 6.14a -Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.14b - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.14c- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figures 6.15a to c show the result of another parametric study on another new panel. 
The new panel with opening in Figure 6.15a was simply supported at its left, bottom 
and top edges and built-in at its right edge. The new panel has the size 
5400mmx3000mm, the co-ordinates of the central of the opening is (2400mm, 
lOOOmm) and the opening size 1000mmx2000mm. The base panel was Panel SB02. 
The sizes of the two panels are slightly different and their opening configurations are 
obviously different. The result of this study once again shows that the boundary 
parameters: free edge =0.0, simply supported edge = 0.2 and built-in edge = 0.4 give 
results similar to other cases. 
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Figure 6.15a- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.15b -Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.15c- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
Finally, a new panel with larger size than the base panel SB02 was used in this 
parametric study for boundary types. The new panel with an opening in Figure 6.16 
has the same boundaries as the panel in Figure 6.15, but the size of the large panel is 
5400mmx3200mm, the co-ordinates of the central point of the opening (2400m.m, 
2000mm) and the opening size 2000mmx1600mm. The sizes of the new panel and the 
base panel as well as their opening configurations are different. The result of this 
study once again shows that the boundary parameters: free edge = 0.0, simply 
supported edge= 0.2 and built-in edge= 0.4, give results similar to other cases. 
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Figure 6.16a - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.16b - Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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Figure 6.16c- Investigation into proper boundary parameters 
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The results of parametric studies on the three new panels with openings verify that 
boundary parameter values: free edge = 0.0, simply supported edge = 0.2, built-in 
edge = 0.4 and transition coefficient = 0.2 can efficiently identify matching zones 
more accurately than the other two cases. These parameter values were adopted for 
the CA method in this research. 
6.6. Further Improvement of Matching Similarity Method 
The following section proposes an improved methodology using Equation (6.4) in 
which the manual process of dividing the panel into several regions can be totally 
avoided and the CA method can directly match similar zones within panels, and 
directly estimate corrector values for each zone within a panel. 
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In Section 6.4, it was concluded that for proper matching of similar zones the 
orientation of the four neighbouring zones was essential. Repeated matching of zones 
with their individual four neighbourhood zones from two different orientations 
reduces the errors in Equation (6.4). This criterion can be used to replace the process 
of matching similar regions within two panels. Details of this process are shown in 
Figures 6.17 to 6.24. 
In Figure 6.17, for a zone {i, j) and its four neighbourhood zones {i, j-1), {i, j+1), (i-1, 
j) and (i+1, j) within the new panel, there are eight different orientations that can be 
used to match every zone (m, n) and its neighbourhoods {m, n-1), (m, n+1), (m-1, n) 
and (m+ 1, n) within the base panel. The eight errors from £!1•11 to EZ8•18 of state 
values under the eight cases are separately calculated by Equations (6.5) to (6.12). In 
other words, Equation (6.4) can be repeatedly applied to calculate the errors for eight 
different orientations separately in order to match a zone in the new panel with a zone 
within the base panel. 
Here, 
M- the row number of zones within the base panel. 
N - the column number of zones within the base panel. 
(k1, ll)- the similar zone within the base panel with Zone (i,j) within the new 
panel under Case 1. 
Other items are the same as those in Equation (6.4). 
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Figure 6.17 - Case 1: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.18 -Case 2: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.19- Case 3: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.20 - Case 4: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.21 -Case 5: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.22- Case 6: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.23- Case 7: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Figure 6.24 - Case 8: Orientation of the new panel to the base panel 
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Once the eight errors for a zone in the new panel are calculated, the minimum error 
among these eight errors, E~1•11 , E~ 2•12 , .... , E:8•18 , is calculated by 
(6.13) 
Thus the zone (i, J) in the new panel is similar with the zone (k, l) in the base panel, 
which corresponds to this minimum error. 
Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show the examples of applying Equations (6.5) to (6.13). The 
two solid panels the same as those in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, discussed in 
Section 6.5, have been used. The solid panel SBOl has been used as the base panel. 
The parameter values used in CA are based on the initial values of boundary 
parameters, developed in Section 6.5 (0.0 for 1st free edge, 0.2 for 2nd simply 
supported edge and 0.4 for 3rd built-in edge and 0.2 for transition coefficient). The 
matching results are the same as those using Equation (6.4), described in Section 6.5. 
new_p.ane 1 standar d_panel 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 ·20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 ·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 
0 · 20 0 • 53 0·69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0·53 0 ·20 0·20 0 · 6'1 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1· 26 1 · 20 0 · 82 0 · 6't 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 1 ·03 0 · 96 1 · 11 0 · 96 1 · 03 0 · 76 0 · 69 0 • 20 0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 01> 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 7l 0 · 55 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 1 · 03 0 · 96 1 · 11 0·96 1 · 03 0 · 76 0 · 69 0 · 20 0 ·20 0 · 69 0 · 71> 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 ·22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 · 76 0 · 1>9 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0·53 0 · 69 0·69 0 · 69 0·69 0·69 0 · 69 0 ·69 0· 53 0 ·20 0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5'1 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 0 · 5'1 0 · 53 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 ·20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 00 
Figure 6.25 - Matching similar zones using Equations (6.5)- (6.13) 
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~·-I new_pane l standar•d_pane l 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0·20 0 · 20 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 20 0 · 6'1 0 · 55 0 · 55 0 · 55 0 · 6'1 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 6'1 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 2G 1 · 20 0 · 82 0 · 6'1 0 · 20 
0·20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 71 0 · 71 0 · 82 0 · 00 0·20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 ·06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 20 
0·20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 •71 0 · 71 0 · 82 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0·96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 · 76 0·69 0 · 20 
0·20 0 · 53 O· S't O· S't O· S't 0 · 82 0 · 00 0•20 0 · 53 O· S't 0 · 92 1·27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 0 · 5'1 0·5;!1 0·20 
0 · 00 0·'10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 00 
0 · 00 0 · '10 O· 'tO O• 'tO 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 'tO 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 00 
Figure 6.26 - Matching similar zones using Equations (6.5)- (6.13) 
Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show examples of applying Equations (6.5) to (6.13) on two 
new panels with an opening, the same panels analysed in Section 6.5 (Figure 6.14 and 
6.15). Once again the solid panel SBOl has been used as the base panel. The result of 
CA for matching similar zones shows the validity of Equations (6.5) to (6.13) which 
are capable of matching similar zones on panels with and without openings using the 
solid panel SB01 as the base panel. 
new_panel_open lng s tandard_panel 
0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 00 0·20 0·20 0· 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 
0 · 20 0 · 6'1 0 · 6'1 0 · 6'1 0 · 6'1 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 • 6'1 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1 · 20 0 ·82 0 · 6'1 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 82 0 • 82 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 55 0 • 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0·53 0· 82 0 · 82 0 • 82 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 • 96 0 • 76 0 • 69 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5'1 O· S't 0 · 82 0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 5;!1 0 · 5'1 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 O· S't 0 · 53 0 · 20 , 
0·00 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·'10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0·'10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 001 
Figure 6.27 - Matching similar zones using Equations (6.5) -(6.13) 
new_panel_opening 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0·20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 standard_paroe l 
0 · 20 0 • 53 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 55 0 · 55 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 53 O· 'tO 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0· 71 0 · 82 0 · 82 0 • 93 1·06 1 · 06 O· U 0 · '10 0·20 0 · 6'+ 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1 · 20 0 · 82 0 · 6'1 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0·82 0 · 82 0 · 71 0 · 71 O· S't 0 · '10 0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 93 1 · 0;!1 1 · 06 1 · 03 0·93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0·20 
0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 82 0 · 82 0 · 71 0 · 71 0 · S't O· 'tO 0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 ·7G 0 · 69 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 6't 0 · 55 0 · 6'1 0 · 6'1 0·55 0 · 55 0 · 53 O· 'tO 0·20 0 · 53 O· S't 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 O· U 0 · 5'1 0 · 5;!1 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 2C 0·20 0·20 0 · 20 o · 2o1o - 20 0 · 00 
0 · 00 0 · '10 O· 'tO 0 · '10 0 · '10 O· 'tO 0 · '10 0 · 'tO 0 · '10 0 · '10 0 · 00 
Figure 6.28 - Matching similar zones using Equations (6.5) -(6.13) 
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6. 7. Summary 
I 
The above analysis shows that the CA is a powerful tool for matching similar zones 
within panels with various sizes, boundary conditions, openings etc. The study also 
demonstrated the significance of boundary parameter values in the result of the CA 
method in matching similar zones between panels. In order to make a clearer 
understanding of the CA technique for matching similar zones, the basic procedure is 
summarised as follows: 
l. The geometrical sizes of the new panel and the base panel are input. 
2. The boundary parameter values are input as initial values of CA transition 
function (Equation (6.2)) for the new panel and the base panel. 
3. The new panel is divided into zones based on the zones of the base panel. 
The division of zones in the base panel is based on the positions of 
measurement points on the panel from experimentation. 
4. The state factors of individual zones of both the new panel and the base 
panel were calculated using Equations (6.2) and (6.3). It has been proved 
that the boundary parameter values, as the initial values of the transition 
Equation (6.2), 0.2 for 0.0 for free edge, simply supported edge, 0.4 for 
fixed edge and 0.2 for the transition coefficient, were suitable for 
application of derived matching rules (Equations (6.5) to (6.13)). 
5. Similar zones between the new panel and the base panel are matched using 
Equations (6.5) to (6.13) and then the correctors from the similar zone on 
the base panel were put into the corresponding zones in the new panel. 
After obtaining correctors of individual zones within the new panel from the base 
panel, the FEA model of the new panel can use the correctors to modify the global 
flexural rigidity or global strength in the corresponding zones. The improvements 
llO 
achieved in the FEA of laterally loaded masonry panels using correctors is presented 
in Chapter 7. 
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7. EFFECT OF CORRECTORS ON DISPLACEMENT 
PREDICTED USING CORRECTORS 
7. 1. Introduction 
Correctors and methodologies for matching similar zones between the new panel and 
the base panel were fully discussed in previous chapters. These parameters were used 
to properly model variation in masonry properties and boundary conditions to 
improve the FEA results of laterally loaded masonry panels. Thus the validity of both 
correctors and the rules for matching similarity of zones is verified by the FEA of the 
typical experimental masonry panels in this chapter. 
The existing FEA techniques using smeared masonry properties for laterally loaded 
masonry panels have not included variation in the flexural rigidity or strength 
variation related to individual zones within the panel. The effect of boundary 
conditions of the panel, which was found to be one of the most important parameters, 
has not been properly modelled in the variation of flexural rigidity of masonry panel, 
in the traditional FEA techniques. In the past, great efforts were focused on making 
accurate models of masonry wallettes in order to establish values for some of masonry 
design parameters. Traditionally, in FEA, a smeared value of flexural rigidity [D) 
and/or tensile strength f, have been used in the analysis. The smeared material 
properties of masonry components (brick, mortar) or smearing cracking of the 
material, or in general, the constituent relationships were not discretized individually 
and they were represented as the equivalent orthotropic properties, for the FEA of 
masonry panels. Using a globally smeared flexural rigidity and strength in the existing 
FEA techniques does not guarantee an accurate prediction of failure loads and failure 
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patterns of masonry panels. The research presented in this thesis has introduced a new 
methodology, as discussed in Chapter 6, which uses correctors to properly model 
variation in flexural rigidity at various zones within the panel. This methodology has 
been shown to considerably improve the FEA results. 
In this chapter, results of the implementation of this new approach are tested by 
comparing results of panel laboratory experiments with the results predicted by the 
FEA. In the FEA model, appropriate values of correctors related to individual zones 
within the panel are used to modify the flexural rigidity of the panel at these locations. 
To validate the results of the FEA obtained by the proposed approach, these results 
are compared with the experimental results and results obtained from traditional FEA 
using globally smeared masonry properties. 
This chapter will examine the accuracy of displacement values calculated by 
incorporating correctors in the FEA modelling. The examination of failure load and 
failure pattern will be discussed in Chapter 8. 
7.2. Methods for Improving the FEA of Masonry Panels 
The correctors introduced in Chapter 4 and the methods for matching similar zones in 
Chapter 6 were used to improve the existing FEA techniques for laterally loaded 
masonry panels. This technique applies correctors to modify global flexural rigidity or 
tensile strength at individual zones within the panel. The basic procedure is described 
in Figure 7 .1. 
Thus in the FEA shown in Figure 7.1, the flexural rigidity or the tensile strength are 
modified using correctors at various zones to replace the globally smeared flexural 
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rigidity or tensile strength. In other words, the elements within every zone form their 
local stiffness matrix using the corrector in that zone to modify masonry properties at 
the zone. It needs to be stressed again that the division of zones and the corresponding 
correctors are based on actual results obtained from laboratory experiment of masonry 
panels, not by introducing a random division and random noise to various zones as 
used by some researchers (Lawrence 1991). 
I The FEA of masonry panels 
~ 
'Form the element stiffness matrix New Method: modify the globally 
using smeared masonry properties 
smeared flexural rigidity or tensile 
l Lc:trength using correctors for 
~· individual zones within the panel. 
Form the global 
stiffness matrix 
+ 
IForm the load vector I 
~ 
Output of the FEA (Improved failure 
patterns, failure load, displacements, stress, 
strain and so on) 
Figure 7.1 - Procedure of the FEA using correctors 
7.3. Improved Panel Displacement Using Correctors 
There are many factors that can improve the displacement, failure load and failure 
pattern of the masonry panel calculated using the FEA. For the application of 
correctors in the FEA of the panel, these factors may include: the method of dividing 
the panel into zones, suitability of techniques for matching similar zones and the 
accuracy of experimental results of the panel from which correctors are derived. In 
this chapter, factors affecting the FEA displacement of the panel are investigated. The 
investigation into the failure load and failure pattern of the panel will be carried out in 
Chapter 8. 
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The correctors used in investigating the displacement response of the panel are based 
on the experimental result of Panel SBOl. The corresponding corrector data is shown 
in Appendix A. 
For comparison purposes, the following processes were used: 
• Firstly, the panel was analysed using globally smeared D. 
• The panel was divided into three, six zones (see Figure 7.2) and twenty 
zones (see Figure 6.3), and the values of modified D' at the corresponding 
zones were established and the panel was re-analysed. 
• Load-displacement curves using the FEA result along with the 
experimental result were plotted for comparison purposes. The results of 
this investigation are summarised in Figures 7.3 to 7.7. 
The following points were considered in this comparison: 
(1) Effect of introducing D '; 
(2) Effect of increasing number of zones; 
(3) Sensitivity of location of the zone within the panel with respect to its 
distance from the panel boundaries. 
2 3 2 
5 6 5 
3 4 5 
1 2 1 2 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.2- The two cases of zone division of Panel SBOl 
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Figures 7.3 to 7.7 show the results of the FEA using correctors. It is clear that the 
greater the number of the divided zones, the closer are the predicted displacements of 
the points such as Points B3, B4 and BS to their experimental results. These figures 
also show that in the range of normal working load of l.SkN/m2, the application of 
correctors makes the predicted displacements much closer to the experimental results. 
For the displacements of the points such as Points AS and CS, they can be closer to 
the experimental result, when the panel is divided into fewer zones and the load value 
was larger than l.SkN/m2. The above analysis indicates that, although the application 
of the corrector can improve the prediction of displacement of many measured points 
on the panel, a scheme for the zone division of the panel can not improve the 
prediction of displacement of all measured points on the panel. Fortunately, the 
prediction of displacement of all the important points measured in the experiment are 
closer to their experimental values because of the application of correctors. 
1.5 
3 Load (kN/m 2) 
2 
1 
Point A5 , Exp. Dis. 
• Point A5 , Global E 
in 20 zones. 
in 3 zones. 
in 6 zones 
• Point A5 , modified 
"' Point A5 , modified 
e Point A5 , modified 
a~~--~~--~~--~~~~--~~~ 
4 8 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure 7.3 -The displacement- load curves of Point AS within Panel SBOl. 
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El Point 83, Experimental Dis. 
2 
1.5 
..r/ ~ 
--------------=~{_J ________ _ 
/fZ/ 
1 j ~ Point B3, Global E. / r:' ·'(J "' Point 83, modified E' in 20 zones. 
Point 83, modified E' in 3 zones. 
Point 83, modified E' in 6 zones. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Displacement( mm) 
Figure 7.4 - The displacement - load curves of Point B3 within Panel SBOl 
3 
2 
1.5 
1 
El Point 84, Experimental Dis. 
2 
<) Point 84, Global E. 
.. Point 84, modified E ' in 20 zones. 
Point 84, modified E' in 3 zones. 
Point 84, modified E' in 6 zones . 
4 
Displacement(mm 
\ 
6 8 
Figure 7.5 - The displacement- load curves of Point B4 within Panel SBOl 
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3 
El Point 85, Experimental Dis. 
2 
1.5 
1 Point 85, Global E 
Point 85, modified E' in 20 zones . 
Point 85, modified E' in 3 zones. 
I.'J!----'~--__, __ Point 85, modified E' iiJ 6 zones. 
0 o 2 4 6 8 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure 7.6- The displacement -load curves of Point B5 within Panel SBOl 
3 
2 
1.5 
1 
0 1 2 3 
0 Point C5, Experimental Dis. 
Point C5, Global E 
Point C5, modified E' in 20zones 
Point C5, modified E' in 3 zones. 
Point C5, modified E' in 6 zones. 
4 5 6 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure 7.7- The displacement - load curves of Point CS within Panel SBOl 
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However this conclusion might not fit the application of correctors in other panels, 
because here the analysed panel SBOl and its derived correctors were used in the FEA 
for the displacement calculation. One reason for dividing the panel into more zones is 
that there are more experimental results to compare with. 
7.4. Investigation into Effect of Introducing Noise at Local Regions 
within the Panel 
In this section the effect of random noise at different regions on the displacement 
response of the panel is investigated. Once again Panel SBOl is used in this analysis. 
To introduce noise into local regions, the value of Elastic Modulus E was randomly 
changed at specific regions and the panel was analysed using the FEA. For this 
investigation, Panel SBOl was divided into six regions as shown in Figure 7.8. 
Figure 7.8 - Divided regions of Panel SBOl 
The noise was introduced by randomly adjusting the value of E in a particular region. 
The effect of this noise on panel displacement was investigated. The results of 
introducing noise at locations AS and B3 (two typical points) on the panel are plotted 
in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. In both figures, 
modified modulus E at a region 
x- Axis represents modulus ratio 
global modulus E 
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displacermt of Pointj under E y-Axis represents displacennt ratio=----.:__ ___ _:_ __ _:_ ______ _ 
displacennt of Pointj under global modulus£ 
7.4.1. Changes in Displacement Pattern Due to Introducing Noise 
By separately introducing noise at Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4, the displacement changes at 
Points AS and B3 for a lateral load of lk.N/m2 are shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. It 
was observed that the displacement of the panel was less sensitive toE change in the 
local regions than to the change of the global E value on the whole panel. The 
displacement of the panel is more sensitive to changes in the value of Eat the local 
Regions 1, 2 and 3 adjacent to the boundaries than to changes in the value of E at 
Region 4 away from the boundaries. Once again it proves that boundaries have a 
critical effect on the overall behaviour of the panel. 
Modulus Ratio 
3 
2 
2 
0 Load= 1 kN/m 2 , SB01·A5, 
various values of global E 
load = 1kN / m2 , SB01 ·A5, various 
values of Eat Reg ion 1 
A Load= 1kN /m2 , SB01·A5, various 
values of E at R e g ion 2 
v Load= 1kN /m2 , SB01 · A5 , various 
values of Eat Reg1on 3 
0 load = 1kN / m2 , SB01 · A5 , various 
values of Eat Region 4 
3 4 6 
Dlsplacemental Ratio 
Figure 7.9 - Displacement ratio-£ ratio curves of Point AS on Panel SBOl 
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Modulus A allo 
2 
Load m 1kN/m 2 , 5601·63 , 
0 
v arlous values of E ' at Region 2 
1 k N / m2, 5801-83, 
values of E' at A eglon 4 
1kN/m2. 5601-63 , 
values of E' at Regi o n 3 
1kN/m2, 5601-63 . 
values of E ' at A eglon 1 
0 o 2 
D i splacem ental A atlo 
Figure 7.10- Displacement ratio-£ ratio curves of Point B3 on Panel SBOl 
The effect of noise at Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 on the displacements of Points AS, B3, CS 
and DS on the panel is shown in Figures 7.11 to 7 .14. From these figures, it is clear 
that the displacements at these points on the panel follow a similar pattern. The 
displacement of the panel is more sensitive to parametric variation in regions adjacent 
to the panel boundaries, especially Region 2 near the fixed boundary at the bottom 
support. The E values at the central Region 4 have little effect on the displacement 
response of the panel. 
• Modulus Ratio 
•• 
Load • 1kNJm2, SB01·A5, various 
v v aluas ol E' at Rea ion 1 
0 Load • tkN/m>, S60t -63, various 
values of E' at Reaul n 1 
• Load • tkN/m2, S60t-CS. 
various values of E' at Rca ion 1 
Load • tkN/m>, 5601-05, 
• v atlous values cl E' at Rea ion 1 
Dlsplacemental Ratio 
3 Modulus A atlo 
Load • tkN tm'. S60t-A5, various 
C values of E' at Re1 iun 3 
0 Load • tkN /m'. 560 t-63, various 
Y a lues of E' at Real un 3 
Load • lkN /mJ, S801 ·C6 , venous 
A values of E' at Rel i,, u 3 
V load • tkN tm'. 5601-05. various 
values of E' at Rea ion 3 
Oisplac emantal Ratio 
Displacement ratio-£ ratio curves of Points AS, C5, D5 and 83 on 
Panel SBOl toE noise at Regions 1 and 3. 
Figure 7.11 Figure 7.12 
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2 
V l..ald = 1kJIVni', S'Ol·f6, va1Qs 
vmmd ea Rqpa12 
2 3 4 
!lspa::lmrtal Ralo 
3 MxiJus Aallo 
l..ald • 1kNim', 5001·A5, vario.s 
' values d E' as Region 4 
l..ald •1kNim', 5001-83. vario.s 
0 
values d E' Ill Rqion 4 
t l..ald • 1kNim', 5001-CS. vario.s 
values d E' as Rea•on 4 
laid • 1kNim', 5001·05, variws 
A values d E' as Rqion4 
t 2 
Dis~al Rallo 
Displacement ratio-£ ratio curves of Points A5, CS, D5 and B3 on 
Panel SB01 toE noise at Regions 2 and 4 . 
Figure 7.13 Figure 7.14 
7 .4.2. Effect of Region Size 
The effect of region sizes on the displacement of the panel is shown in Figures 7.16 
and 7.17, when E noise is introduced into the region. Panel SB01 divided into 
different region sizes is shown in Figure 7.15. 
L------=:R.:.:e=giio:.:.n:........:..1 _ __J }
2 f----Re-g-ion-1--1 Ih, 
Figure 7.15- Sizes of the region near the bottom support of the panel 
Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show that the sizes of regions change the effect of noise on the 
displacement of the panel. For the region shown in Figure 7.15, the effect of noise in 
the region on the displacement response of the panel was reduced following the 
enlargement of the region size. This indicates that variation in properties of a narrow 
region adjacent to the bottom boundary greatly affect the panel behaviour. 
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Modulus Ratio Load= I kN /m>, SBO I · DS . various 
C values orE ' at Region I - h 1 
Otsplacem ental Ratio 
3 Modulus R atlo 
Load = lkN / m>, SBOI·AS . 
0 various values ofE ' at 
Regio n I • h , 
Load= l kN / m>,S BOI ·AS . 
() vari ous values ore · ., 
Region I - h, 
Load = l kNim•.SBOI · AS, 
.6. various values ofE ' at 
Region I- h3 
Oisplacemental Rat io 
Displacement ratio-£ ratio curves of Points D5 and A5 on Panel SBO 1 to E noise and three 
different region sizes. 
Figure 7.16 Figure 7.17 
7 .4.3. Analytical Summary 
It can be concluded that the effect of changing flexural ligidity on the displacements 
of the panel was related to the position of the region in which the noise was 
introduced and it was affected by the size of the region . The clisplacement of the panel 
was sensitive to noise which was introduced into regions adjacent to boundalies, 
especially adjacent to that region near the bottom support (built-in support). Changing 
noise at the central region of the panel has little effect on the displacement of the 
panel. This indicates that the behaviour of the panel under laterally loading was 
seriously affected by boundalies. 
7.5. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Displacements on 
Panels with and without openings 
In this section, correctors on the base panel were applied to similar zones on the new 
panel to modify the di splacements obtained from the FEA under globally smeared 
material properties These modified displacements were then compared with the 
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corresponding experimental and the FEA displacements. The CA method developed 
in Chapter 6 is used to select the correctors from the base panel for the new panels. 
Panel SBOl was still used as the base panel of the panels SB02 with an opening, SB05 
with d.p.c and SB06 (Chong 1993), because they were constructed of the same 
material and tested in the same laboratory experimental environment. 
Panel SB02 (Figure 7 .18) with an opening has the same material properties, boundary 
conditions and sizes with Panel SBOl. For the zone around Point B3 on Panel SB02, 
its similar zone on the base panel SBOl is the zone around Point A2/A8 on Panel 
SBOl, using the CA method. The FEA displacement of Point B3 on Panel SB02 under 
globally smeared material properties and individual load increments is then modified 
using the selected correctors, and the result is shown in Figure 7.19 (Curve C using 
the correctors at Point AS on the base panel). Figure 7.19 also shows experimental 
(Curve A) and the FEA displacements (Curve B). Comparing the three load -
displacement curves, it is clear that using correctors to modify masonry properties is a 
true representative of behaviour of the panel as the result of this analysis is very close 
to the experimental results. The figure also shows that in the range of normal working 
load of 1.5kN/m2, the displacements modified by the correctors are much closer to the 
experimental results. The inversion of the load-displacement curves is because in the 
FEA of the base panel, the initial cracking of the panel occurs at that load value and 
results in a sudden increase of the FEA displacement of the panel (a sudden increase 
of the correctors at this load value). 
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Panel SB02 with opening 
Point B3 
3 
2 
1.5 
~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
""' ~ 
1 .... 1 .. + .. 1 .. + + .. 1 .. + .. 1 .... 1 .... 1 
100 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 100 
Figure 7.18 - Panel SB02 with opening 
Load (kN!mm2) 
0 A: the Experimental Dis. at Point 83 
8 : the FEA Dis . at Point 83 using 
<> globally smeared material properties 
A C:the Modified Dis . at Point 83 using 
correctors 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure 7.19- Load-displacement curves of Point B3 on Panel SB02 
Figure 7.20 shows details of another panel SBOS with d.p.c. The CA method matches 
the simi lar zones around Point A3 on the both panels. A similar comparison as 
discussed in the previous example is given in Figure 7.21. Once again, it is clear that 
the result of the analysis using correctors is much closer to the experimental result. 
The figure also shows that in the range of normal working load of l.SkN/m2, the 
displacements modified by the correctors are much closer to the experimental results. 
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3 
2 
1.5 
1 
Panel 5805 with d.p.c 
Point~ 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
100 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 100 
Figure 7.20 - Panel SB05 with d.p.c 
Load (kN/m2) 
0 A: the experimental Dis . at Point A 3 
A 
B: the FEA Dis . at t-'omt A3 using 
~ globally smeared material properties 
A C: the modified Dis . at Point A3 using 
correctors 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure 7.21- Load-displacement curves of Point A3 on Panel SB05 
Figure 7.22 shows details of Panel SB06. The zone around Point B2 on the base panel 
SBOl matches its similar zone around Point C3 on Panel SB06, using the CA method. 
A similar comparison as discussed in the previous examples is given in Figure 7.23. 
Once again, it is clear that the displacement modified using the selected correctors is 
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closer to the experimental result, especially in the range of the normal working load of 
Point C3 
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Figure 7.22 - Panel SB06 
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Figure 7.23- Load-displacement curve of Point C3 on Panel SB06 
In the above analysis, all panels are single leaf brick panels. The following analysis is 
related to two cavity panels, CBOl (Chong 1993) (Figure 7.24) and CAV 14 (West 
1974) (Figure 7 .25). Because the displacements of various points on Panel CBOl were 
recorded in its test, the panel is used as the base panel here. Both panels have the 
same boundary conditions, but their sizes are different. For the zones around the 
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central point F and another point C on Panel CAV14, the CA method matches their 
similar zones, the zones around Points C5 and C2 on the base panel CBOl. The 
correctors corresponding to the zones around Points C5 and C2 on Panel CBO 1 are 
used to modify the FEA displacement of Point F and C. The Load-Displacement 
curves of Points F and C on Panel CAV14 are shown in Figures 7.26 and 7.27 
respectively. Once again, it is clear that the result of the analysis using correctors is 
much closer to the experimental result. 
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Figure 7.24 - Panel CBOl 
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Figure 7.25- Panel CAV14 
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Figure 7.26- Load-displacement curves of Point F on Panel CAV14 
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Figure 7.27- Load-displacement curves of Point Con Panel CAV 14 
The above examples further indicate that there is similar variation in masonry 
properties at similar zones within masonry panels which have different boundary 
conditions and configurations and are constructed of the same masonry material. 
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Correctors at individual zones within the base panel can back-feed the variation in 
masonry properties into the similar zones within the new panel. The reason why the 
above phenomenon exists is considered as: 
The failure of laterally loaded masonry panels is mainly from the cracking of the 
panel. This crack occurs and develops within the linear tension range of masonry 
material deformation during the working process of the panel. The non-linear property 
in the FEA process of the panel is from the change of the stiffness matrix caused by 
the crack. Therefore, in a load increment, the displacement of the panel is still 
proportional to the modulus E of the panel so that correctors can effectively back-feed 
the variation in masonry properties into similar zones within other new panels. The 
most important is that this analysis has verified that the variation in masonry 
properties is closely related to the structural factors such as boundary conditions of 
the panel and locations of zones on the panel. 
7.6. Summary 
The examples presented in this chapter show that correctors can considerably improve 
the FEA displacement values at various locations on the panel which in many cases 
were very close to their experimental results, particularly in the range of normal 
working load. This proves that using correctors properly models the true behaviour of 
masonry panels. 
As the values of correctors are affected mainly by the boundaries of the panel, the 
examples give evidence that boundary conditions of panels play a key role in the 
displacement response of the panel. 
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Because the displacement analysis of the panel is not the main parameter that governs 
the design of masonry panels, the results of the investigation, presented in this 
chapter, were intended to verify whether using correctors, to modify masonry 
properties at various zones within the panel, could improve the quality of the FEA. 
The comparison of results for a number of cases clearly demonstrates that using 
correctorr enables the FEA to more closely model the behaviour of masonry panels. 
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8. CASE STUDY ON PREDICTING FAILURE LOAD AND 
FAILURE PATTERN OF MASONRY PANELS USING 
CORRECTORS 
8. 1. Introduction 
For the design of masonry panels, it is important to predict the load which causes 
failure of the panel. However, a reliable and accurate FEA technique should be able to 
simultaneously estimate both failure load and failure pattern for panels with various 
boundary conditions and panel configurations. If a FEA technique gives inconsistent 
results in estimating the failure load and failure pattern of the masonry panel, in 
comparison with experimental results, these results obtained from the FEA technique 
can not be reliable. Following the discussion in the previous chapter, on the 
displacement of the panel, this chapter focuses on the FEA prediction of failure load 
and failure pattern of laterally loaded masonry panels. 
Two FEA softwares, used in the chapter, are specialised FEA programs for non-linear 
analysis of masonry panels. One of the FEA programs uses the biaxial stress failure 
criterion (Chong 1993) and the other program uses the homogeneous technique (Lee 
et al. 1996). The results of the two FEA techniques are compared. 
In this chapter, prediction of failure load and failure pattern for each panel is based on 
corrector values obtained from one single base panel only which is SBOl 
corresponding to a load increment just before the failure of this base panel (the load 
value = 2.4 kN!m\ Correctors for panels with/without openings and with various 
boundary conditions are obtained both manually and by using the CA method. These 
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correctors are then used to modify masonry properties at various zones within the 
panel. On the basis of the FEA results, the failure load and failure pattern for each 
panel are determined and these are compared with their corresponding experimental 
results to examine the validity of the proposed methods. These results are also 
compared with those obtained by conventional FEA results using globally smeared 
masonry properties. 
Therefore in this chapter, the results of the analysis obtained from laboratory 
experiments on various panels are compared with the predicted failure loads and 
failure patterns obtained from the FEA of panels using: 
l. globally smeared modulus E and tensile strength! 
2. globally smeared tensile strength f but modified modulus E' in various 
zones within the panel. The modified modulus E' was calculated using 
stiffness correctors obtained by the manual and the CA methods. 
3. globally smeared modulus E but modified strength f in various zones 
within the panel. The modified strength f is determined by the strength 
correctors obtained by the manual and the CA methods. 
For the comparison of the results of each panel, along with the FEA predictions, the 
following information is presented for each panel: 
• The experimental failure load and failure pattern of the panel. 
• Locations of zones on the "new" panel and their similar zones on the base 
panel, which are matched by the manual and CA methods respectively. 
The aim of the above comparison is to demonstrate the difference between the 
methodologies proposed in this research with conventional FEA results. 
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8.2. Predicting the Failure Load and Failure Pattern of the Base Panel 
5801 
In Chapters 5 and 6, the methodologies for estimating values of correctors were fully 
discussed. In Chapter 7, corrector values from the base panel SBOl were used for the 
displacement of all panels. It is essential to demonstrate that modifying the stiffness of 
various zones within the panel using correctors can improve the FEA results for 
masonry panels, which leads to an improved and more accurate prediction of failure 
load and failure pattern. This section verifies the effect of correctors on estimating the 
failure load and failure pattern of various panels. 
8.2.1. The FEA Result Using Biaxial Stress Failure Criterion 
In this study, the correctors from the base panel SBOl are those modified as shown in 
Table 5.2. Panel SBOl was divided into 20 zones (symmetrical half panel, see Figure 
6.4) based on the laboratory experimental measurement points on the panel. The 
correctors are based on a lateral load qm = 2.4kN/m2 (failure load). The panel SB05 
has the same dimensions, material properties and boundary conditions as SBOl. The 
only difference between Panels SBOl and SB05 is that Panel SB05 has a d.p.c at its 
base. The experimental failure loads and failure patterns of both panels are shown in 
Figures 8.ld and 8.le. The failure load and failure pattern obtained using the FEA for 
both Panels SBOl and SB05 are shown in Figure 8.la, using a globally smeared 
modulus E and strength! 
Figure 8.lb gives the FEA results of both Panels SBOl and SB05, using a globally 
smeared strength f but the modified modulus £', corresponding to the individual 
zones on the panel. Figure 8.lc shows the FEA results of the two panels, using 
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globally smeared modulus E but the modified strengths/ corresponding to individual 
zones. 
(a) 
Global E 
and/ 
(b) 
Globalf , 
but 9 E' s 
(c) 
Global E, 
but9f 
(d) 
Experimental 
Case of SBOl 
(e) 
Experimental 
Case of SB05 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
2.2 kN/m2 
2.7 kN/m2 
2.7 kN/m2 
Figure 8.1 - The predicted and experimental failure loads and failure patterns of 
Panels SBOl and SB05 (the PEA using biaxial stress failure criterion) 
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By comparing the FEA results using globally smeared modulus E and strength/with 
those using correctors in different zones within the panel, it is clear that the failure 
pattern predicted using correctors are closer to the experimental results. The 
prediction of failure load is also acceptable. Section 8.3 will further show that 
correctors can considerably improve results of the FEA and bring these results closer 
to the experimental results. 
8.2.2. The FEA Result Using Homogeneous Technique 
Figure 8.2 shows the prediction of the failure pattern of Panel SBOl using a FEA 
calculation program developed in the University of Swansea (STRUMAS 1999). This 
programme employs the homogenous technique for masonry (Lee et al. 1996). For 
this analysis, the panel was divided into nine zones as shown in Figure 8.2d. Zones 
Bl, B2, B3, Cl, C2, Dl, D2, D3 and DS in Figure 8.2d are the similar zones of the 
above nine zones manually matched in the base panel SBOl. Because the programme 
does not include the criterion of finding the maximum load capacity of the panel, the 
analysis here just checks the failure pattern of the panel using the corresponding 
failure load obtained from the FEA using biaxial stress failure criterion. 
Figure 8.2a is the FEA result of the panel SBOl using globally smeared modulus E 
and strength f Figure 8.2b shows the FEA results of the panel, applying correctors to 
modify the globally smeared modulus E in the individual zones within the panel. 
Figure 8.2c shows the FEA results of the panel, using globally smeared modulus E but 
modified strengths} for each individual zone. These results show that the application 
of correctors in the FEA using homogenous technique can also improve the FEA 
prediction closer to the experimental results. 
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(a) 
Global E 
and/ 
(b) 
Global/, 
but 9 E's 
(c) 
Global E, 
but9f 
(d) 
Divided 9 
Zones of 
Panel SBOl 
Failure Pattern 
Symmetry 
C2 Dl D2 03 D5 
Lateral Load 
2.4 kN/m2 
2.4 kN/m2 
Manual-Selecting Correctors 
Figure 8.2 - The predicted and experimental failure loads and failure patterns of 
Panel SBO 1 (the FEA using homogeneous techniques) 
8.3. Case Study of Predicting Failure Loads and Failure Patterns Using 
Correctors 
In this section, a number of panels with and without openings with different boundary 
conditions are analysed. In the FEA of each panel, firstly correctors for individual 
zones within each panel were determined; secondly values of modified modulus E' or 
modified strength f corresponding to the individual zones were calculated and then 
the panel was analysed by the non-linear FEA program using the biaxial stress failure 
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criterion. Correctors for each panel were calculated using the manual method 
discussed in Section 5.5 and the CA method discussed in Section 6.6. The solid panel 
SB01 was used as the base panel for all panels analysed in this section. The results for 
panels with openings, using the panel SB02 with opening, as the base panel have also 
been presented. 
The seven experimental brick panels (Chong 1993) (Edgell) with different 
configuration are used to verify the validity of correctors in the FEA of the panel. The 
following sections present the analytical results of these panels. 
8.3.1. Panel SB06 
Results of the investigation into Panel SB06 (Chong 1993) are presented in Figure 
8.3. This panel was a solid brick panel with the size 2800x2475. The bottom edge of 
this panel was built-in and the other three edges were simply supported. The 
experimental failure load for this panel was 7.5kN/m2 and the experimental failure 
pattern of the panel is shown in Figure 8.3d. The failure pattern prediction obtained 
using the non-linear FEA is shown in Figure 8.3a using conventionally globally 
smeared stiffness and strength. The failure load predicted by the FEA using smeared 
material properties was 9.0kN/m2• The conventional FEA result overestimates the 
failure load of the panel, as it uses globally smeared masonry properties. The 
predicted failure pattern is also not close to the experimental result. 
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Failure Load 
9.0 k:N/m2 
6.0 k:N/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
6.0 k:N/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
7.5 k:N/m2 
Note: 
Bl, B3, Cl, Dl and D3 are the points 
on the base panel SBO 1, whose 
corresponding correctors are applied 
to improve the FEA of Panel SB06. 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
(f) 
Global/, 
but 9 E's 
(g) 
Global E, 
but 9f 
Note 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
6.5 kN/m2 
(CA-Selecting Correctors) 
5.5 kN/m2 
(CA-Selecting Correctors) 
The result of selecting correctors by the CA method is shown in Appendix C. 
Figure 8.3 -The FEA and experimental results of Panel SB06 
Figure 8.3e shows that the twelve manually-clivided zones of Panel SB06 and their 
similar zones Cl, Bl, Dl, B3 and D3 within Panel SBOl obtained by using the 
manual matching method. The correctors corresponcling to similar zones within the 
base Panel SBOl are used to modify the global modulus E or global strength/ Figure 
8.3b shows the failure pattern preclicted by the FEA under globally smeared strength f 
but clifferent moclified stiffness at each zone in this analysis. The corresponding 
preclicted failure load is 6.0kN/m2. 
Figure 8.3c shows the failure pattern preclicted by the FEA under globally smeared 
modulus E but different moclified strengths f . The corresponcling preclicted failure 
load is 6.0kN/m2. Comparing the FEA results in Figures 8.3a, 8.3b, 8.3c and 8.3d, it is 
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clear that using correctors improves the FEA results considerably. The predicted 
failure pattern is also much close to the experimental result. 
Figure 8.3f shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load is 
6.5kN/m2. Figure 8.3g shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally 
smeared modulus E but different modified strengths f. The corresponding failure load 
is 5.5kN/m2• Comparing the results in Figure 8.3d, the FEA, using modified masonry 
properties by applying correctors makes the predicted failure pattern closer to the 
experimental result. It also shows that the predicted failure load by applying modified 
modulus E' was much closer to the experimental result than that by different modified 
strengths f. The reason is mainly because correctors are produced by comparing the 
change of masonry stiffness at individual local zones, see Equation (4.8). Therefore 
correctors can more effectively reflect the variation in stiffness at local zones within 
the panel rather than the variation in strength. 
8.3.2. Wall la. Control 
The brick walls analysed in the following sections are the typical experimental walls 
designed and tested by Edgell (Edgell) in CERAM laboratories. During the 
experiments on these panels, displacements at a limited number of points were 
measured, which was not sufficient to be used for the evaluation of correctors. 
Therefore, Panel SBOl was used as the base panel for these walls as well. 
Wall la. Control is a brick panel with four sides simply restrained. The size of the 
wall is 5500x2600. Figure 8.4d shows the experimental failure load of 2.6kN/m2 and 
the corresponding failure pattern of the panel. Figure 8.4a represents the failure load 
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of 3.0kN/m2 and the corresponding failure pattern predicted by the FEA using 
globally smeared modulus E and strength f This FEA result overestimates the failure 
load on the wall when compared with the experimental case, but the predicted failure 
pattern compares well to the experimental result. 
Figure 8.4e shows zones within the symmetrical half of the wall. Using manual 
selection, the nine zones on the wall are divided to match similar zones on the base 
panel based on their boundary similarities, as discussed in Chapter 5. Zones Al, Bl, 
B3, B5 and Cl on the base panel were found to be a closer match to respective zones 
on Wall la. Control. Relevant values of the correctors were taken from Table 5.2. 
Figure 8.4b gives the failure load and failure pattern of the wall predicted using 
globally smeared strength f but different modified modulus E. The predicted failure 
load is equal to the experimental value and the predicted failure pattern is a better 
match to the experimental case. This is a much better analytical result than that using 
globally smeared modulus E and strength f Figure 8.4c gives the failure load and 
failure pattern of the wall predicted using globally smeared modulus E but different 
modified strengths f. The predicted failure load is quite close to the experimental 
value, but the predicted failure pattern is not as good as that in Figure 8.4b. 
Figure 8.4f shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength/but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load predicted 
in the FEA is 2.6kN/m2• Figure 8.4g shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA 
using globally smeared modulus E but different modified strengths f. The 
corresponding failure load predicted in the FEA is 2.0kN/m2. In the FEA of the above 
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two cases, cellular automata are used to select and match similar zones between the 
wall and the base panel SBOl 
(a) 
Global E 
and/ 
(b) 
Global/ , 
but 9 E's 
(c) 
Global E, 
but9f 
(d) 
Experi-
mental 
case 
(e) 
Divided 
Zones of 
Wall la. 
Failure Pattern 
D1 Bl Al 
Cl 
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Failure Load 
3.0 kN/m2 
2.6 kN/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
2.4 kN/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
2.6 kN/m2 
Note: 
AI , B3, B5, Cl and Dl are the points 
on the base panel SBOl, whose 
corresponding correctors are applied 
to improve the FEA of Wall la. Control. 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
(t) 
9 E' but 
Global/ 
(g) 
9f but 
Global E 
Note 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
2.6 kN/m2 
(CA-Selectiog Correctors) 
2.0 kN/m2 
(CA-Selectiog Correctors) 
The result of selecting correctors by the CA method is shown in Appendix C. 
Figure 8.4- The FEA and experimental results of Wall la.Control 
Comparing Figures 8.4d, 8.4f and 8.4g, the FEA result in Figure 8.4f is much better 
than that in Figure 8.4g. The reason is the same as explained in Section 8.3.1. 
8.3.3. Wall2a. Control 
Wall 2a. Control (Edgell) in Figure 8.5 is the same as Wall la. Control in its material 
property and size, except that the left edge of this wall is free. The boundaries of the 
other three edges are same as those of Wall la. Control. Figure 8.5d shows the 
experimental failure pattern and the corresponding failure load was 1.6kN/m2. 
The failure load of 2.2kN/m2 and the failure pattern predicted by the FEA are shown 
in Figure 8.5a using conventionally, globally smeared modulus E and strength f The 
FEA result overestimates the failure load of the wall when compared with the 
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experimental result and the predicted failure pattern does not correspond to the 
experimental case. 
Figure 8.5e shows the nine zones on the wall. By the manual selection, the similar 
zones within the base panel SBOl corresponding to these nine zones are Zones Al, 
A3, Bl, B3, Cl and Dl. The failure pattern of the wall predicted using globally 
smeared strength f but different modified modulus E' is shown in Figure 8.5b. The 
corresponding failure load was 2.0kN/m2. The predicted failure load was improved 
when compared with that calculated using conventionally globally smeared modulus 
E and strength f and the predicted failure pattern matches well with the experimental 
result. The failure pattern of the wall predicted using globally smeared modulus E but 
different modified strengths/ is shown in Figure 8.5c. The corresponding failure load 
is 1.8kN/m2. The predicted failure load is closer to the experimental value, but the 
predicted failure pattern is not as good as that in Figure 8.5b. 
Figure 8.5f shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load is 
2.2kN/m2. Figure 8.5g shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally 
smeared modulus E but different modified strengths f. The corresponding failure load 
is 2.0kN/m2• 
The calculation shows that the FEA result using the manual-selecting stiffness 
correctors is slightly better than that using the CA-selecting stiffness correctors. This 
is because the manual selection has tried to match similar zones near to boundaries 
more accurately than can theCA-selection. 
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Failure Load 
2.2 kN/m2 
2.0 kN/m2 
(Manual -Selecting Correctors) 
1.8 kN/m2 
(Manual -Selecting Correctors) 
Note: 
Al , A3, Bl , Cl and Dl are the 
points on the base panel SBOl , 
whose corresponding correctors 
are applied to improve the FEA 
of Wall 2.Control. 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
(f) 
9 E', but 
Global/ 
(g) 
Global E, 
but 9 fs 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
2.2 kN/m2 
(CA -Selecting-Correctors) 
2.0 kN/m2 
(CA-Selecting Correctors) 
Note The result of selecting correctors by the CA method is shown in Appendix C. 
Figure 8.5- The PEA and experimental results of Wall 2.Control 
8.3.4. Wall Case 7. Control 
Wall Case 7. Control (Edgell) in Figure 8.6 is a brick panel with one side free and the 
other three sides simply-constrained. The size of the wall is 5400mmx4500rnm. 
Figure 8.6d shows the experimental failure pattern of the panel and the corresponding 
failure load value of 1.5kN/m2. The failure pattern predicted by the PEA using 
conventionally globally smeared stiffness and strength is shown in Figure 8.6a. The 
corresponding failure load is 1.6kN/m2• The PEA result slightly overestimates the 
failure load of the wall when compared with the experimental case, but the predicted 
failure pattern is similar to the experimental result. 
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Failure Load 
1.4 kN/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
1.6 kN/m2 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
Note: 
AI, A3, Bl , Cl and Dl are the points 
on the base panel SBO I, whose 
corresponding correctors are applied 
C 1 to improve the FEA of Case7 .Control 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
(t) 
Globalf , 
but 9 E's 
(g) 
Global E, 
but9f 
Note 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
1.4 kN/m2 
(CA-Selecting Correctors) 
1.6 kN/m2 
(CA-Selecting Correctors) 
The result of selecting correctors by the CA method is shown in Appendix C. 
Figure 8.6- The FEA and experimental results of Wall Case ?.Control 
Figure 8.6e shows nine zones on the wall . By the manual selection, the similar zones 
in the base panel SBOl with these nine zones are Zones Al, Bl , B3, Cl and Dl. 
Figure 8.6b shows the failure pattern of the wall predicted using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load is 
1.4kN/m2. The predicted failure load was quite close to the experimental value and 
the predicted failure pattern was similar to the experimental result. 
Figure 8.6c shows the failure pattern of the wall predicted using globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strength f. The corresponding failure load is 
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1.6kN/m2. The predicted fai lure load slightly overestimates the experimental value, 
but the predicted failure pattern was not as good as that in Figure 8.6b. 
Figure 8.6f shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding fai lure load is 
1.4kN/m2. Both predicted failure load and failure pattern are quite close to the 
experimental result. 
Figure 8.6g shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strengths f . The corresponding fai lure load is 
1.6kN/m2. The predicted failure load and failure pattern are not as good as those using 
globally smeared strengthfbut different modified modulus E'. The reason is the same 
as explained in Section 8.3.1. 
8.3.5. Wall l a (ii) with Opening 
Wall la(ii) with opening (Edgell) is the same as Wall la. Control in boundary, size 
and material property except with central opening size 2800mmx 1400mm. For this 
wall, its FEA results applying correctors are investigated using both the solid panel 
SBOl and the panel SB02 with opening as the base panel, separately. Correctors from 
Panel SBOl are listed in Table 5.1. Correctors from Panel SB02 are listed in Table 
8.1. 
Table 8.1 - The correctors of Panel SB02 under load q = 2.2 kN/m2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 0.55909 0.9006 1.0433 1.0017 0.96026 1.001 7 1.0433 0.9006 0.55909 
8 0.34293 0.5344 0.6199 0 0 0 0.6199 0.5344 0.34293 
c 0.39855 0.6189 0.7024 0 0 0 0.7024 0.6189 0.39855 
D 0.26358 0.6836 0.7497 0.6888 0.59486 0.6888 0.7497 0.6836 0.26358 
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Figure 8.7a shows the FEA result of Wall la(ii) using conventionally globally 
smeared modulus E and strengthf When compared with the experimental case of the 
wall in Figure 8.7d, the failure load was overestimated, but the predicted failure 
pattern was similar to the experimental result. 
In Figure 8.7e, the divided zones of Wall la(ii) match Zones A3, B2 and Cl within 
the base panel SBOI using the manual-selecting method. 
Figure 8.7b shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load was 
1.8kN/m2. Both predicted failure load and failure pattern were quite close to the 
experimental result. 
Figure 8.7c shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strength f. The corresponding failure load is 
2.0kN/m2. Both predicted failure load and failure pattern were quite close to the 
experimental result. 
Figure 8.7f shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load is 
1.8kN/m2• Both predicted failure load and failure pattern are quite close to the 
experimental result. The same FEA results were obtained when globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strength/ were used. The effect of improvement is 
as good as that taking Panel SBOl as the base panel and manual-selecting correctors 
from the panel. 
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Failure Load 
1.8 kN/m2 
Manual-Selecting Correctors 
from SBOI 
2.0 kN/m2 
Manual-Selecting Corrector 
fromSBOI 
2.0 kN/m2 
Note: 
C l , C3, Dl , D3 and D5 are the points 
on the base Panel SBO l , whose 
corresponding correctors are appl ied 
to improve the FEA of Wall 1 a(i i). 
(Manual- selecting Correctors) 
Failure Pattern Failure Load 
(f) 
the FEA 1.8 kN/m2 
results (CA-Selecting Correctors From SB02) 
Global f but 9 E' or Global E but 9 f 
Note The result of selecting correctors by the CA method is sbown in Appendix C. 
Figure 8.7- The PEA and experimental results of Wall la (ii) 
8.3.6. Wall2a (i) with Opening 
Wall 2a (i) (Edgell) is the same as Wall 2 Control in size, material property and 
boundary except with central openjng 2800mmx 1400 mm. The experimental failure 
load and failure pattern is shown in Figure 8.8d. The PEA result using globally 
smeared stiffness and strength is shown in Figure 8.8a. In this analytical result, the 
predicted failure load was overestimated, the failure pattern was in good correlation 
with the experimental result. 
Figure 8.8e shows the zones of Wall 2a(i) and their similar zones Al , A3, Bl, Cl and 
Dl on the base panel SBOl using manual-matchjng method. 
Figure 8.8b shows the failure pattern predicted by the PEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The corresponding failure load is 
l.OkN/m2. Both predicted failure load and failure pattern are quite close to the 
experimental result. 
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~+-+-----;----+~:-71" correspondjng correctors are applied 
to improve the FEA of Wall 2a (i). 
(Manual-selecting correctors) 
Al Bl A3 Cl Dl 
Figure 8.8- The FEA and experimental results of Wall 2a (i) 
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Figure 8.8c shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strength f. The corresponding failure load is 1.2 
kN/m2• Both predicted failure load and failure pattern are close to the experimental 
result. But the result applying modified strength! is not as good as the result applying 
modified modulus E'. 
8.3.7. Panel SB02 with Opening 
Panel SB02 (Chong 1993) is the same as the base panel SBOl in size, material 
property and boundary except with opening. The opening is 2260mmxll25mm in 
size. The experimental failure load and failure pattern is shown in Figure 8.9d. In this 
analytical result, the predicted failure load of 1.8kN/m2 which underestimated the 
experimental failure load of 2.3 kN/m2. However, the predicted failure pattern was in 
good correlation with the experimental result. 
Figure 8.9e shows zones of Panel SB02 and their similar zones Al, A3, AS, Bl, B5, 
Cl and Dl on the base panel SBOl matched using manual-matching method. 
Figure 8.9b shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
strength f but different modified modulus E'. The predicted failure pattern was in 
good correlation with the experimental result. The corresponding predicted failure 
load is 1.6kN/m2 which underestimates the experimental failure load. 
Figure 8.9c shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA using globally smeared 
modulus E but different modified strength f. The corresponding failure load is 1.8 
kN/m2• Both predicted failure load and failure pattern are the same as those predicted 
using globally smeared stiffness and strength. 
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Cl Dl 
Figure 8.9- The PEA and experimental results of Panel SB02 
8.4. Homogeneous Technique 
In this section, two panels, which have been calculated by the PEA technique using 
the biaxial stress failure criterion, are used to further verify the validity of correctors 
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in the FEA technique using homogeneous technique proposed by Lee et al. (1996). In 
this investigation, correctors are based on the base panel SB01. 
Table 8.2 shows the modified correctors whose original values were produced by the 
experimental displacements and the corresponding displacements from the FEA using 
homogeneous technique. Comparing the correctors in Table 5.1 (obtained using the 
biaxial stress failure criterion) and the modified correctors in Table 8.2, two tables 
have around 0.1 errors at zones adjacent and close to simply supported and built-in 
edges. In the following FEA of the three panels, the correctors in Table 8.2 are used to 
improve the FEA calculation. 
Table 8.2 - The correctors of Panel SBO 1 
q=2.4kN/m~ The FEA using Homogeneous Technique 
Measured Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A Qr796 9.9.1 8 1.32' t,2e,.9 1.3 1.289 1.32 0.968 1.{).,79fr 
o o.s63 o.7s· 0~85~ to79 ;:o4 1.137 0.852 o.76' o.563 
8.4.1. Panel SB06 
As mentioned in Section 8.2.2, the analysis here just checks the failure pattern of the 
panel using the corresponding failure load obtained from the FEA using the biaxial 
stress failure criterion. Figure 8.10a shows that the failure pattern and failure load 
predicted using globally smeared modulus E and tensile strength f When compared 
with the experimental failure pattern, as shown in Figure 8.10d, the predicted failure 
pattern is not very good. 
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Bl, B3, Cl , Dl and D3 are the points 
on the base panel SBO 1, whose 
corresponding correctors are applied to 
improve the FEA of Panel SB06. 
(Manual-Selecting Correctors) 
Figure 8.10 - The failure load and failure pattern of Panel SB06 (the FEA using 
homogeneous techniques) 
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Figure 8.10b shows the failure pattern predicted under globally smeared tensile 
strength f but the different modified modulus E'. The corresponding predicted failure 
load was qm = 7.0kN/m2. The predicted failure load was quite accurate and the 
I 
predicted failure pattern was closer to the experimental result. 
Figure 8.10c shows the failure pattern predicted by the FEA under globally smeared 
modulus E but the different modified tensile strengths f. The corresponding predicted 
failure load was also qm = 7.0kN/m2. The predicted failure load was quite accurate and 
the predicted failure pattern was also closer to the experimental result. 
When compared with the result (Figure 8.3) predicted by the FEA using the biaxial 
stress failure criterion, the result (Figure 8.10) obtained by the FEA using 
homogeneous technique was slightly better. 
8.4.2. Wall la. Control 
Figure 8.lla shows that the failure pattern and failure load predicted using globally 
smeared modulus E and tensile strength f When compared with the experimental 
failure pattern, as shown in Figure 8.11d, the predicted failure pattern was good. The 
predicted failure load was also quite close to the experimental failure load. 
Figure 8.1lb shows the failure pattern predicted under the global tensile strength/but 
different modified modulus E'. The corresponding predicted failure load was 
2.4kN/m2. The predicted failure load is quite accurate and the predicted failure pattern 
was much closer to the experimental result. 
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Figure 8.11- The failure load and failure pattern of Wall la. Control (the FEA using 
homogeneous techniques) 
Figure 8.11c shows the failure pattern predicted under globally smeared modulus E 
but different modified tensile strength f . The corresponding predicted failure load 
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was also 2.4kN/m2• The predicted failure load was also quite accurate, but the 
predicted failure pattern is not as good as that obtained using globally smeared tensile 
strength/but different modified modulus E'. 
When compared with the result (Figure 8.4) predicted by the FEA using the biaxial 
stress failure criterion, the result (Figure 8.11) obtained by the FEA using 
homogeneous technique is basically same. 
8.5. Summary 
Application of correctors in the FEA using biaxial stress failure criterion or using 
homogeneous technique shows: 
(1) Generally, the conventional FEA which uses a globally smeared masonry 
property overestimates the failure loads, for instance, the average 
percentage of the overestimated parts of failure loads to the corresponding 
experimental failure loads was 21% for the seven out of the eight walls. In 
this investigation, this percentage of 21% was reduced to 3% because of 
application of correctors in the FEA. 
(2) Prediction of failure patterns for most of the walls (the six out of the eight 
walls) was improved using correctors. 
(3) The investigation proved that even using a single solid panel (Panel SBOl) 
as the base panel for new panels with and without openings can give 
reasonable results. 
(4) The CA process can replace the manual process to match similar zones and 
to select correctors from the base panels for the FEA of new panels. In 
some cases, this CA method gives slightly better results than the manual 
method. 
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(5) The investigation shows that in the FEA using the biaxial stress failure 
criterion, using the modified flexural rigidity obtained by correctors can 
give a slightly better result than using the modified tensile strength 
obtained by correctors. However, in the FEA using homogeneous 
technique, using the modified tensile strength obtained by correctors can 
give a slightly better result than using the modified flexural rigidity 
obtained by correctors 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
9. 1. Conclusions 
The research outcome presented in this thesis has shown that boundary constraint is 
the main factor which greatly affects the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry 
panels. In the past research, variation in masonry properties at various zones within 
the panel was related to random factors from nature and workman. In this thesis, the 
author discovered the structural characteristics of variation in masonry properties. In 
other words, the variation in masonry properties was governed by boundary 
conditions of the panel and was related to the positions of various zones within the 
panel. 
By introducing a stiffness/strength corrector, for the first time, this research has 
quantified the variation in masonry properties at various zones within the panel. 
Correctors were derived from comparison of the FEA and laboratory experimental 
results of various points on the panel. Correctors include factors such as natural 
variation in material properties, geometrical properties and boundary conditions as 
well as variation in the manufacturing process and the quality of site workmanship 
and so on. It was found that the values of correctors were closely related to positions 
of individual nodes/zones within the panel and boundary types governing these zones. 
It was also shown that zones close to boundaries are more sensitive to changes in 
masonry properties in comparison to zones away from the boundaries. Thus using the 
correctors the global flexural rigidity or strength at various zones within the panel was 
modified at each zone within the panel, based on the laboratory experimental results. 
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These new masonry properties were then used in non-linear FEA of the masonry 
panel. 
In this study, limited information, based on laboratory test results on full-scale panels, 
was utilised to derive corrector values. After extensive investigation on the behaviour 
of masonry panels with and without openings and implementing the CA technique, it 
become clear that it was possible to use only one panel, SBOl (Chong 1993), as the 
base panel to derive values of correctors for single wall leaf panels with/without 
openings and with different boundary conditions. It is worth mentioning that the 
accuracy of the corrector values depends on the quality of the test data. Unfortunately, 
current test data available from laboratory tests do not cover a sufficient number of 
points near to all boundary types. Therefore, more tests would be needed to cover this 
shortcoming. 
This research has also found that regions with similar corrector distribution are mainly 
governed by similar boundary conditions. Based on this finding, zones with the same 
corrector value and adjacent to the similar boundary conditions were called similar 
zones. Based on the definition of zone similarity, appropriate rules for matching zone 
similarity within panels were introduced. The proposed rules for matching similar 
zones between panels were used to match similar zones between a base panel and a 
new panel, to select correctors from the base panel for the FEA of the new panel. At 
first a manual operation method was proposed for matching similar zones, but it was 
found that this method was not easy to use because it needed an in-depth 
understanding on how to divide the panel into zones to correctly reflect the boundary 
effect on the zone. Thus in this thesis, an automatic technique for dividing the panel 
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into zones, matching similar zones between a base panel and a new panel and 
selecting the corresponding correctors for the FEA of the new panel was developed 
using cellular automata (CA) technique. 
The CA model introduced in the thesis and the results of a comprehensive studies 
show that it was capable of correctly propagating the effect of all boundaries into the 
various zones within the panel. The CA method uses the behaviour of the surrounding 
zones to calculate the value of the corrector for any particular zone. A number of rules 
were proposed for matching similar zones using the "state values" of zones and their 
neighbouring zones. The rules include that state values of a zone and its four 
neighbourhood zones on the new panel are respectively compared with state values of 
every zone and its four neighbourhood zones on the base panel, together with 
consideration on orientations of similar regions or the new panel and the base panel. 
This information was used to locate similar zones on the base panel that correspond to 
zones on a new panel. 
The results of extensive parametric study proved that the CA method, introduced in 
this thesis, was able to effectively match similar zones between new panels and the 
base panel using the following parameter values: transition efficient 'f/ of 0.2, initial 
state values for the free boundary type of 0.0, the simply-supported boundary type of 
0.2 and the built-in boundary type of 0.4. 
The application of correctors to the FEA techniques for masonry greatly improved the 
predicted results of both failure load and failure pattern of the panel. For the FEA 
technique using the biaxial stress failure criterion, applying the modified flexural 
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rigidity D' in every zone within the panel gave much better predicted results than 
applying the modified tensile strength f' in corresponding zones. However, for the 
FEA technique using the homogeneous technique, applying the modified tensile 
strength f' in corresponding zones can give a better prediction than applying the 
modified flexural rigidity D' in corresponding zones. In any case, both methods 
showed an improvement in the FEA results. The FEA results of the eight panels show 
that dividing the panel into nine to twelve zones can usually provide the accurate 
prediction results. 
From the FEA results of eight typical brick panels, analysed in this thesis, it was 
discovered that by using correctors an average improveme!lt of 18% in the prediction 
of failure loads was achieved. If the better test data on the panels with measuring 
points close to boundaries was available, the accuracy of the results would have been 
further improved. 
In conclusion, it can be claimed that using corrector factors more accurately models 
true behaviour of masonry panels and reflects the effect of panel boundaries more 
realistically. Using corrector values to modify masonry properties, a much better 
prediction of failure load and failure pattern of the panel is achieved, and the 
predicted results, especially in the range of the normal working-load of 1.5 kN/m2, are 
also much closer to their experimental results. 
9.2. Proposals for Future Research 
There are many areas that need further investigation m order to develop 
methodologies identified in this thesis. The research in this thesis was only focused on 
the analysis of single leaf brick panels. To generalise these methodologies, it would 
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be necessary to extend this research to cavity walls and walls made of concrete 
blocks. The use of correctors should also be extended to reinforced brick masonry 
panels. 
Although the experiment ·of using Panel SBOI provides useful information on 
deriving correctors which have greatly improved the FEA results of the typical single 
leaf brick panels, experimental data on other typical full-scale masonry panels with 
different boundary conditions and sizes is needed to obtain more reliable and accurate 
data for the improvement of corrector values. New experiments should include data 
for all typical zones in the panel, particularly those close to boundaries of the panel 
which have not been measured in the past. 
The application of correctors to the existing FEA techniques for masonry needs to be 
further developed to include variation in masonry material in both flexural rigidity 
and strength, because variation in masonry material in fact coexists with stiffness and 
strength. 
The CA methods used to match similar zones between panels need to be further 
verified and developed to further investigate the effect of the transition function for 
boundary effect, "state values" of zones and the accuracy of the rules for matching 
similarity between zones in the panel. 
A combination of cellular automata with neural networks seems to be able to create a 
simulative experimental environment for masonry panels to replace some expensive 
masonry experiments, based on the FEA results using correctors. This simulative 
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experimental environment should be able to predict both failure load and failure 
pattern with consideration of variation in masonry properties at various zones within 
the panel. All the important factors relevant to variation in masonry properties should 
be included in this simulative experiment environment. 
The further study for application of correctors should be extended to other load types 
such as in-plane vertical or lateral load as well as other masonry structures such as 
masonry arches popular both in the UK and in the world. 
The method for applying correctors to the FEA should be extended to panels 
constructed using other masonry materials, because correctors are different for the 
base panels built with different masonry materials. 
In this thesis, correctors were derived from ratios between the experimental 
displacements and the corresponding FEA displacements. It would be useful if this 
technique is extended to use of other properties such as tensile stress/strain. 
The development of an integrated software package with a powerful front end 
interface and a powerful graphic interface would greatly enhanced a better 
understanding of the panel behaviour. 
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APPENDIX A: THE CORRECTOR DATA AND LOAD-CORRECTOR 
DIAGRAMS DERIVED FROM THE BASE PANEL SB01 
Correctors of the Base panel SB01 at individual load increments and individual 
zones around the measured points on the panel. 
Load 01-SP 02-SP 03-SP 04-SP 05-SP 06-SP 07-SP 08-SP 09-SP 
0.2 -0.01 -0.09 0.29 1.18 0.34 0.45 0.20 0.43 0.05 
0.4 -0.17 -4.78 0.27 0.57 0.46 0.28 0.81 0.64 0.09 
0.6 0.08 0.62 0.29 1.05 0.40 0.50 0.93 0.45 0.20 
0.8 -1.33 -0.53 0.42 1.22 0.55 0.92 0.39 0.52 0.27 
1 -0.10 1.84 0.59 1.10 0.88 0.80 0.68 0.63 0.20 
1.2 -0.13 0.51 0.54 1.05 0.75 0.61 0.59 0.48 0.10 
1.4 -0.31 9.13 0.88 1.19 2.38 1.18 1.09 0.89 0.51 
1.6 1.15 8.73 0.97 1.99 1.78 1.30 1.62 0.76 0.86 
1.8 0.44 2.78 1.01 1.20 1.59 1.29 1.43 0.66 0.26 
2 0.42 1.31 0.78 1.04 1.07 1.19 0.51 0.28 0.23 
2.2 0.35 0.83 0.97 1.08 1.19 1.04 1.12 0.81 0.09 
2.4 0.55 2.44 0.99 1.31 1.29 1.38 0.60 0.34 0.37 
Load C1-SP C2-SP C3-SP C4-SP C5-SP C6-SP C7-SP C8-SP C9-SP 
0.2 -0.03 -0.25 0.31 0.82 5.83 0.30 0.36 0.13 0.19 
0.4 2.25 5.45 0.37 0.69 0.58 0.55 0.27 0.22 0.23 
0.6 0.11 0.58 0.36 0.60 0.46 0.50 0.62 0.23 0.15 
0.8 0.90 4.67 0.50 0.77 0.58 0.55 0.52 0.33 0.20 
1 -0.43 0.73 0.60 0.73 0.67 0.55 0.64 0.35 5.64 
1.2 -1.96 0.47 0.58 0.78 0.69 0.57 0.63 0.37 0.10 
1.4 -7.67 2.02 0.92 1.15 1.48 1.01 1.10 0.66 0.33 
1.6 0.55 1.53 0.98 1.37 1.18 1.01 1.21 0.57 0.40 
1.8 0.36 1.25 0.97 1.09 1.21 1.00 1.13 0.60 0.27 
2 3.94 1.24 0.98 1.28 1.15 1.14 1.10 0.81 0.35 
2.2 0.00 1.01 1.02 1.07 1.12 1.05 1.08 0.75 0.39 
2.4 0.72 1.39 0.99 1.15 1.26 1.13 1.16 0.79 0.67 
Load 81 -SP 82-SP 83-SP 84-SP 85-SP 86-SP 87-SP 88-SP 89-SP 
0.2 -0.08 -7.00 0.43 0.54 1.10 0.34 0.29 0.12 0.10 
0.4 0.21 0.74 0.42 0.58 0.52 0.39 0.48 0.20 0.27 
0.6 0.12 0.51 0.41 0.60 0.47 0.49 0.48 0.24 0.09 
0.8 0.27 0.72 0.51 0.62 0.54 0.56 0.47 0.30 0.14 
1 0.68 0.55 0.57 0.61 0.63 0.54 0.51 0.61 0.31 
1.2 0.52 0.49 0.60 0.68 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.37 0.09 
1.4 1.00 1.18 0.91 1.04 1.19 0.95 0.94 0.62 0.28 
1.6 0.40 1.01 0.90 1.09 1.05 0.91 0.95 0.59 0.31 
1.8 0.32 0.94 0.91 0.98 1.03 0.91 0.90 0.58 0.24 
2 0.85 0.96 0.93 1.05 1.02 1.02 0.95 0.71 0.32 
2.2 0.84 0.91 0.97 1.01 1.02 0.96 0.97 0.70 0.35 
2.4 0.57 1.09 0.97 1.06 1.09 1.02 1.00 0.73 0.51 
Load A1-SP A2-SP A3-SP A4-SP A5-SP A6-SP A7-SP A8-SP A9-SP 
0.2 -0.67 4.93 0.75 0.89 0.91 0.53 0.49 0.14 0.12 
0.4 0.30 0.96 0.70 0.88 0.71 0.59 0.66 0.23 0.19 
0.6 0.21 0.71 0.67 0.78 0.70 0.70 0.66 0.26 0 .1 3 
0 .8 0.35 0.88 0.76 0.82 0.72 0.76 0.67 0.34 0.17 
1 0.48 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.74 0.70 0.38 0.23 
1.2 0.49 0.74 0.86 0.91 0.86 0.81 0.77 0.44 0.17 
1.4 0.77 1.45 1.27 1.37 1.42 1.26 1.22 0.72 0.31 
1.6 0.55 1.31 1.23 1.32 1.28 1.21 1.19 0.70 0.33 
1.8 0.51 1.27 1.25 1.27 1.30 1.20 1.16 0.71 0.28 
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2 0.93 1.29 
2.2 0.72 1.23 
2.4 0.66 1.38 
E'-Load Curves 
15 
N' 
e 
~ 10 
~ 
w 
1.29 1.37 1.32 1.31 1.22 0.81 
1.24 1.29 1.28 1.24 1.19 0.80 
1.28 1.34 1.35 1.30 1.23 0.84 
E'-Load curves of Points A 1-AS 
0~----------~------------------------~----------~----------~ 
0 05 1 5 2.5 
Load (kNim•2) 
E'-Load curves or Points A3·D3 
05 1 5 25 
Loed(kNim"Z) 
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0.33 
0.39 
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E'-Load curves of Polnta A4·04 
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APPENDIX B: LOAD-DISPLACEMENT CURVES 
The FEA Displacement Curves Using Correctors 
3 
2 
3 Load (kN/m"2) 
2 
Load (kN/m"2l 
1!J Point 62, Panel 5601 , Experimental 
Point 62, Panel 5B01, FEA Dis Global E 
Point 62, Panel 5601, FEA Dis 20 zones. 
Point 62, Panel 5601, FEA Dis. 3 zones. 
Point 62, Panel 5601, FEA Dis. 6 zones. 
2 3 4 
Displacement (mm) 
8 Point 05 . Panel 5601 . Exoerlmental 
Poin t 05 . Panel 5601 . FEA Ois Global E 
Po int 05 . Panel 5601 . FEA Ols 20 zones 
Po•nt 05 . Panel 5601 . FEA Dls 3 zones . 
Point 05 . Panel 5601 . FEA Ols . 6 zones . 
2 
OEisolacement 
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3 
5 
4 
3 Load (kN/m•2\ 
2 
I!JPolnl A3. SBOI .Exoerlm enlal Ols 
Poln1A3. SB01. FEA Ols Global E 
Poln1A3. SB01. FEA Ols 20 zones 
PolniA3 . SB01. FEA 01s 3 zones 
Poln1A3 . SBOI . FEA Ols . 6 zones 
2 6 8 
Olsolacemenl Cmml 
3 Load CkN/m•2l 
2 
[!JPo1n 1 A4 . SBOI Exoerlmenlal Ous 
Polnl A4 . SBOI . FEA 01s Global E 
J <~> Polnl A4 . SBOI . FEA Ols 20 zones 
Po1n1 A4 . SB01. FEA 01s 3 zones 
Polnl A4 , SB01. FEA Ols 3 zones 
4 6 8 10 
OISolacemenl Cmml 
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3 Load CkN/m'2l 
2 
3 Load (kN /m'2) 
2 
EJPoint C4 . SBOt. Exoerlmental Ols 
Po1nt C4 , SBOt . FEA Ols Global E 
'\ Pomt C4. SBOt. FEA Ols 20 zonea 
Point C4 . SBOt. FEA Ols 3 zones 
Point C4. SBOt. FEA Ois 6 zones 
2 3 4 
Dlsolacement Cmml 
5 
Ef ~int A2 , SBOt , Experimental 
·~oint A2 , SBOt,FEA Ols Global 
~ Poin t A2 , SBOt , FEA Ols 3 zones 
" Point A2 , SB01 , FEA Ols 6 zones 
(Po int A2 , 5601 , FEA Dls 20 
2 3 4 5 
Displacement (mm) 
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3 Load lkNfmA2J 
2 
EJPoinl C2. 5801 . Experimental Ois 
Point C2 . 580 1. FEA Ois Global E 
Po1n1 C2. 580t . FEA Dls 20 zones 
Point C2 . 5801. FEA Ols 3 zones 
• Point C2. 580t , FEA Dis 6 zones 
3 Load (kNfmA2) 
2 
2 
Displacement (mm) 
EJPolnt C3 . 5801 . Exoerimental Dls . 
• Point C3 . 5801 , FEA Dls Global E 
Point C3 . 5801 . FEA Dls. 20 zones 
Point C3 . 5801 . FEA Dis. 3 zones 
Pomt C3. 5801 FEA Dls. 6 zones 
2 3 4 
Olsolacement (mm ) 
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3 
5 
3 Load (kN/mA2) 
2 
EJPolnl 03, 5601, Experlm enlal Ols. 
Poinl 03,5601, FEA Global E 
a. Polnl 03,5601, FEA Dls 20 
Polnl 03,5601 , FEA Ois 20 zones 
Poinl 03, 5601, FEA Ols 20 zones 
2 3 
Displacement (mm) 
3 Load (kN/m A2) 
2 
ifoinl 04 , S601, Experimental Ols 
A Polnl 04 , S601 , FEA Ois Global E 
& Poinl 04, S601, FEA Ols 20 zones 
Point 04 , S601 , FEA Ois 3 zones 
Polnl 04. S601 , FEA Ols 6 zones 
2 3 4 
Oisplacemenl (mm) 
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3 Load (kN/m " 2) 
2 
Point 02 on Panel 5601 , Global E 
Point 02 on Panel SB01 , 20 zones 
Point 02 on Panel SB01 , 3 zones 
Point 02 on Panel SB01 , 6 zones 
2 
Oisplacem ent (m m ) 
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APPENDIX C: CORRECTORS SELECTED BY THE CA 
1. Panel SB02 with opening: 
base_panel 
Note: Similar zones have the same colour. 
new_panel_opening base_panel 
0 · 00 0· 00 0· 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0·00 0·00 0· 00 
0 · 20 0·6'+ 0· 82 1 · 20 1·26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1· 20 0·82 0· 6'+ 
0·20 0· 55 0· 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0· 71 0· 55 
0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 ·11 0·96 0· 76 0·69 
o · 20 o ·5o· 5'+ o · 92 1 . 27 1 · 25 1 . 27 0 . 92 0. 5'+ 0·53 
~0· '+010· '+0 10 · '+010 · '+~0· '+0 0 · '+O t '+0 0· '+0 0 · '+0 
Note: Similar zones have the same corrector value. The parameter values in the cells 
adjacent to the four sides are the boundary parameter values. Free Edge = 0.0, Simply 
Support= 0.2 and Built-in Edge= 0.4. 
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0·00 
0 · 20 
0 · 20 
0 · 20 
0·20 
f-
0 · 00 
2. Panel SB06: 
new_panel base_panel 
ne1 .. 1_pane l base_panel 
P· OO P · 2o P ·2o P· 2o p · 20 0 · 20 p · OO 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
P ·2o P · S3 P ·SS p ·SS P · SS 0 · 53 p· 20 0 · 20 0 · 6'+ 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1·20 0 · 82 0 · 6'+ 0 · 20 
f--
p · 20 P · SS p· 71 p· 71 p· 71 jo· SS p· 20 0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1·06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 20 
-
b · 20 P·SS lo· 71b · 71 0 · 71 jo· SS p· 20 0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 ·76 0 · 69 0 · 20 
f.-- - f.--1- f--
p· 20 P · S3 p· S'+ p ·S'+ P · S'+ jo· S3 p · 2o 
- -
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5'+ 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 9 2 0 · 5'+ 0·53 0 · 20 
b· OO P· '+Oib· '+0~ · '+0 P·'+O lo· '+o_t· 00 O· oolo · '+O 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0·'+0 0 · '+0 0 · 00 
'--
-
3. Wallla(ii) with opening: 
base_panel 
185 
new_panel_opening 
:--
0· 000·200· 20 0· 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 201o- 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 
f--""" -- ~ -
base_panel 
0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00,0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 20 0·530·55 0·82 0 · 82 0 · 82 0·82 0 · 82 0 · 55 0 · 53 0 · 20 ·-r-
·-- -· - ---
0·20 0 · 6'+ 0·82 1 · 20 1 · 2& 1 · 31 1 · 2& 1 · 20 0·82 O· S'+ 0·20 
0·20 0 · 55 0 · 82 0·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 82 0 · 55 0·20 
.___ 1- r- 1---
0 · 20 0 · 55 0· 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 0& 1 · 03 0 · 93 0· 71 0·55 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 55 0·82 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 82 0 · 55 0·20 0·20 0 · &9 0·7& 0·9& 1 · 11 1·22 1 · 11 0 · 9& 0 · 7& 0 · &9 0 · 20 
- ~ -
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 55 0 •82 0 · 82 0 · 82 0 · 82 0 · 82 0·55 0·53 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5'+ 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0·92 0 · 5'+ 0 · 53 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 20 0 · 2010 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 200 · 2+-..J.· 20 :-oo 11 
-
flO· OO 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0·'+0 0·'+0 0 · '+0 0 · 00 
--
4. Wall la. Control: 
base_panel 
base_panel 
0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 20 0 · &'+ 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 2& 1 · 31 1 · 2& 1 · 20 0 · 82 O· S'+ 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 55 0·71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 0& 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · S9 0·7& 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 · 7& 0·69 0 · 20 
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5'+ 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 0·5't 0 · 53 0 · 20 
-r-
0 · 00 O· 'tO 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0·'+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · 00 
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5. Wall 2a(i) with opening: 
new_panel_opening 
base_panel 
ll new_panel_opening !I 
O· oolo - 20 o · 20 0· 20r 20 0 · 20 0 · 21 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · oo 
11 0 · 00 0 · 6't 0 · SS 0 · 82 0 • 82 0 · 82 0 • 82 0 · 82 0 · 55[0 · 53 0 • 20 
- ~ f, -I ~ 0 · 00 0 · 82 0 · 82~ 0 · ~0· 00 0 · 00.0 · 00 0 · 82 0 · SS[O• ~ 
•· ~· ~· ·" •· .. •· +· .. •· t· .. •·" •·"' •·" 
0 · 00 0 · 6't 0 · ss 0 · 82 0 · 8210 · 82 0 · 82 0 · 82 0 · ss 0 · 53 0 · 20 
O· oolo · 20 o · 20 O· 20 o · 2ojo - 20 o · 2 ()]_0· 2ofo · 20 O· 20 o · oo 
base_panel 
0 · 00 ~ooro . odo· ool_oo~o · oolo. oo 0 • 00 0 · 00 o · oolo . oo 
I-
-
0· 20 0 · 6'+ 0 · 82•1 · 20 1 · 261 · 311 · 26 1 · 20 0 · 82 0 · 6'+0 · 20 
1-- -r-•· ..... t." .... ' ....... '." 0 · 93 0 · 71 O· SS 0 · 20 I-- -1-
•· , ....... ,~ .. "'." ' . ,.. " 0·96 0 · 76 0 · 69 0 · 20 
- r-
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · S't 0 · 921· 271 · 251· 27 0 · 92 0 · 5'+ 0 · 53 0 · 20 
11o· oo o· ttolo· '+~o - '+O o · tto o · '+O o· '+O O·'tO 0·'+0 0 · '+0 o · ooll 
"""" 
6. Wall2a. Control: 
new_panel 
base_panel 
187 
new_panel 
base_panel 
0 · 00 0 · 20 p·20 p·20 p·20 p·20 0 · 20 0·20 0•20 p · 2o P·OO 
0•00 0•00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0·00 0·00 0 · 00 0 •00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 00 0 · S't p·55 P·55 O·U p·69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0·55 p · 53 p·20 0 · 20 0 · 6't 0 · 82 1 · 20 1·26 1· 31 1·26 1· 20 0·82 0·6't 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 82 p · 71 p· 71 0·76 · 03 f1 • 03 0 · 76 0 · 71 p · 55 p·20 0 · 20 0·55 0·71 0 · 93 1 ·03 1·06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0·71 0·55 0•20 
r-- ._.. 
0 · 00 0 · 82 p · 71 p·71 0 · 76 · 03 · 03 0 · 76 0 · 71 0 · 55 r·2o 0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0 · 76 0 · 69 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 6't p · 55 p·55 0·69 0 · 69 p·69 0 ·69 0 · 55 0 · 53 p·20 0 ·20 0 · 53 0 · 5't 0 · 92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 0 · 5't 0 · 53 0 · 20 
-
0 · 00 0 ·20 0 · 20 p·20 0 · 20 p·20 p·20 p · 20 0·20 0·20 p·OO 0 · 00 O· 'tO O· 'tO O· 'tO O·'tO O·'tO O·'tO O·'tO O· 'tO O· 'tO 0 · 00 
...__ 
7. Wall Case 7. Control: 
new_panel 
base_panel 
new_panel 
0 • 00 0 •20 0 · 20 0•20 0·20 0·20 0·20 0·20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0 · 00 
-
0 · 00 0 ·6't 0 · 69 0·69 0·69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 • 69 0·69 0 · 53 0 · 20 
,_ 1----
0 · 00 1 · 26 1 · 03 1·22 1·22 1 · 22 1 · 22 1 · 22 1 ·22 0 · 69 0 ·20 base_panel 
0 · 00 1 · 31 1 ·22 1 · 22 1 ·22 1 ·22 1 ·22 1·22 1 ·22 0 · 69 0·20' 
0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0·00 0 · 00 0 ·00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 0 · 00 
0 · 00 1 · 31 1 · 22 1 · 22 1 ·22 1 · 22 1 · 22 1·22 1 · 22 0 · 69 0 ·20 
·-
--
0 · 20 O· S't 0 · 82 1 · 20 1 · 26 1 · 31 1 · 26 1 ·20 0 · 82 0·6't 0 · 20 
0 ·00 1 · 31 1 · 22 1·22 1 · 22 1 · 22 1 ·22 1 · 22 1 · 22 0 · 69 0 · 20 
~ 0 · 20 0 · 55 0 · 71 0 · 93 1 · 03 1 · 06 1 · 03 0 · 93 0 · 71 0 · 55 0 · 20 
0·00 1 · 31 1 · 22 1 ·22 1 · 22 1 · 22 1·22 1 ·22 1 ·22 0 · 69 0 ·20 
- !"--
0 ·00 1 · 26 1 · 03 1 ·22 1·22 1 ·22 1 · 22 1 ·22 1 ·22 0 · 69 0 · 20 · 
0 · 20 0 · 69 0 · 76 0 · 96 1 · 11 1 · 22 1 · 11 0 · 96 0·76 0 · 69 0 · 20 
0 · 00 0 · 6't 0 · 69 0 · 69 0 · 69 0·69 0·69 0 ·69 0 · 69 0 · 53 0 ·20 
-· 
0 · 20 0 · 53 0 · 5't 0·92 1 · 27 1 · 25 1 · 27 0 · 92 0 · 5't 0 · 53 0 · 20 
r-
I 
0·00 0 • 20 0 · 20 0·20 0 · 20 0 · 20 0·20 0·20 0·20 0 · 20 0 · 00 0 ·00 O· 'tO O· 'tO 0·'+0 0·'+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · '+0 0 · 00 
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